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HUMAN ACTIVITIES
Every human being keeps himself occupied in some activity to satisfy human wants; such activities are
known as human activities. These activities are broadly classified as economic and non-economic activities.
While economic activities are those conducted with an aim of earning money or acquiring wealth, noneconomic activities are performed free of cost, with service motive. The fundamental differences between
economic and non-economic activities are discussed in the article. Have a look.

Comparison Chart
Comparison

Economic Activity

Non-Economic Activity

Meaning

Non-economic activity is an activity
Economic activity refers to a human activity
performed gladly, with the aim of providing
related to production and consumption of
services to others without any regard to
goods and services for economic gain.
monetary gain.

Motive

Economic, i.e. to earn money.

Social or psychological, i.e. out of love,
affection, etc.

Money
Measured in monetary terms.
measurement

Lacks money measurement.

Approach

Pragmatic

Idealistic

Results in

Creation of wealth and assets.

Satisfaction and happiness.

National
Income

Adds value to national income.

Does not affects national income.

Conclusion
With the above discussion, it is quite clear that the only aspect which distinguishes these two activities is
the objective. The same activity can be economic and non-economic at the same time, you can understand
this with an example, Suppose a father is taking his child to school by Van, this is a non-economic activity,
as he drops his son out of affection and care, but if there are five other children apart from his son going in
the Van who pays money for conveyance to him, then that is an economic activity, as the person is getting
money for that service. So, when a person is providing services out of love or affection, that is noneconomic but when that person charges money for providing such service, it is called economic activity.

CONCEPT OF BUSINESS:
Literally, the word “business” means the state of being busy. Generally, the term business includes all
human activities concerned with earning money. In other words, business is an activity in which various
persons regularly produce or exchange goods and services for mutual gain or profit. The goods and services
produced or purchased for personal use are not included in “business”.
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Definition
1. According to L. H. Haney
“Business may be defined as human activities directed toward providing or acquiring wealth through
buying and selling of goods.
2. James Stephenson says that:
“Every human activity which is engaged in for the sake of earning profit may be called business.”
3. In the words of B. W. Wheeler
“An institution organized and operated to provide goods and services to the society, under the incentive of
private gain” is business.
In simple words we can say that any legal activity which is undertaken for the sake of earning profit is
called Business.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:
The following points state the nature of business in brief:

1. Economic Activity
Business is an economic activity as it is concerned with creation of wealth through the satisfaction of
human wants.

2. Human Activity
Business is an economic activity and every economic activity is done by human beings. Thus, business is
one of the most important human activities.

3. Social Process
Business is run by owners and employees with the help of professionals and customers. Thus, business is a
social process.

4. System
Business is a systematic arrangement of various elements, which leads to the attainment of particular
objective, according to a well-established plan.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD BUSINESS:
Following are the essential characteristics of a good business:

1. Capital
Capital is the lifeblood of every business. It is the most essential and important element of business. In case
of deficiency, loans can be taken from various financial institutions.
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2. Creation of Utility
Utility is an economic term referring to that characteristic of a certain commodity, which can satisfy any
human need. Business creates utility, which gives benefit to the entire society as well as the businessmen.

3. Dealing in Goods and Services
Every business deals with sale, purchase, production and exchange of goods and services for some
consideration.

4. Employment
Business is a good source of employment for its owners as well as for other people, for example,
employees, agents, transporters etc.

5. Islamic Process
Business is an Islamic way of earning living. Income from business is known as profit, which is Rizq-e-Halal.
The Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAWW) himself did prosperous business.

6. Motive
The motive of business is to earn profit. Otherwise it will not be termed as business.

7. Organization
Every business needs an organization for its successful working. A proper organization is helpful in the
smooth running of business and achieving the objectives.

8. Productions or Purchase of Goods
A businessman deals in production or purchase of goods. These goods are supplied to the people. So, it is
necessary that more goods should be produced so that demand of people may be fulfilled.

9. Regular Transaction
Business has a nature of regular dealings and series of transactions. So, in business, only those transactions
included which have regularity and continuity.

10. Risks and Uncertainty
Business involves a large volume of risk and uncertainty. The risk element in business keeps a person
vigilant and he tries to ward off his risk by executing his policies properly.

11. Sale or Transfer for value
Another characteristic of business is the sale or transfer of goods for value.

12. Social Welfare
Business does not only satisfy the producer, but also the consumer when products are offered for sale at
low prices in markets.
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Objectives of Business:
An objective is something a business aims for. It is a target or goal to be achieved. Objectives help a
business to focus on what it needs to do to achieve its goals.
FOR EXAMPLE
You have the objective to get good results in all your subjects this year, but this will not happen by itself –
you will need to attend classes, participate in activities, complete homework and study.
There are 7 objectives that we will learn about:
•

Survival

•

Profit

•

Providing a Quality Service

•

Customer Satisfaction

•

Growth

•

Employment

•

Social Responsibility

Survival:
This is a key objective as all the other objectives would be pointless if the business did not survive. Survival
is particularly important to small businesses who find it more difficult to survive due to lack of financial
resources. When survival is threatened, the business must focus of lowering costs and cutting production
to save money.

Profit
Private Sector businesses are usually set up with the aim of maximizing profits for their owners. Public and
Third Sector businesses are not. Profit arises when income from sales is more than the businesses costs for
making those sales.

Providing a Quality Service
This is an objective of all businesses but particularly those who offer services rather than goods. It is also a
key objective of Public and Third Sector businesses, as they do not aim to make a profit but rather to
provide the best service they can within the budget that is available to them.

Customer Satisfaction
All businesses want to have a positive image and to be highly regarded by their customers so that
customers stay loyal to their business. To achieve satisfaction they have to provide high quality goods and
services, have a customer care strategy, high levels of staff training and have good after-sales service.
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Growth
Private Sector businesses are interested in growth so that they can make more profit. Growth can be
achieved by employing more staff, opening more branches, changing business structure e.g. from a sole
trader to a partnership or Ltd Company.

Social Responsibility
All businesses nowadays are expected to show a degree of social responsibility. This means they have to
operate in an ethical way by being seen to be doing the right thing as regards their staff, customers and the
local community and environment. If a business fails to act in this way, they can be the target of negative
publicity and pressure groups, which may have an impact on their sales and profits.

Employment
Business provides employemnt opportunities not only to the owners but also to the other people. Business
includes the following employment:
Investors
Industrial workers
Experts/Professionals e.g. doctors, accountant etc.
Labourers
Middlemen, traders, agents etc.
Employments of helping institutions e.g. bankers, insurer etc.

FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS:
Following are the major functions of business:

1. Production
Production of goods and services is the first main function of the business. The production must be regular. The
goods and services must be produced in such a way which can satisfy human needs.

2. Sales
The sale is another important function of the business. Sales are of two types:
• Cash sales
• Credit sales
The sale must be regular and at reasonable price. It is very difficult job because there is hardcompetition in
each market.
3. Finance

It is also an important function of the business to secure finance. Finance is required for establishment and
expansion of business. There are two sources of raising funds:
(a) Owner’s Capital
(b) Borrowed Funds

4. Management Function
“To do things efficiently and effectively” is known as management. The functions of management are:
• Planning
• Organizing
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• Leading
• Controlling
• Staffing
The management also provides direction for all subordinates.

5. Innovation
In this era of competition, for the survival of business, innovation is essential. The businessman must try to find new
techniques of production because the business may not sell present output in future.

6. Accounting
Another function of the business is to maintain its records properly. To record the business activities is called
accounting. With proper accounts, the owner can know the actual performance of business and chances of fraud are
reduced.

7. Marketing
According to Harry Henser
“Marketing involves the design of the products acceptable by the consumers and the conduct of those activities
which facilitate the transfer of ownership between seller and buyer.”
Through marketing, goods are moved from producers to consumers. It is an important function of the business. This
function includes buying, selling, transportation, product designing and storage, etc. The concept of marketing mix is
very important in
marketing. It includes four Ps:
• Product
• Price
• Place
• Promotion

8. Quality Improvement
Quality of product must be improved to increase the sale. If quality of product is poor then business may suffer a
loss.

9. Motivation
Motivation is very essential for increasing the efficiency of employees. Motivation encourages the employees to give
their best performance.

10. Research
Research is also an important function of any business. Research is a search for new knowledge. By research,
business becomes able to produce improved and new goods. The research is of two types:
• Basic Research
• Applied Research

11. Public Relation
It is very important function to make friendly relations with public, in this way sales volume is increased.
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Businessman
Businessman is a person who is engaged in buying and selling or in production of goods and services to earn profit
for the satisfaction of his social and commercial needs.

QUALITIES OF A GOOD BUSINESSMAN:
Due to scientific and technological advancement, it is necessary that a good businessman should possess the basic
skills and knowledge about his business. The success or failure of a business mostly depends on the person who runs
it. A businessman must have the following qualities to be able to succeed in business.

1.Ability to Plan and Organise:
It is essential for a businessman to have the ability to plan and organise effectively. A good planner can only make
the best decisions for his business.

2. A Man of Talent:
A businessman should be a man of talent. So, he can think of a tectful dealing to maximise his profit. He should have
consistent mind for clearness steadiness and firmness in his dealing with others.

3.Qualities of Leadership:
A man to succeed in business must have the qualities of leadership. He must be clear headed and firm in taking good
and prompt decisions. With the help of this quality business can expand and earn more profit.

4 Accurate Thinking:
A businessman should have accurate thinking so that right step can be taken well in time.

5.Honest:
A businessman should be honest and sincere in public dealings.GoodWill of the business depends on his honesty .
There should be no fraud and commercial bribery in the business.

6.Alertness:
A businessman should be aware of the changes taking place1n the environment of business around him.

7.Foresight:
A good businessman should be careful about the future expectations. If he fails to anticipate the demand for his
goods then he will suffer a loss by the trickery of his fore seeing the future He can earn more profit.

8.Business Morality:
A good businessman must follow the basic standards of morality in dealing with the customer's even in the cases of
complaints.

9.Ability to cooperate:
A good businessman should have the ability to cooperate with others. He should avoid any sort of double dealing.

10.Research on Business:
To compete in business, a businessman must find out new products and new means of working He uses his research
work and experience to minimize the cost of Production.

11.Technical Skills:
A good businessman should have adequate technical skills. He should have command over Specialized knowledge so
that he may run his busineSs in preper way and earn profit.
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12.Capital:
Capital is necessary for business A good businessman gets capital from all available sources. Capital is key to success
for a business.

13.Hardworking:
A good businessman must be industrious and hardworking. He should be well balanced and cool minded a person
and have the ability of working for long hours.

14.Patience:
is an asset of a businessman he has to meet so many persons regarding his business matters. There is a need of
patience. If he looses his temper he may face problems.

15.Coordination:
Coordiantion is necessary for business. A businessman should be able to co-ordinate the various sections business:
coordination will be beneficial for the business.

16.Good Reputation:
Good reputation is an asset for a businessman. A good businessman always tries to improve his goodwill to expend
his business.

17.Bold or courage:
Courage is a great asset of a businessman. A good businessman should be a courageous and bold person. May be his
some angry decisions gave him loss in future, so he has to be courageous and be bold.

18.Discipline:
A good businessman should have to care about the discipline of the business. If he doesn’t care about the discipline
then nobody (who concern to his business) obeys the discipline and business can’t go well.

19.Leadership:
Leaders are not made, they are born; but the businessman has to get some qualities of a leader. With the help of
leadership a businessman can control his business and workers.

20.Sound Financial Management:
Sound financial management is an important factor for successful business. Without it no business can go well. So a
business must possess good financial position.

21.Self-Confidence:
A good businessman should have self-confidence. Without self-confidence he can’t make quick decisions and
business suffers a lot.

22.Tactful:
A good businessman should be a tactful person. He has to handle persons or his customers very tactfully. It helps to
earn profit in future.

23.Technical Skills:
A good businessman must have the knowledge about technical skills. should have complete command of specialized
knowledge in his field, which he has to perform.

STARTING A NEW BUSINESS:
While planning and constructing an idea of a new business, following factors should be kept in mind. The successful
running and establishment of business entirely depends on them.
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1. Selection
The first and most important decision before starting a new business is its selection. If once a business is established,
it becomes difficult to change it. One should make a detailed investigation in the selection of business.

2. Feasibility Report
A person should prepare the feasibility report about the business to be started. This report will provide the facts and
figures whether business is profitable or not.

3. Nature of Business
There are various types of business like manufacturing, trading and services. The businessman should decide that
what type of business he would like to start.

4. Demand of Product
The businessman also keeps in view the demand of the product which he wants to sell. If the demand is inelastic, the
chances of success are bright. If the demand of a product is irregular, seasonal and uncertain, such business should
not be started.

5. Size of Business
The Size of business means the scale of business. The size of business depends upon the demand of commodity in
the market and organizational ability of entrepreneur. The determination of size of business is an important decision
of a person.

6. Availability of Capital
Availability of capital is an important factor in the business. Capital is required for the purchase of land, machines,
wages and raw materials. A businessman must decide that how much capital he can arrange.

7. Business Location
A businessman has to select the place where he wants to start his business. He should select that place where raw
material, cheap labour and transportation facilities are available. He should also check the location of business
competitors.

8. Government Policy
The businessman should also carefully consider the policies of government before starting a new business. Some
areas are declared as ‘tax free zones’ and for some particular businesses the loan is provided without any interest.

9. Availability of Raw Material
Availability of Raw material is essential to produce the goods at low cost. Sometimes the raw material is to be
imported which may create problem for him. So a businessman must keep this factor in mind.

10. Availability of Machines
Availability of new machines is also an important factor for a business. A businessman must see whether these
machines are easily available inside the country or not. If these are to be imported then it may create the problems
for him.

11. Availability of Labor
Skilled and efficient labor is essential to run the business in profit. But if efficient and skilled labor is not available
where business is going to be started then it will not be profitable.

12. Means of Transportation
Quick and cheap means of transportation are essential for low cost of production and high profit rate. A
businessman must keep in view this factor.
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13. Power Resources
There must be availability of power resources like water, oil, coal and electricity. So businessman must keep in view
this factor.

14. Hiring Employees
A businessman must hire the efficient and competent employees in the business. The proper training must be given
to employees.

15. Product Pricing
A businessman must decide the price of his product. In the beginning the price must be low. He must keep in view
that whether he will cover cost of his product and other expenses with such price.

COMPONENTS AND SCOPE OF BUSINESS
BUSINESS
The word “Business” includes all human activities concerned with earning money. In other words, business is an
activity in which various persons regularly produce or exchange goods and services for mutual gain or profit.

COMPONENTS OF BUSINESS
Business bears the following components:

Business
Industry

Commerce

INDUSTRY
Industry is connected with the production and preparation of goods and services. It is a place where raw material is
converted into finished or semi-finished goods, which have the ability to satisfy human needs or can be used in
another industry as a base material. Inother words, industry means that part of business activity, which is concerned
with theextraction, production and fabrication of products.

KINDS OF INDUSTRY
1. Primary Industry
2. Secondary Industry

1. PRIMARY INDUSTRY
Primary industry is engaged in the production or extraction of raw materials, which are used in the secondary
industry. Primary industry can be divided into two parts:
(a) Extractive Industry
(b) Genetic Industry
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(a) Extractive Industry
Extractive industries are those industries, which extract, raise or produce raw material from below or above or above
the surface of the earth. For example, fishery, extraction of oil, gas and coal etc.

(b) Genetic Industry
Genetic industries are those, which are engaged in reproducing and multiplying certain species of animals and
plants. For example, poultry farm, fishing farm, diary farm, plant nurseries etc.

2. SECONDARY INDUSTRY
These industries use raw materials and make useful goods. Raw material of these industries is obtained from primary
industry. Secondary industry can be divided into three parts:
(a) Constructive Industry
(b) Manufacturing Industry
(c) Services Industry

a) Constructive Industry
All kinds of constructions are included in this industry. For example, buildings, canals, roads, bridges etc.

b) Manufacturing Industry
In this industry, material is converted into some finished goods or semi-finished goods. For example, textile mills,
sugar mills etc.

c) Services Industry
These industries include those industries, which are engaged in providing services of professionals such as lawyers,
doctors, teacher etc.

COMMERCE
Commerce is the second component of business. The term “commerce” includes all activities, functions and
institutions, which are involved in transferring goods, produced in various industries, from their place of production
to ultimate consumers.
In the words of Evelyn Thomas:
“Commercial occupations deal with the buying and selling of goods, the exchange of commodities and distribution of
the finished goods.”
In simple words, “trade and aids to trade” is called.

SCOPE OF COMMERCE
The scope of commerce can be explained as:
1. Trade
2. Aids to Trade
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1. TRADE
Trade is the whole procedure of transferring or distributing the goods produced by different persons or industries to
their ultimate consumers. In other words, the system or channel, which helps the exchange of goods, is called trade.

TYPES OF TRADE
There are two types of trade:
(a) Home trade
(b) Foreign Trade

(a) Home Trade
The purchase and sale of goods inside the country is called home trade. It is also known as ‘domestic’, ‘local’ or
‘internal trade’. Home trade has two types:
(i) Wholesale Trade
(ii) Retail Trade
(i) Wholesale Trade
It involves selling of goods in large quantities to shopkeepers, in order to resale them to the consumers. A wholesaler
is like a bridge between the producers and retailers.
(ii) Retail Trade
Retailing means selling the goods in small quantities to the ultimate consumers. Retailer is a middleman, who
purchase goods from manufacturers or wholesalers and provide these goods to the consumers near their houses.

(b) Foreign Trade
Trade or exchange of goods and services between two or more independent countries for their mutual advantages is
called foreign trade. It is also called international trade. Foreign
trade has two types:
(i) Import Trade
(ii) Export Trade
(i) Import Trade
When goods or services are purchased from other country it is called import trade.
(ii) Export Trade
When goods or services are sold to any other country it is called export trade.

2. AIDS TO TRADE
Trade mans biting and selling of goods, whereas, aids to trade mean all those things which are helpful in trade.
a) Banking
b) Transportation
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c) Insurance
d) Warehousing
e) Agents
f) Finance
g) Advertising
h) Communication

(a) Banking
In daily business routine, commercial banks and other financial institutions help the seller and the buyer in receiving
and the buyer in receiving and making payments.

(b) Transportation
The goods which are manufactured in mills and factories, reach the consumers by different means of transportation
like air, roads, rails, seas etc.

(c) Insurance
The transfer of goods from one place to another is not free from risk of loss. There is a risk of loss due to accident,
fire, theft etc. The insurance companies help out the traders with this problem through insurance policy.

(d) Warehousing
The manufacturers today, produce goods in large quantity. Therefore, a need for warehouses arises in order to store
the manufactured goods.

(e) Agents
They are the persons who act as the agents of either buyer or seller. They perform these activities for commission.

(f) Finance
A large amount is needed to set up an industry. Financial institutions provide long-term finance to the producers.
The producers alone are unable to manufacture goods without financial help.

(g) Advertising
The consumer may sometimes, not know about the availability of goods in the market. The producer must sell his
goods in order to remain in business. Advertisement is an easy way to inform the large number of customers about
the goods. This can be done through TV, newspapers, radio etc.

(h) Communication
The producers, wholesalers, retailers, transporters, banks, warehouse-keepers, advertisers and consumers live at
different place. This post office, telephone and other similar media is very useful for promotion of trade and
industry.
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COMPARISON CHART OF TRADE AND COMMERCE
Basis for Comparison

Trade

Commerce

Meaning

Commerce means exchange of goods
Trade means the exchange of
and services between the parties along
goods and services between
with the activities such as insurance,
two or more parties in
transportation, warehousing,
consideration of money or
advertising etc that completes that
money’s worth.
exchange.

Scope

Narrow

Wide

Type of Activity

Social Activity

Economic Activity

Frequency of
Transactions

Isolated

Regular

Employment
opportunities

No

Yes

Link

Between buyer and seller

Between producer and consumer

Demand and supply side Represents both

Represents only the demand side

Capital requirement

Less
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COMPARISON CHART OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE
Basis for
Comparison

Industry

Commerce

Meaning

Industry is an economic activity, concerned
with the procurement and processing of
raw materials into finished products, that
reaches the customer.

Commerce is a business activity,
wherein exchange for goods and
services for value, is done on a
large scale.

Capital
Required

High

Comparatively low

Involves

Activities essential for facilitating
Conversion of resources into useful goods.
the buying and selling of goods.

Represent Production part of business activities.

Distribution part of business
activities.

Risk

Comparatively low
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FUNCTIONS AND IMPORTANCE OF COMMERCE/ HINDRANCE REMOVE BY THE
COMMERCE
The exchange of goods is a complex process beset with several types of hindrances. Com-merce removes these
hindrances. According to James Stephenson, "Commerce embraces all those activities which help to break the
barriers between producers and consumers.
It is the sum total of those processes which are engaged in the removal of hindrances of persons (trade), place
(trans¬port, packing and insurance), and time (warehousing) in the exchange (banking and finance) of commodities."
Thus the main function of commerce is to remove the following hindrances:

1. Hindrance of person:
This hindrance refers to the lack of contact between producers and consumers. The producer is faced with the
problem of finding the buyers who need the goods he has produced and who are able and willing to buy such goods.
The consumer does not know the source of supply of goods which would satisfy his needs at prices he can afford.
Commerce removes this hindrance by means of trade.
Trade provides an organised market where the buyers and sellers can contact each other. It saves both producers
and consumers from the time-consum¬ing and expensive exercise of locating each other.

2. Hindrance of place:
A major problem faced by producers is to send their goods to distant places without loss through theft, pilferage,
damage, etc. Commerce solves this problem by means of transport, packing and insurance.
Modern means of transport carry goods too far-of places quickly and safely. Packing of goods helps to preserve their
quality in transit and storage. With the help of packing, businessman can preserve the quality of goods. Thus,
transportation and packing are useful commercial activities.

3. Hindrance of time:
In modern industry goods are produced on a large-scale in anticipa¬tion of demand. There is usually a time gap
between the production and consumption of goods. Therefore, it becomes necessary to store the goods until they
are sold.
This problem is solved by warehousing or storage. Warehouses provide suitable storage facilities to protect the
goods from fire, rain, pests, etc. Warehousing is, thus, an integral part of commerce.

4. Hindrance of exchange:
Buying and selling of goods between persons living in different places requires a common medium of payment.
Money serves as common medium of payment. However, convenient, and safe means of payment are required to
settle the transaction.
Banks help to remove this obstacle in the process of exchange by making and collecting payments on behalf of their
clients.
Now businessmen can send money from one place to another in the form of bank-draft, cheque, etc., without facing
any risk. Banks also provide credit in the form of over¬drafts, letter of credit, cash credit, discounting of bills, etc.

5. Hindrance of Risk:
During transportation and storage, there are several possibilities of loss or damage of goods. There also exist risks of
theft, burglary deterioration, fire, etc.
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These risks cause anxiety among businessmen and discourage them from investing money in business. Insur¬ance
helps to remove the hindrance of risks by compensating businessmen for financial loss. It plays a vital role in the
development of trade and commerce.

6. Hindrance of knowledge:
Often a producer or merchant finds it difficult to sell his goods and services because consumers are not aware of
their benefits and uses.
Advertising and sale promotion remove this hindrance by bringing goods and services to the knowledge of
consumers. Advertising also persuades people to buy the goods and services.
Thus, commerce plays an important role in the distribution of goods. It makes available to the users goods produced
in different parts of a country as well as from other countries.
People are able to buy goods produced anywhere in the world. The producers are relieved of the problem of
marketing the goods and can concentrate on increasing production Commercial activities break the barrier between
producers and consumers.
Commerce ensures a free and smooth flow of goods from producers to consumers. Commerce provides the
advantages of specialisation. It helps to better satisfy human wants by collecting and distributing goods.
Commerce provides the necessary link between the producers and consumers of goods. It has brought countries
close to one another and the world has become one big market.
Large scale production is impossible without modern commerce. Commerce has contributed significantly towards
the economic development of society and the quality of life of people.
The basic aim of commerce is to ensure the supply of right goods at the right time at the right place and to right
persons. Commerce brings goods to the hands of ultimate consumer.

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION:
Factors of production are the resources or inputs that are required for the production of goods or services. The
components of factors of production are:
i. Labor
ii. Capital
iii. Entrepreneurship
iv. Physical resources

i. Labor
Labor is the most important factor of production. Labor are the people who work in an organization and provide
physical and mental efforts in production process.

ii. Capital
Capital is the amount or property which is invested by investor(s) in the business to produce goods and services.

iii. Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship is the management ability of the people to run the business.
It involves:-
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(a) Identification of opportunity
(b) Allocation of resources
(c) Creation of wealth by assuming the necessary risk

iv. Physical resources
Physical resources include land, natural resources, building, vehicles and machinery that are used in the production
process.

ECONOMIC SYSTEM
Economic system is defined a system for allocation of resources. Commonly, it has following two types as below:
a) Planned economy
b) Free market economy

a) Planned economy
In planned economy the government decides that how many resources are to be generated and how these
resources will be allocated. In this system government determines the key economic functions. How the factor of
production will be utilized and how much will be the economy’s output is decided by the government.

b) Free market economy
In free market economy demand and supply in the market determines the allocation for resources with little or no
government intervention. In this economy market mechanism decides the key economic functions (what, for whom
and how to produce). Free market economy increases the efficiency and productivity, firms and organizations with
better quality products and low costs (produced efficiently) will survive in the market.

ENVIRONMENTAL FORCES
Forces that influence the performance of organizations can be divided into two categories as under:
1) External Factors (External Environment)
2) Internal Factors (Internal Environment)

External Factors:
External factors are the factors which are found outside the organization. These factors are not controllable by the
organization. External factors bring the opportunity or threat for the organization. External factors include
technological factors, economy of the country, political and legal factors, socio-cultural factors and demographic
factors.

Internal Factors:
Internal factors are the factors within the organization that affect the performance of business. Strengths or
weaknesses of the organization are the internal factors. Strengths may include experienced and trained workers,
strong financial resources, strong brand name, good reputation and organizational culture and weaknesses of an
organization may include lack of sufficient capital, weak brand name, poor reputation, inexperienced and untrained
workers.
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BUSINESS ORGANIZATION & SOLE
PROPRIETORSHIP
Business organization is an act of grouping activities into effective cooperation to obtain the objective of the
business.
In the words of L. H. Haney
“It is more or less independent complex of land, labour and capital, organized and directed for productive purposes
but entrepreneurial ability.”

SCOPE OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
The scope of business organization can be defined as under:

1. SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
According to D.W.T. Stafford
“It is the simplest form of business organization, which is owned and controlled by one man”
Sole proprietorship is the oldest form of business organization which is owned and controlled by one person. In this
business, one man invests his capital himself. He is all in all in doing his business. He enjoys the whole of the profit.
The features of sole proprietorship are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy Formation
Unlimited Liability
Ownership
Profit
Management
Easy Dissolution
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2. PARTNERSHIP
According to Partnership Act, 1932
“Partnership is the relation between persons who have agreed to share the profits of a business carried on by all
or any of them acting for all.”
Partnership means a lawful business owned by two or more persons. The profit of the business shared by the
partners in agreed ratio. The liability of each partner is unlimited. Small and medium size business activities are
performed under this organization.
It has the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal Entity
Profit and Loss Distribution
Unlimited Liability
Transfer of Rights
Management
Number of Partners

3. JOINT STOCK COMPANY
According to S. E. Thomas
“A company is an incorporated association of persons formed usually for the pursuit of some commercial
purposes”
A joint stock company is a voluntary association of persons created by law. It has a separate legal entity apart
from its members. It can sue and be sued in its name. In the joint stock company, the work of organization
begins before its incorporation by promoters and it continues after incorporation. The joint stock company has
the following feature:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of Law
Separate Legal Entity
Limited Liability
Transferability of shares
Number of Members
Common Seal

4. COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES
According to Herrik
“Cooperation is an action of persons voluntarily united for utilizing reciprocally their own forces, resources or both
under mutual management for their common profit or loss.”
Cooperative Societies are formed for the help of poor people. It is formed by economically weak persons of the
society. In this form of organization, all members enjoy equal rights of ownership. The features of cooperative
society are as under:•
•
•
•
•

Easy Formation
Protection of Mutual Interest
Limited Liability
Equal Distribution of Wealth
Equal Rights
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5. COMBINATION
According to J. L. Hanson
“Combination is the association, temporary or permanent, of two or more firms.”
Business combinations are formed when several business concern undertaking units are combined to carry on
business together for achieving the economic benefits. The combination among the firms may be temporary or
permanent. The salient features of business combination are:
•
•
•
•

Economy in Production
Effective Management
Division of Labour
Destructive Competition

IMPORTANCE OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
The following points elaborate the role of business organizations:

1. Distribution
Another benefit of business organization is that it solves the problems of marketing and distribution like buying,
selling, transporting, storage and grading, etc.

2. Feedback
An organization makes possible to take decisions about production after getting the feedback from markets.

3. Finance Management
It also guides the businessman that how he should meet his financial needs which is very beneficial for making
progress in business.

4. Fixing of Responsibilities
It also fixes the responsibilities of each individual. It introduces the scheme of internal check. In this way chances of
errors and frauds are reduced.

5. Minimum Cost
It helps in attaining the goals and objectives of minimum cost in the business.

6. Minimum Wastage
It reduces the wastage of raw material and other expenditures. In this way the rate of profit is increased.

7. Product Growth
Business organization is very useful for the product growth. It increases the efficiency of labor.

8. Quick Decision
Business organization makes it easy to take quick decisions.
9. Recognition Problems
Business organization makes it easy to recognize the problems in business and their solutions.

10. Reduces the Cost
Business organization is useful in reducing the cost of production as it helps in the efficient use of factors of
production.
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11. Secretariat Functions
It also guides the businessman about the best way of performing the secretarial functions.

12. Skilled Salesmen
It is also a benefit of the business organization that it provides the skilled salesmen for satisfying various needs of the
customers.

13. Transportation
It is another benefit is that it guides the businessman that what type of transport he should utilize to increase the
sales volume of the product.
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SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS
Sole proprietorship is a simple and oldest form of business organization. Its formation does not require any
complicated legal provision like registration etc. It is a small-scale work, as it is owned and controlled by one person,
and operated for his profit. It is also known as “sole ownership”, “individual partnership” and “single proprietorship”.

DEFINITION
Following are some important definition of sole proprietorship:
1. According to D.W.T. Staffod
“It is the simplest form of business organization, which is owned and controlled by one man.”
2. According to G. Baker
“Sole proprietorship is a business operated by one person to earn profit.”

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP:
Following are the main characteristics of sole proprietorship:

1. Capital
In sole proprietorship, the capital is normally provided by the owner himself. However, if additional capital is
required, such capital can be increased by borrowing.

2. Easy Dissolution
The sole proprietorship can be easily dissolved, as there are no legal formalities involved in it.

3. Easily Transferable
Such type of business can easily be transferred to another person without any restriction.

4. Freedom of Action
In sole proprietorship, single owner is the sole master of the business; therefore, he has full freedom to take action
or decision.

5. Formation
Formation of sole proprietorship business is easy as compared to other business, because it dos not require any kind
of legal formality like registration etc.

6. Legal Entity
In sole proprietorship, the business has no separate legal entity apart from the sole traders.

7. Legal Restriction
There are no legal restrictions for sole traders to set up the business. But there may be legal restrictions for setting
up a particular type of business.

8. Limited Life
The continuity of sole proprietorship is based on good health, or life or death of the sole owner.

9. Management
In sole proprietorship, the control of management of the business lies with the sole owner.
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10. Ownership
The ownership of business in sole proprietorship is owned by one person.

11. Profit
The single owner bears full risk of business, therefore, he gets total benefit of the business as well as total loss.

12. Size
The size of business is usually small. The limited ability and capital do not allow the expansion of business.

13. Success of Business
The success and goodwill of the sole proprietorship is totally dependent upon the ability of the sole owner.

14. Secrecy
A sole proprietorship can easily maintain the secrecy of his business.

15. Unlimited Liability
A sole proprietor has unlimited liability. In case of insolvency of business, even the personal assets are used by the
owner to pay off the debts and other liabilities.

ADVANTAGES OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Following are the advantages of sole proprietorship:

1. Contacted with the Customers
In sole proprietorship a businessman has direct contact with the customer and keeps in mind the like and dislikes of
the public while producing his products.

2. Direct Relationship with Workers
In sole proprietorship a businessman has direct relationship with workers. He can better understand their problems
and then tries to solve them.

3. Easy Formation
Its formation is very easy because there are not legal restrictions required like registration etc.

4. Easy Dissolution
Its dissolution is very simple because there are no legal restrictions required for its dissolution and it can be dissolved
at any time.

5. Easy Transfer of Ownership
A sole proprietorship can easily be transferred to other persons because of no legal restriction involved.

6. Entire Profit
Sole proprietorship is the only form of business organization where the owner enjoys 100% profit.

7. Entire Control
In sole proprietorship the entire control of the business is in the hands of one person. He can do whatever he likes.

8. Flexibility
There is great flexibility in sole proprietorship. Business policies can easily be changed according to the market
conditions and demand of people.

9. Honesty
The sole master of the business performs his functions honesty and effitively to make the business successful.
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10. Independence
It is an independent form of business organization and there is no interference of any other person.

11. Personal Satisfaction
As all the Business activities are accomplished under the supervision of sole owner, so he feels personal satisfaction
that the business is running smoothly.

12. Prime Credit Standing
A sole proprietor can borrow money more easily because of unlimited liability.

13. Quick Decisions
Sole proprietor can make quick decisions for the development and welfare of his business and in this way can save
his time.

14. Personal Interest
A sole proprietor takes keen intere4st in the affairs of business because he alone is responsible for profit and loss.

15. Saving in Interest on Borrowed Capital
Sometimes, a sole proprietor borrows money to increase his capital, from his relatives, without interest.

16. Saving in Legal Expenses
As there are no legal restrictions for the formation of sole proprietorship so it helps in increasing savings as legal
expenses are reduced.

17. Saving in Management Expenses
The owner of the business himself performs most of the functions so it r educes the management expenses.

18. Saving in Taxes
The tax rates are very low on sole proprietorship because it is imposed on the income of single person.

19. Secrecy
It is an important factor for the development of business. A sole trader can easily maintain the secrecy about the
techniques of production and profit.

20. Social Benefits
It is helpful in solving many social problems like unemployment etc.

DISADVANTAGES OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
The disadvantages of sole proprietorship can be narrated as under:

1. Continuity
The continuity of sole proprietorship depends upon the health and life of the owner. In case of death of the owner
the business no longer continues.

2. Chances of Fraud
In sole proprietorship, proper records are not maintained. This increases the chances of errors and frauds for
dishonest workers.

3. Expansion Difficulty
In sole proprietorship, it is very difficult to expand the business because of the limited life of proprietor and limited
capital.
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4. Lack of Advertisement
As the sources of single person are limited so he cannot bear the expense of advertisement, which is also a major
disadvantage.

5. Lack of Capital
Generally, one-man resources are limited, so due to financial problems he cannot expandhis business.

6. Lack of Inspection and Audit
In sole proprietorship there is lack of inspection and audit, which increases the chances of fraud and illegal
operations.

7. Lack of Innovation
Due to fear of suffering from loss, a sole proprietor does not use new methods of production. So, there is no
invention or innovation.

8. Lack of Public Confidence
The public shows less confidence in this type of business organization because there is no legal registration to
control and wind up the business.

9. Lack of Skilled Persons
One person cannot hire the services of qualified and skilled persons because he has limited resources. It is also a
great disadvantage.

10. Management Difficulty
One person cannot perform all types of duties effectively. If he is a good accountant, he may not be a good
administrator. Due to this, business suffers a loss.

11. Much Strain on Health
In this type of business organization there is much strain on the health of the businessman because he alone handles
all sorts of activities.

12. Not Durable
This type of business organization is not durable because its existence depends upon the life of sole proprietor.

13. Permanent Existence
In this type of business there is a need of permanent existence of a businessman. In case of absence from business
for few days may become the cause of loss.

14. Risk of Careless Drawings
In sole proprietorship, owner himself is a boss. There is no question to his decisions or actions. So, there is a risk of
careless drawings by him.

15. Risk of Loss
In case of sole proprietorship a single person bears all the losses, whereas in the case of partnership or Joint Stock
Company all the partners or members bear the loss.

16. Unlimited Liability
In sole proprietorship there is unlimited liability. It means, in case of loss personal property of the owner can be sold
to satisfy the claimants. It is a great disadvantage.

SUGGESTIONS TO PROMOTE SOLE TRADERSHIPS/PROPRIETORSHIP
The sole traderships can be promoted by taking the help from the following suggestions:
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1) Legal Protection:
The legal protection should be given to sole traders to save them from the burden of unlimited
liability. So that the sole traders could flourish their business without any fear of loss and insolvency.

2) Availability of Loan:
In sole proprietorship, the financial resources of the owners are limited. So, loans should be provided
to sole traders on priority basis to meet their capital shortage.

3) Advisory Services:
The government should provide advisory services to sole traders for making their business decisions
effective.

4) Insurance of Business:
The business insurance policy should be issued to reduce the risk of business or to compensate the
burden of loss by shifting it towards the insurance company.

5) Establishing of Trade Centres:
Trade centres should be established for hawkers and small mobile shops where shops should be
given to them on the basis of easy instalments, so that they can run their business effectively.

6) Refresher Courses:
The government should conduct refresher courses not only to increase the productive capacity of
sole proprietorship but also to introduce the modern techniques of production to the sole traders.

7) Tax Concession:
More tax concessions should be given to sole traders. In this way, they can use the major portion of
their incomes for the expansion of the business.

8) Cost of Production:
The sole trader often pays high prices for raw material or goods because he buys in less quantity.
So, the raw material or goods should be provided to sole traders at wholesale prices to reduce their
cost of production.

CONCLUSION
From the above-mentioned detail, we come to the point that despite the above disadvantages, sole proprietorship is
an important form of business organization. This is due to the fact that its formation is very easy and due to
unlimited liability the owner takes great care and interest in the business, because in case of loss, he is personally
responsible. As he enjoys entire profit, this factor also encourages him to work with great efficiency which promotes
his business.
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PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS
Partnership is the second stage in the evolution of forms of business organization. It means the association of two or
more persons to carry on as co-owners, i.e. a business for profit. The persons who constitute this organization are
individually termed as partners and collectively known as firm; and the name under which their business is
conducted is called
“The Firm Name”.
In ordinary business the number of partners should not exceed 20, but in case of banking business it must nor
exceed 10. This type of business organization is very popular in Pakistan.

DEFINITION
1. According to Section 4 of Partnership Act, 1932
“Partnership is the relation between persons who have agreed to share the profits of a business carried on by all or
any of them acting for all.”
2. According to Mr. Kent
“A contract of two or more competent persons to place their money, efforts, labour and skills, some or all of them,
in a lawful commerce or business and to divide the profits and bear the losses in certain proportion.”

CHARACTERISTICS
The main characteristics of partnership may be narrated as under:

1. Agreement
Agreement is necessary for partnership. Partnership agreement may be written or oral. It is better that the
agreement is in written form to settle the disputes.

2. Audit
If partnership is not registered, it has no legal entity. So there is no restriction for the audit of accounts.

3. Agent
In partnership every partner acts as an agent of another partner.
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4. Business
Partnership is a business unit and a business is always for profit. It must not include club or charitable trusts, set up
for welfare.

5. Cooperation
In partnership mutual cooperation and mutual confidence is an important factor. Partnership cannot take place with
cooperation.

6. Dissolution
Partnership is a temporary form of business. It is dissolved if a partner leaves, dies or declared bankrupt.

7. Legal Entity
If partnership is not registered, it has no legal entity. Moreover, partnership has no separate legal entity from its
members and vice versa.

8. Management
In partnership all the partners can take part or participate in the activities of business management. Sometimes, only
a few persons are allowed to manage the business affairs.

9. Number of Partners
In partnership there should be at least two partners. But in ordinary business the partners must not exceed 20 and in
case of banking business it should not exceed 10.

10. Object
Only that business is considered as partnership, which is established to earn profit.

11. Partnership Act
In Pakistan, all partnership businesses are running under Partnership Act, 1932.

12. Payment of Tax
In partnership, every partner pays the tax on his share of profit, personally or individually.

13. Profit and Loss Distribution
The distribution of profit and loss among the partners is done according to their agreement.

14. Registration
Many problems are created in case of unregistered firm. So, to avoid these problems partnership firm must be
registered.

15. Relationship
Partnership business can be carried on by all partners or any of them can do the businessfor all.

16. Share in Capital
According to the agreement, every partner contributes his share of capital. Some partners provide only skills and
ability to become a partner of business and earn profit.

17. Transfer of Rights
In partnership no partner can transfer his shares or rights to another person, without the consent of all partners.

18. Unlimited Liability
In partnership the liability of each partner is unlimited. In case of loss, the private property of the partners is also
used up to pay the business debts.
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ADVANTAGES OF PARTNERSHIP
Following are the advantages of partnership:

1. Simplicity in Formation
This type of business of organization can be formed easily without any complex legal formalities. Two or more
persons can start the business at any time. Its registration is also very easy.

2. Simplicity in Dissolution
Partnership Business can be dissolved at any time because of no legal restrictions. Its dissolution is easy as compared
to Joint Stock Company.

3. Sufficient Capital
Partnership can collect more capital in the business by the joint efforts of the partners as compared to sole
proprietorship.

4. Skilled Workers
As there is sufficient capital so a firm is in a better position to hire the services of qualified and skilled workers.

5. Sense of Responsibility
As there is unlimited liability in case of partnership, so every partner performs his duty honestly.

6. Satisfaction of Partners
In this type of business organization each partner is satisfied with the business because he can take part in the
management of the business.

7. Secrecy
In partnership it is not compulsory to publish the accounts. So, the business secrecy remains within partners. This
factor is very helpful for successful operation of the business.

8. Social Benefit
Two or more partners with their resources can build a strong business. This factor is very helpful in solving social
problems like unemployment.

9. Expansion of Business
In this type of business organization, it is very easy to expand business volume by admitting new partners and can
borrow money easily.

10. Flexibility
It is flexible business and partners can change their business policies with the mutual consultation at any time.

11. Tax Facility
Every partner pays tax individually. So, a firm is in a better position as compared to Joint Stock Company.

12. Public Factor
Public shows more confidence in partnership as compared to sole proprietorship. If a firm is registered, people feel
no risk in creating relations with such business.

13. Prime Credit Standing
The liabilities of partners are unlimited, so the banks and other financial institutions provide them credit easily.

14. Minority Protection
In partnership all policy matters are decided with consent of each partner. This gives protection to minority partners.
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15. Moral Promotion
Partnership is the best business for small investors. It promotes moral courage of partners.

16. Distribution of Work
There is distribution of work among the partners according to their ability and experience.This increases the
efficiency of a firm.

17. Combined Abilities
Every partner possesses different ability, which helps in running the business effectively, when combined together.

18. Absence of Fraud
In partnership each partner can look after the business activities. He can check the accounts. So, there is no risk of
fraud.

DISADVANTAGES OF PARTNERSHIP
The disadvantages of partnership are enumerated one by one as under:

1. Unlimited Liability
It is the main disadvantage of partnership. It means in case of loss, personal property of the partners can be sold to
pay off the firm’s debts.

2. Limited Life of Firm
The life of this type of business organization is very limited. It may come to an end if any partner dies or new partner
enters into business.

3. Limited Capital
No doubt, in partnership, capital, is greater as compared to sole proprietorship, but it is small as compared to Joint
Stock Company. So, a business cannot be expanded on a large scale.

4. Limited Abilities
As financial resources of partnership are limited as compared to Joint Stock Company, so it is not possible to engage
the services of higher technical and qualified persons. This causes the failure of business, sooner or later.

5. Limited number of Partners
In partnership, the number of partners is limited, so the resources are also limited. That’s why business can not
expand on large scale.

6. Legal Defects
There are no effective rules and regulations to control the partnership activities. So, it cannot handle large-scale
production.

7. Lack of Interest
Partners do not take interest in the business activities due to limited share in profit and limited chances of growth of
business.

8. Lack of Public Confidence
As there is no need by law to publish accounts in partnership, so people lose confidence and avoid dealing and
entering into contract with such firm.
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9. Lack of Prompt Decision
In partnership all decisions are made by mutual consultation. Sometimes, delay in decisions becomes the cause of
loss.

10. Lack of Secrecy
In case of misunderstandings and disputes among the partners, business secrets can be revealed.

11. Chances of Dispute among Partners
In partnership there are much chances of dispute among the partners because all the partners are not of equal mind.

12. Expansion Problem
Partnership business may not be expanded due to limited number of partners, limited capital and unlimited liability.

13. Frozen Investment
It is easy to invest money in partnership but very difficult to withdraw it.

14. Risk of Loss
There is a risk of loss due to less qualified and less experienced people.

15. Transfer of Rights
In partnership no partner can transfer his share without the consent of all other partners.

CONCLUSION
From the above-mentioned findings, we come to this point that despite the above disadvantages, partnership is an
important from of business organization. This is because its formation is very easy and due to unlimited liabilities,
partners take great interest in business, because in case of loss they are personally responsible.

KINDS OF PARTNERSHIP
There are three kinds of partnership which are described as under:
1. Partnership at will
2. Particular partnership
3. Limited partnership

1.PARTNERSHIP AT WILL
If the partnership is formed for an undefined time, it is called partnership at will. Any partner can dissolve it at any
time by giving the notice.
According to Partnership Act, 1932:
“If no provision is made in the agreement regarding the partnership, it is called partnership at will.”
Partnership at will may be created under the following circumstances:

1. Indefinite Period
If partnership has been formed for an indefinite period, it is called partnership at will.

2. Existence after Completion of Venture
If partnership has been formed for a particular venture and after completion such venture it remains continue, it
becomes a partnership at will.
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3. Existence after Expiry of Period
If partnership has been formed for a definite time period, so after the expiry of this period, it becomes partnership at
will.

2.PARTICULAR PARTNERSHIP
If the partnership is formed for a particular object of temporary nature, it is called particular partnership. On
completion of a particular venture, it comes to an end. Under this no regular business is done. For example:
Partnership for the construction of a building and partnership for producing a film.

3.LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
Limited partnership is that in which liabilities of some partners are limited up to the amount of their capitals. In this
partnership, there is at least one partner who has unlimited liability. In Pakistan, this type of partnership is not
formed. There is a separate partnership act for it.

FEATURES OR ELEMENTS OR CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTNERSHIP
Partnership is the result of contract between two or more person who has agreed to carry out on a business with the
object of earning profit. The followings are the main features of partnership.

1. Agreement:
The most important element without which partnership cannot be formed is the agreement between the partners. It
is immaterial whether the agreement is written or oral but its existence is essential. Besides, the agreement must be
done in carrying the business and sharing of profit.

2. Numbers of partners:
There must be an association of two or more person to constitute a partnership. The maximum number of partners
is 10 for banking business and 20 for general business.

3. Business purpose:
The main idea of partnership is to do business and distribute the share of profit earn during the course of business
among the partners. The aim of business must be earring of money.

4. Sharing of profit:
The partners carry out business with the view to earn profit which is distributed among them in agreed ratio. In
similar way, if there is a loss all partners are going to bear it.

5. Capital:
The partners provide capital from there own pockets but they can also borrow money at their own risk. One can
become partner of a firm even without contributing any money towards the business. In that case, his time, energy
and intelligence will be regarded as capital for which he will take a share of profit. If the partners devote the
maximum amount of his time in business he would also be paid a salary.

6. Mutual trust, confidence and utmost faith:
All the partners must trust each other. They work in closed cooperation to make the enterprise a success. The
partnership agreement is made on utmost trust and faith. The partners must disclose every information and must
present true accounts to one another.

7. Presence of agency:
The other most important element of partnership is the presence of agency between partners. Each partner is liable
for the act of other partner. It may possible that one partner transact whole business on behalf of other partner with
their consents.
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8. Business in wider sense:
The term business is very wide and it includes every kind of trade. Profession and occupation. Thus the partnership is
not confined to a particular kind of trade or profession. Thus partnership has no limitation of duration and it may be
formed for a single transation.

9. Unlimited liabilities:
Every partner has unlimited liabilities toward the firm’s debt. The creditors can recover debt from the personnel
property of the partners.

10. No separate legal entity:
Generally partnership has no legal status as entity. The assets are used and liabilities are owned by the partners
collectively.

11. Effects of partner’s death:
Unless the partnership agreement provides otherwise the death of partner automatically dissolve the partnership
business.

12. Restriction on retirement of partners:
The partner cannot retire without the consent of the co-partners.

PARTNERSHIP DEEDS OR PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
It is document in which the term and condition of partnership agreement are written. Hence contract is said to be
the essence of partnership business. It can be oral or written. The written document of partnership is known as
partnership deeds. Partnership may be formed and condition of the contract put down in black and white. The
partner is to be free from future confusions and misunderstandings. Good relation between partners may not
continue for a long time.In future there may be difference of opinion between the partners on some points. The
differences may only be removed if the terms and conditions are in the document to avoid future disputes and
misunderstanding between partners. In simple words we can say that Partnership deed is a document that contains
the terms and conditions of the business.

CONTENTS OF PARTNERSHIP DEED
A well drawn up partnership deed usually contains the following forms:
1. Name of the firm
2. The nature and object of the business
3. The duration of the business.
4. The names and address of the partners.
5. The amount of capital of the firm and the amount contributed by each partners.
6. The ratio of sharing of profits and losses of the firm
7. The management of the firm.
8. Salaries if any paid to partners.
9. Interest on partners.
10. The rights and duties of the partners.
11. The valuation and treatment of good will in case of dissolution of the firm.
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12. Rules and regulation regarding the admission of new partners and expulsion and retirement of an existing
partner.
13. Appointment of an arbitrator to settle disputes if any among the partners.
14. The names of banks where firm accounts will be opened.
15. The names of auditor or who will inspect the books of accounts.
16. The names of partners who will sign the important document.
17. The procedure of the dissolution of the firm and settlement of accounts.
18. Any other clause or clauses necessary for future safety for the conveniences of the partner. The partnership
deeds must be signed by all the partners.

RULES APPLICABLE IN THE ABSENCE OF AN AGREEMENT
In the absence of any agreement, the following rules are applicable. These rules are contained in Section 12 to 17 of
the Indian Partnership Act as adopted in Pakistan.
1. Every partner has a right to take part in the conduct of the business.
2. In case of any difference arising out in ordinary matter connected with the business, the decision may be taken by
a majority of the partners.
3. No change can be made in the nature of the business without the consent of all the partners.
4. Partners have right to see, inspect and copy any of the books of the firm. No remuneration is allowed to any
partner.
5. All the partners will share equality in the profits and contribute equally to the losses.
6. Six percent interest is to be paid on the loan advanced by any partner.
7. The partnership firm must indemnify a partner in respect of payment made by the partner to the third party and
also any liability incurred by any partner in the ordinary and proper conduct of the business.
8. A partner must indemnify the firm for any loss caused to the firm by his willful neglect in the conduct of the
business of the firm.
9. All the property of the firm is to be held and used by the partners exclusively for the purposes of the business. In
case a partner carries out any business competing with that of the firm, all profits made by him in that business
should be paid to the firm.

PARTNERS
“The individuals who comprise a partnership are known as partners.”

KINDS OF PARTNERS
Partners can be classified into different kinds, depending upon their extent of liability, participation in management,
share of profits and other facts.
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1. Active Partner
A partner who takes active part in the affairs of business and its management is called active partner. He contributes
his share in the capital and is liable to pay the obligations of the firm.

2. Secret Partner
A partner who takes active part in the affairs of the business but is unknown to the public as a partner is called secret
partner. He is liable to the creditors of the firm.

3. Sleeping Partner
A partner who only contributes is the capital but does not take part in the management of the business is known as
sleeping partner. He is liable to pay the obligations of the firm.

4. Silent Partner
A partner who does not take part in the management of business but is known to the public as partner is called silent
partner. He is liable to the creditors of the firm.

5. Senior Partner
A partner who invests a large portion of capital in the business is called senior partner. He has a prominent position
in the firm due to his experience, skill, energy, age and other facts.

6. Sub Partner
A partner in a firm can make an agreement with a stranger to share the profits earned by him from the partnership
business. A sub-partner is not liable for any debt and can not interfere in the business matters.

7. Junior Partner
A person who has a small investment in the firm and has a limited experience of business is called junior partner.

8. Major Partner
A major partner is a person who is over 18 years of age. A person is allowed to make contract when he has attained
the age of majority.

9. Minor Partner
A person who is minor cannot enter into a valid contract. However, he can become a partner with the consent of all
other partners. A minor can share profits of a business but not the losses.

10. Nominal Partner
A partner who neither contributes in capital nor does he take part in the management of the business but allows his
name to be used in the business is known as nominal partner. He is individually and jointly liable for the debts of the
firm along with other partners.

11. Deceased Partner
A partner whose life has expired is known as deceased partner. The share of capital and profit of such partner is paid
to his legal heirs in lump sum or in installment.

12. Limited Partner
A partner whose liabilities are limited to his share in business is called limited partner. He cannot take active part in
the management of the firm.

13. Unlimited Partner
A partner whose liabilities are unlimited is known as unlimited partner. He and his personal property both are liable
to clear the debts of the firm.
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14. Incoming Partner
A person who is newly admitted in the firm with the consent of all the partners is called incoming partner. He is not
liable for any act of the firm performed before he became the partner unless he agrees.

15. Retired Partner
A partner who leaves the firm due to certain reasons is known as retired partner or outgoing partner. He is liable to
pay all the obligations and debts of the firm incurred before his retirement.

16. Partner in Profits only
If a partner is entitled to receive certain share of profits and is not held liable for losses is known as partner in profits
only. He is not allowed to take part in the management of the business.

17. Quasi Partner
A person, who was the partner of a firm but has now retired from active participation in business and has left his
capital in the business as a loan, receiving interest on it, is known as quasi partner.

18. Partner by Estoppel
A person who holds himself out as a partner of a firm, before a third party or allows other to do so, though he is not
a partner of that firm, is called partner by estoppel or holding out partner. He is not entitled to any right like other
partners of the firm. He is not entitled to any right like other partners of the firm. He is personally liable to the third
party for the credit given to the firm, on the faith of his representation.

DUTIES OF THE PARTNERS
The duties of a partner are as follows:

i. To carry on the business to the greatest common advantage:
Every partner is bound to carry on the business of the firm to the greatest common advantage. In other words, the
partner must use his knowledge and skill in the conduct of business to secure maximum benefits for the firm.

ii. To be just and faithful to each other:
Every partner must be just and faithful to other partners of the firm. Every partner must observe utmost good faith
and fairness towards other partners in business activity.

iii. To render true accounts:
Every partner must render true and proper accounts I his co-partners. Each and every entry in the books must be
supported by vouchers and di explanations if demanded by other partners.

iv. To provide full information:
Every partner must provide full information of £ activities affecting the firm to the other co-partners. No information
should be concealed, kept secret.

v. To attend diligently to his duties:
Every partner is bound to attend diligently to duties in the conduct of the business of the firm.

vi. To work without remuneration:
A partner is not entitled to receive any kind remuneration for taking part in the conduct of the business. But in
practice, the working partners are generally paid remuneration as per agreement, so also commission in some case.

vii. To indemnify for loss caused by fraud or willful neglect:
If any loss is caused to the firm because of a partner's willful neglect in the conduct of the business or fraud commit
by him against a third party then such partner must indemnify the firm for the loss.
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viii. To hold and use partnership property exclusively for the firm:
The partners must hold and use the partnership property exclusively for the purpose of business of the firm not for
their personal benefit.

ix. To account for personal profits:
If a partner derives any personal profit from partnership transactions or from the use of the property of the firm or
business connection the firm or the firm's name, he must account for such profit and pay it to the firm.

x. Not to carry on any competing business:
A partner must not carry on competing business to that of the firm. If he carries on and earns any profit then he
must account for the profit made and pay it to the firm.

xi. To share losses:
It is the duty of the partners to bear the losses of the firm. ' partners share the losses equally when there is no
agreement or as per their profit share ratio.

xii. To act within authority:
Every partner is bound to act within the scope of authority. If he exceeds his authority and the firm suffers from any
loss, he shall have compensate the firm for such loss.

xiii. Duty to be liable jointly and severally:
Every partner is jointly and individual liable to the third parties for all acts of the firm done while he is a partner.

xiv. Duty not to assign his interest:
A partner cannot assign or transfer his partner interest to an outsider so as to make him the partner of the firm
without the consent of other partners. However, he can assign his share of the profit and his share in the assets the
firm where the assignee shall not be entitled to interfere in the conduct of the business

RIGHTS OF THE PARTNERS
The rights of a partner are as follows:
i. Right of the partner to take part in the day-to-day management of the firm.
ii. Right to be consulted and heard while taking any decision regarding the business.
iii. Right of access to books of accounts and call for the copy of the same.
iv. Right to share the profits equally or as agreed upon by the partners.
v. Right to get interest on capital contributed by the partners to the firm.
vi. Right to avail interest on advances paid by the partners for business purpose.
vii. Right to be indemnified in respect of payment made or liabilities incurred or for protecting the firm from
losses.
viii. Right to the use of partnership property exclusively for partnership business only not himself.
ix. Right as agent of the firm and implied authority to bind the firm for any act done in carrying the business.
x. Right to prevent admission of new partners/expulsion of existing partners.
xi. Right to continue unless and otherwise he himself cease to become partner.
xii. Right to retire with the consent of other partners and according to the terms-and conditions of deed.
xiii. Right of outgoing partner/legal heirs of deceased partner.

Liabilities of a Partner to Third Parties:
The following are the liabilities of a partner to third parties:
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i. Liability of a partner for acts of the firm:
Every partner is jointly and severally liable for all acts of the firm done while he is a partner. Because of this
liability, the creditor of the firm can sue all the partners jointly or individually.

ii. Liability of the firm for wrongful act of a partner:
If any loss or injury is caused to any third party or any penalty is imposed because of wrongful act or omission of
a partner, the firm is liable to the same extent as the partner. However, the partner must act in the ordinary
course of business of the firm or with authority of his partners.

iii. Liability of the firm for misutilisation by partners:
Where a partner acting within his apparent authority receives money or property from a third party and
misutilises it or a firm receives money or property from a third party in the course of its business and any of the
partners misutilises such money or property, then the firm is liable to make good the loss.

iv. Liability of an incoming partner:
An incoming partner is liable for the debts and acts of the firm from the date of his admission into the firm.
However, the incoming partner may agree to be liable for debts prior to his admission. Such agreeing will not
empower the prior creditor to sue the incoming partner. He will be liable only to the other co-partners.

v. Liability of a retiring partner:
A retiring partner is liable for the acts of the firm done before his retirement. But a retiring partner may not be
liable for the debts incurred before his retirement if an agreement is reached between the third parties and the
remaining partners of the firm discharging the retiring partner from all liabilities. After retirement the retiring
partner shall be liable unless a public notice of his retirement is given. No such notice is required in case of
retirement of a sleeping or dormant partner.

REGISTRATION OF PARTNERSHIP FIRM
The partnership act of 1932 has not made registration of the firm compulsory in our country. It is quite optional. It
depends upon the willingness of the partners whether the firm has to be registered or not. If they wish they can
register their firm with the registrar pof the firms by filing with him a statement containing certain information and
depositing requisite registration fees. It is essential that statement must be signed by all the partners and should
contain following particulars;
1. the name of the firm,
2. The principal place of the business.
3. The names of the other places were firm may carry out its business.
4. The date on which each partner entered into the firm.
5. The names and permanent addresses of all the partners of the firm.
6. the duration of the firm
Now if the registrar is satisfied with the information provided and he thinks its necessary then he will register the
firm. The name of the firm is then recorded in the register maintained for the purpose in the office of the registrar.
The partnership act does not make the registration compulsory. However it imposes certain disabilities on the
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partners of an unregistered firm. If it is not registered, it will not be able to enforce its claim against third party
against his follow partners.

ADVANTAGES OF REGISTRATION
Registration of a partnership is not mandatory. Still, it is recommended because of the benefits it provides. The
benefits/advantages of registering a partnership firm are mentioned under Sec 69 of the Indian Partnership Act,
1932.
Some of the major benefits of registering a partnership firm are:
1. If there is any dispute, a partner can file a case in the court of law against the firm or other partners.
2. It confers power to the firm to file case in the court of law against third parties.
3. Also, It gives the power to claim set-off if a third party sues the firm to recover a sum of money.
Therefore, It is always advised that all partnership firms should register themselves with the registrar of firms.

DISSOLUTION OR LIQUIDATION
A partnership may be dissolved in any of the following manners.

1. DISSOLUTION BY AGREEMENT:
A partnership may be dissolved when the partner is of one opinion to dissolve the firm, or it may be dissolved
according to the contracts between the partners.

2. DISSOLUTION ON THE HAPPENING OF CERTAIN CONTINGENCIES:
a) If a partnership has been formed for a fixed term, then it can be dissolved after the expirer of the term.
b) If the partnership has been formed for carrying on one or more venture, then it can be dissolved after
completion of that venture or ventures.
c) On the death of partner it may be resolved.
d) By adjudication of a partner as an insolvent by the court of law.
e) A partnership may be dissolved on the insolvency of itself.

3. DISSOLUTION BY NOTICE OF PARTNERSHIP AT-WILL:
A partnership at will may be dissolved at any time if any one of the partners gives notice in writing to all the
partners of the firm of his intention to dissolve the firm.

4. COMPULSORY DISSOLUTION:
a) By the adjudication of all the partners or of all but one partners as insolvent.
b) By the happening of an event which makes it illegal or unlawful for the business to be carried on.

5. DISSOLUTION BY THE COURT:
If any partner brings a suit in the court, the court may dissolve the firm on any on any of the following grounds.
a) When a partner becomes of unsound mind.
b) When the partner becomes permanently incapable of performing his duties as a partner.
c) When the partner becomes guilty of his misconducts in carrying on business.
d) If partner willfully commits breach of agreements in the matter of managing the affairs of the firm or his
misconducts is such that it is not possible on the part of other partners to carry on business of the firm with him.
e) If the partners transfers his entire share to other or his share in the firm have been changed by the court for
his debts.
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f) Where a partnership cannot be carried on except at a loss.
g) On any other grounds on which the court thinks just and equitable to wind up the business.
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JOINT STOCK COMPANY
Joint Stock Company is the third major form of business organization. It has entirely different organizational
structure from sole proprietorship and partnership. There are two advantages of Joint Stock Company. First of
all, it enjoys the advantage of increased capital.
Secondly, the company offers the protection of limited liability to the investors. The law relating to Joint Stock
Company has been laid in Companies Ordinance, 1984, which came into force on January 1, 1985 in Pakistan.

DEFINITIONS
Following are some important definition of Joint Stock Company:
1. Simple Definition
“A company may be defined as an association of persons for the purpose of making profit.”
2. According to Kimball,
“A corporation by nature is an artificial person, created or authorized by a legal statue for some specific
purpose.”
3. According o S.E. Thomas,
“A company is an incorporated association of persons formed usually for the pursuit of some commercial
purpose.”

FEATURES OR CHARACTERISTICS OF JOINT STOCK COMPANY
Following are the main features of a Joint Stock Company.

1. Creation of Law
A joint stock company is the creation of law or special ‘Act’ of the state. It is formed and governed by the Companies
Ordinance or by a special Act of the legislature. Pakistani companies are incorporated under the Companies
Ordinance, 1984.

2. Capital Borrowing
The company can borrow capital in its own name to expand the business.

3. Separate Legal Entity
A Joint Stock Company has separate legal entity, apart from its members. It can sue in a court of law in its own name.
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4. Legal Person
A Joint Stock Company, as a legal person, has the usual rights of any person to carry on the business in its own name,
to own property, to borrow or lend money and to enter into contract.

5. Long Life
A joint stock company has long life as compared to other forms of business organizations.

6. Limited Liability
The liability of the shareholder is limited to the extent of the face value of the shares they hold.

7. Large Scale Business
Because of more members, a company has larger capital as compared to sole trade ship and partnership, which
helps in doing business on large scale.

8. Management of Company
The shareholders elect the Board of Directors in the Annual General Meeting and all the management is selected by
the Board of Directors.

9. Number of members
In case of private limited company, minimum number of shareholders is ‘2’ and maximum is ‘50’; but in case of
public limited company, minimum number is ‘7’ and there is no limit for maximum number.

10. Transferability of Shares
A shareholder of a company can easily transfer his shares to other persons. There is no restriction on the purchase
and sale of shares.

11. Trade Agreement
A joint stock company enjoys separate existence, so it can join the trade agreements with other firms in its own
name.

12. Purchases and Sale of Property
A joint stock company can purchase and sale the property in its own name.

13. Payment of Taxes
A joint stock company pays double taxes to the government.

14. Object
The basic object of a joint stock company is to earn profit. Whole profit is not distributed among the shareholders.
Some portion is transferred to General Reserve for emergencies.

15. Government Control
A joint stock company has to comply with the rules of the government. It has to audit its accounts.

16. Easy Mode of Investment
The capital of a joint stock company is divided into the shares of small value. So, every person can purchase these
shares according to his income and saving.

17. Common Seal
Since a company is an artificial person created by law, therefore, it cannot sign documents for itself. The common
seal, with the name of the company is used as a substitute for its signature.
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ADVANTAGES OF JOINT STOCK COMPANY
Following are the advantages of Joint Stock Company:

1. Expansion of Business
A joint stock company sells the shares, debentures and bonds on large scale. So, a joint stock company can collect a
large amount of capital and can expand its business.

2. Easy Access to Credit
A joint stock company can get a huge amount of capital from banks and other institutions.

3. Easy to Exit
It is easy to separate oneself from a joint stock company by selling his shares.

4. Experts’ Services
Because a joint stock company has a strong financial position, so it may hire the service of and technical experts.

5. Employment
Joint stock companies are also playing very important role to provide employment to unemployed persons of the
country.

6. Flexibility
There is flexibility in such business organizations.

7. Limited Liability
The liability of the owner is limited. In case of loss, the shareholders are not required to pay anything more than the
face value of the shares.

8. Large Scale Production
Availability of huge amounts of capital makes possible for a joint stock company to produce goods on very large
scale, at a lower cost.

9. Larger Capital
There is no problem of capital in a joint stock company because there is not limit for maximum number of members.
So, a joint stock company collects capital from many people.

10. Long Life
A joint stock company has a permanent life. If one or more than one shareholder die, or sell their shares, it makes no
difference to the company. New shareholders take their place.

11. Long term Projects
A joint stock company has a permanent and long life and huge capital. Such organizations can undertake the
projects, which may give profit after many years.

12. Spread of Risk
In joint stock company, the risk of business is spread over a large number of people. Such organizations can
undertake risky projects, which other types or organization do not take.

13. Transfer of Shares
In joint stock company, the shares of public limited company can be easily transferred or disposed off. There is no
restriction on the transfer of shares in a joint stock company.
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14. Increase in Saving and Investment
The shares are in large number but their value is small. The shares of a company may have a value of Rs. 10, Rs. 100
etc. So, rich as well as poor can purchase the shares of a company. This leads to increase in savings and investment.

15. Better Management
Such organization is administered by the elected directors. These directors are generally experienced and qualified in
business field. This increases the efficiency of the company.

16. Beneficial Advices
A joint stock company can take beneficial advices from the government at the time of need which reduces the
chances of its failure.

17. Public Confidence
A joint stock company is created by law and is supervised by legal authority. So, a joint stock company can easily win
the public confidence.

18. Higher Profits
With the help of larger capital and technical skill, the cost of production is reduced, which increases the rate of
profit.

DISADVANTAGES OF JOINT STOCK COMPANY
Some of the disadvantages of the joint stock company are given below:

1. Initial Difficulties
It is more difficult to establish a joint stock company as compared to other business organizations.

2. Lack of Interest
Most shareholders become relaxed and leave all the functions to be carried out by the directors. This usually
encourages the directors to promote their own interest at the cost of the company.

3. Labor Disputes
In such organization there is no close contact of the workers with the owners or the shareholders. This leads to
formation of labor unions to fight against the company’s management.

4. Lack of Responsibility
There is lack of personal interest and responsibility in the business of a joint stock company. If any mistake occurs,
everybody tries to shift or transfer his responsibilities to other persons and he remains safe.

5. Lack of Secrecy
A joint stock company cannot maintain its secrecy due to the reason that a company has to submit various reports to
the registrar.

6. Lack of Freedom
A joint stock company cannot perform its functions freely because it has to submit various reports to the registrar
form time to time.

7. Monopoly
Due to larger size and resources, a joint stock company is in a position to create monopoly. Sometimes a few
customers make agreement and exploit the consumers.
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8. Speculation
Due to free transfer of shares and limited liability, speculation in the stock market takes place, which may affect the
economy of the country.

9. Corruption
The directors of the company do not show the picture of the company to the public and encourage corruption by
changing the policies for their personal interest.

10. Complicated Process
The formation of a joint stock company is a complicated process due to many legal formalities.

11. Centralization of Power
In joint stock Company, all the powers have in a few hands and due to this; an ordinary shareholder cannot
participate in the affairs of a company.

12. Double Taxes
A joint stock company has to pay double taxes to the government. Firstly, company pays tax on the whole profit of
the company. Secondly, every shareholder pays tax on his individual income.

COMPARISON OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
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TYPES OF COMPANIES IN PAKISTAN
ACCORDING TO INCORPORATION:
1. Chartered company
This type of company was formed in England and many other European countries before the passing of company
acts. They are called chartered companies because they created by the royal charter of sovereign of a country. Such
companies are rarely formed in present days. The chartered bank of England, the chartered mercantile of India, the
imperial bank of east India Company has been formed under such chartered. In such companies the share holder are
not responsible for the debt of the company. It can be dissolved by the king. After the passing of the companies Act
such companies began to register under companies Act.

2. Statutory company
They are formed under the special act of the legislature. These are not regulated by the companies act. The special
act of the legislature under which they are formed gives them monopolistic power to trade in the particular field of
operation. Government took the initiative and created national bank of Pakistan, P.I.B.C and state bank of Pakistan
etc. its functioning is more or less the same as the registered companies. Government controls more of the share
than the public. Other example of this company are P.I.A etc.

3. Registered company
This is most common form which is created under companies act. Before a registered company can be formed
certain legal formalities are required to be completed and documents are to be filled with the registrar of the joint
stock companies of the providence. In Pakistan these companies are incorporated under the company’s ordinance.

ACCORDING TO LAIBILITY:
Form the point of view of liability there are three kinds of Companies

(1) limited companies
In case of such companies, the liability of each member is limited to the extent of a face value of shares held by him.
Suppose A takes a share of Rs 10., he remains liable to the extent of that amount. As soon as that amount in paid, he
is no more liable.

(2) guarantee companies
The liability of the member of such companies is limited to the amount he has undertaken to contribute to the assets
of the company in the event of its wound up. This guaranteed amount is limited to fixed sum which is specified in the
memorandum. Cambers of commerce, trade associations and sports clubs are usually guarantee concerns. The
object of such companies is not to make profit and distribute dividend.

(3) unlimited companies
They are nothing but large partnership registered under the Companies Act and the members just like partners have
unlimited liability and both share contribution as well as their property are at stake when the company is to be
wound up. Such companies are rare these days.

ACCORDING TO OWNERSHIP:
Private company:
Section 2 of Companies Ordinance, 1984 defines Private Limited Company as the company which by its articles:
Restricts the right to transfer shares if any Limits the maximum number of its members to fifty and Prohibits any
invitation to the public to subscribe for the shares ore debentures of the company .Please note where two or more
persons hold one or more shares jointly they shall be treated as single member.
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Public company:
It is a company which is not private company. It is a company which does not:
Limit the maximum number of its members.Restrict the right to transfer its shares if any and Prohibit from inviting
public to subscribe for the shares and debentures of the company. A Public company can be formed with a least
three (3) members.
Public companies can be further classified in the following two categories

Listed companies:
The companies whose securities are allowed to be traded on a stock exchange are called listed companies.

UN-listed Companies:
The companies whose securities are not allowed to be traded on a stock exchange are called UN-listed companies.

Government company:
A Government company is a company of which not less then 51% (Fifty one percent) of the paid-up capital is held by
Government. A company which is a subsidiary of a Government company automatically becomes a Government
Company.

Holding company:
It means a company or a body corporate which holds (directly or indirectly) more than fifty percent (50%) in the
voting securities of a company, or has a power to elect and appoint more than fifty percent (50%) of the directors of
such other company.

Subsidiary companies:
It means a company or a body corporate whose more than fifty percent (50%) voting securities are held or controlled
(directly or Indirectly), by or some other company or such other company has a power to elect and appoint more
than fifty percent (50%) pf the directors of such company.
Note: if the holding company is a subsidiary of another company, every company which is the subsidiary of such
holding company will automatically become the subsidiary of that another company.

Associated companies:
A company whose 20% or more shares (up to 50%) are held by another company shall be considered an associated
company of that Company. As leading Consultancy Company we offer all types of Company Registration Services in
Pakistan feel free to contact us for further information.

Government company:
It means any company in which not less than 51 percent of the paid up share capital is held by the Central Govt,
and/or by any State Government or Governments or partly by the Central Government and partly by one or more
State Governments. The subsidiary of a Government company is also a Government company.

ACCORDING TO NATIONALITY:
Foreign company:
It means a company incorporated outside India and having a place of business in India. According to Section 591 a
foreign company is one incorporated outside India:
(a) Which established a place of business within India after the commencement of this Act or (b) Which had a
place of business within India before the commencement of this Act and continues to have the same at the
commencement of this Act.

Pakistani companies:
A company formed and registered in India is known as an Pakistani Company. The company’s office is outside the
Pakistan whereas its branches are situated in our country.
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COMPARISON OF PUBLIC & PRIVATE COMPANY:
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY AND PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
1. Number of members
For a public limited company, minimum number of members is seven
For a private limited company, minimum number of members is two.

2. Issue of shares
Public limited company is bound to promote issue of shares to general public through media.
There is no such provision for private limited company.

3. Name of the company
Public limited companies add the word “Ltd.” with their name.
Private limited companies add the word “(Pvt) Ltd.” with their name.

4. Annual report
Public limited companies have to present their data to general public.
There is no such provision for private limited company.

5. Transfer of shares
It is easy to transfer shares in public limited companies.
In private limited company, shareholder cannot transfer the shares without the consent of other members.

6. Statutory meeting
It is obligatory for the public limited company to hold statutory meeting.
There is no such obligation for private limited company

7. Submission of annual report
It is obligatory for the public limited companies to submit their annual report to registrar Corporate Law Authority.
It is not necessary for private limited company.

8. Taxation
Public limited company pays double taxation at different income tax rates.
Private limited company pays tax only once at different income tax rates.

PROCEDURE OF FORMATION OF A JOINT STOCK COMPANY IN PAKISTAN
Joint Stock Company is the third major form of business organization. It has entirely different organizational
structure from sole proprietorship and partnership. There are two advantages of Joint Stock Company. First of all, it
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enjoys the advantage of increased capital. Secondary, the company offers the protection of limited liability to the
investors. The law relating to Joint Stock Company has been laid in Companies Ordinance, 1984, which came into
force on January 1, 1985 in Pakistan
Following are the important stages or steps for the formation of a joint stock company:

PROMOTION STAGE
The promoters do the basic work for the start of a commercial or an industrial business on corporate basis.
Promotion is the discovery of ideas and organization of funds, property and skill, to run the business for the
purpose of earning income. Following steps are involved in the stage of promotion.

1. Idea about Business
Before starting the business, promoters have to think about the nature and production of company’s business.

2. Investigation
After deciding the nature of business, promoters go in preliminary investigation and make out plans as regard to
the availability of capital, means of transportation, labour, electricity, gas, water etc.

3. Assembling various Factors
After making initial investigation, the promoter starts accumulating various factors in order to assemble them.
They arrange license, copyrights, employment of necessary employees etc.

4. Financial Sources
The promoters also decide the capital sources of the company and they work out the ways through which capital
can be generated.

5. Preparation of Essential Documents
In addition to above discussed matters, the promoters also prepare following essential documents for the
formation of company:
• Memorandum of company
• Articles of company
• Prospectus of company
The promoters carrying out these various activities give the company its physical form in the shape of giving a name
to the company Sanctioning of Capital Issue

INCORPORATION STAGE
The second stage for establishment of a company is to get it incorporated.

1. Filling of Document
Following documents are to be submitted by the promoters in the Registrar’s office.

(a) Memorandum of Association
A document indicating name, address, objects, authorized capital etc. of a company.
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(b) Articles of Association
A document containing laws and rules for internal control and management of a company

(c) List of Directors
A list of the names, occupations, addresses, along with the declaration of directors.

(d) Written Consent of Directors
A written consent showing their willingness to act at directors, to be sent to the Registrar

(e) Declaration of Qualifying Shares
A declaration certificate showing that the directors have taken up qualifying shares and have paid up the money
or pay it in near future to the registrar.

(f) Prospectus
Promoters have to file a prospectus with the registrar.

(g) Statutory Declaration
A statutory declaration is to be sent to the Registrar that all legal formalities have been completed.

2. Payment of Registration Fee
For the registration of company, the registration fee is also paid to the Registrar. For example
Application and documents filing fee
Registration fee
Stamp fee on Memorandum and Articles

3. Certificate of Incorporation
If the registrar finds all the documents right and thinks that all formalities have been fulfilled then he issues the
certificate of incorporation to promoters.

CAPITAL SUBSCRIPTION STAGE
After getting certificate of incorporation, the next stage is to make arrangement for raising capital. For any kind of
business, the company raises its capital through following sources:
• By Issuing Shares
• By Issuing Debentures
• By Savings

CERTIFICATE OF COMMENCEMENT
For the commencement of business, every public company has to obtain the certificate of commencement,
which requires the fulfillment of following conditions:

1. Issue of Prospectus
A company has to issue prospectus for selling shares and debentures to public.

2. Allotment of Shares
The shares and debentures are allotted according to the pro visions of memorandum, when applications are
received from the public.

3. Minimum Subscription
It is also certified that the shares have been allotted up to an amount, not less than the minimum subscription.
After verifying the foregoing documents, the registrar issues a certificate of commencement of business to
public company.
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IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS OF COMPANY:
Some of the most important documents issued by a company are as follows: 1. Memorandum of Association 2.
Articles of Association 3. Prospectus.

1. MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION:
The Memorandum of Association is the constitution of the company and provides the foundation on which its
structure is built. It is the principal document of the company and no company can be registered without the
memorandum of association. It defines the scope of the company’s activities as well as its relation with the outside
world.
The company law defines it as “The memorandum of association of a company as originally framed or as altered
from time to time in pursuance of any previous Company Laws or of this Act.” —Section 2 (28) of the Companies Act.

PURPOSE:
The main purpose of the memorandum is to explain the scope of activities of the company. The prospective
shareholders know the areas where company will invest their money and the risk they are taking in investing the
money. The outsiders will understand the limits of the working of the company and their dealings with it should
remain within the prescribed scope.

CLAUSES OF MEMORANDUM:
The memorandum of association contains the following clauses:

1. The Name Clause:
A company being a separate legal entity must have a name. A company may select any name which does not
resemble the name of any other company and it should not contain the words like king, queen, emperor,
government bodies and the names of world bodies like U.N.O., W.H.O., World Bank, etc.
The name should not be objectionable in the opinion of the government. The word ‘Limited’ must be used at the end
of the name of a Public and ‘Private Limited’ is used by a Private Company. These words are used to ensure that all
persons dealing with the company should know that the liability of its members is limited.
The name of the company must be painted outside every place, where business of the company is carried on. If the
company has a name which is undesirable or resembles the name of any other existing company, this name can be
changed by passing an ordinary resolution.

2. Registered Office Clause:
Every company should have a registered office, the address of which should be communicated to the Registrar of
Companies. This helps the Registrar to have correspondence with the company. The place of registered office can be
intimated to the Registrar within 30 days of incorporation or commencement of business, whichever is earlier.
A company can shift its registered office from one place to another in the same town with an intimation to the
Registrar. But, if the company wants to shift its registered office from one town to another town in the same state, a
special resolution is required to be passed. If the office is to be shifted from one state to another state it involves
alteration in the memorandum.

3. Object Clause:
This is one of the important clauses of the Memorandum of Association. It determines the rights and power of the
company and also defines its sphere of activities. The object clause should be decided carefully because it is difficult
to alter his clause later on. No activity can be taken up by the company which is not mentioned in the object clause.
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Moreover, the investors i.e., shareholders will know the sphere of activities which the company can undertake. The
choice of the object clause lies with the subscribers to the memorandum. They are free to add anything to it
provided it is not contrary to the provisions of the Companies Act and other laws of the land.
The object clause can be altered to enable a company to carry on its activities more economically, or by improved
means to carry on some business which under existing circumstances may conveniently be combined with the object
clause.

4. Liability Clause:
This clause states that the liability of the members is limited to the value of shares held by them. It means that the
members will be liable to pay only the unpaid balance of their shares. The liability of the members may be limited by
guarantee. It also states the amount which every member will undertake to contribute to the assets of the company
in the event of its winding up.

5. Capital Clause:
This clause states the total capital of the proposed company. The division of capital into equity shares capital and
preference share capital should also be mentioned. The number of shares in each category and their value should be
given. If some special rights and privileges are conferred on any type of shareholders, mention may also be made in
the clause to enable the public to know the exact nature of capital structure of the company.
The capital clause can be altered by passing a special resolution and by obtaining the approval of Company Law
Board.

6. Association Clause:
This clause contains the names of signatories to the memorandum of association. The memorandum must be signed
by at least seven persons in the case of a public limited company and by at least two persons in case of private
limited company. Each subscriber must take at least one share in the company. The subscribers declare that they
agree to incorporate the company and agree to take the shares stated against their names. The signatures of
subscribers are attested by at least one witness each. The full addresses and occupations of subscribers and the
witnesses are also given.

2. ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION:
The rules and regulations which are framed for the internal management of the company are set out in a document
named Articles of Association. The articles are framed to help the company in achieving its objectives set out in
memorandum of association. It is a supplementary document to the memorandum.
“Articles of association of the company as originally framed or as altered from time to time in pursuance of any
previous companies law or of this act.” —Section 2(2) of the Companies Act. The private companies limited by
shares, companies limited by guarantee and unlimited companies must have their articles of association. A public
company limited by shares may or may not have its own Articles of Association.
As per Action 26 of Companies Act, it is not obligatory on the part of a public company limited by shares to prepare
and register Articles of Association along with Memorandum of Association. However, such a company may adopt all
or any of the regulations contained in the model set of Articles given in Table A in Schedule I of the Act.
It means the company can partly frame its own articles and partly incorporate some of the regulations in Table A.
Unless the company prepares its own articles then regulations of Table A shall be applicable in the same manner as if
they were contained in its own registered articles.
The articles cannot contain anything contrary to the Companies Act and also to the memorandum of association. If
the document contains anything contrary to the Companies Act or memorandum, it will be inoperative. When
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articles are proposed to be registered, they must be printed, divided into paragraphs and numbered consecutively.
Each subscriber to the memorandum must sign the articles in the presence of at least one witness.
The nature of Articles of Association may be explained as follows:
(i) Articles of association are subordinate to memorandum of association.
(ii) These are controlled by memorandum.
(iii) Articles help in achieving the objectives laid down in the memorandum.
(iv) Articles are only internal regulations over which members exercise control.
(v) Articles lay down the regulations for governance of the company

CONTENTS:
Some of the contents of articles of association are as follows:
1. The amount of share capital issued, different types of shares, calls on shares, forfeiture of shares, transfer and
transmission of shares and rights and privileges of different categories of shareholders.
2. Powers to alter as well as reduce share capital.
3. The appointment of directors, powers, duties and their remuneration.
4. The appointment of manager, managing director, etc.
5. The procedure for holding and conducting of various meetings.
6. Matters relating to maintaining of accounts, declaration of dividends and keeping of reserves, etc.
7. Procedure for winding up the company.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION:
The articles of association can be altered by passing a special resolution. Certain restrictions are imposed on the
nature and extent of the alternation that may be made.
(a) The change should not be violating the provisions of the Companies Act.
(b) It should not be contrary to the provisions of the memorandum of association.
(c) The alteration must not have anything illegal.
(d) The alteration should not adversely affect the minority shareholders.

3. PROSPECTUS:
After getting the company incorporated, promoters will raise finances. The public is invited to purchase shares and
debentures of the company through an advertisement. A document containing detailed information about the
company and an invitation to the public subscribing to the share capital and debentures is issued. This document is
called ‘prospectus’. Private companies cannot issue a prospectus because they are strictly prohibited from inviting
the public to subscribe to their shares. Only public companies can issue a prospectus.
“A prospectus means any document described or issued as prospectus and includes any notice, circular,
advertisement or other document inviting deposits from public or inviting offers from the public for the subscription
or purchase of any shares in or debentures of a body corporate.” —Section 2(36) of the Companies Act
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The prospectus is not an offer in the contractual sense but only an invitation to offer. A document construed to be a
prospectus should be issued to the public.
A prospectus should have the following essentials:
(i) There must be an invitation offering to the public.
(ii) The invitation must be made on behalf of the company or intended company.
(iii) The invitation must be to subscribe or purchase.
(iv) The invitation must relate to shares or debentures.
A prospectus must be filed with the Registrar of companies before it is issued to the public. The issue of prospectus
is essential when the company wishes the public to purchase its shares or debentures.
If the promoters are confident of obtaining the required capital through private contacts, even a public company
may not issue a prospectus. The promoters prepare a draft prospectus containing required information and this
document is known as a statement in lieu of ‘prospectus.’ A prospectus duly dated and signed by all the directors
should be field with the Registrar of Company before it is issued to the public.
A prospectus brings to the notice of the public that a new company has been formed. The company tries to convince
the public that it offers best opportunity for their investment. A prospectus outlines in detail the terms and
conditions on which the shares or debentures have been offered to the public. Every prospectus contains an
application form on which an intending investor can apply for the purchase of shares or debentures.
A company must get minimum subscription within 120 days from the issue of prospectus. If it fails to obtain
minimum subscription from the members of the public within the specified period, then the amount already
received from public is returned. The company cannot get a certificate of commencement of business because the
public is not interested in that company.

CONTENTS:
The following matters are to be disclosed in a prospectus:
1. Name and full address of the company.
2. Full particulars about the signatories to the memorandum of association and the number of shares taken up by
them.
3. The number and classes of shares. The interest of shareholders in the property and profits of the company.
4. Name, addresses and occupations of members of the Board of Directors or proposed Directors.
5. The minimum subscription is fixed by promoters after taking into account all financial requirements at the
beginning.
6. If the company acquires any property from vendors, their full particulars are to be given.
7. The full address of underwriters, if any, and the opinion of directors that the underwriters have sufficient
resources to meet their obligations.
8. The time of opening of the subscription list.
9. The nature and extent of interest of every promoter in the promotion of the company.
10. The amount payable on application, allotment and calls.
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11. The particulars of preferential treatment given to any person for subscribing shares or debentures.
12. Particulars about reserves and surpluses.
13. The amount of preliminary expenses.
14. The name and address of the auditor.
15. Particulars regarding voting rights at the meetings of the company.
16. A report by the auditors regarding the profits and losses of the company.
These are some of the contents which every prospectus must include. The prospectus is an advertisement of the
company therefore, the company may give any information which promotes its interest. Any information given in
the prospectus must be true otherwise the subscriber can be held guilty for misrepresentation.

COMPARISON OF MEMORANDUM & ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION:
Basis for
Comparison

Meaning

Defined in

Memorandum of Association

Articles of Association

Articles of Association is a
Memorandum of Association is a document that
document containing all the rules
contains all the fundamental information which
and regulations that governs the
are required for the incorporation of the company.
company.
Section 2 (56)

Section 2 (5)

Powers and objects of the company.

Rules of the company.

It is subordinate to the Companies Act.

It is subordinate to the
memorandum.

The memorandum of association of the company
cannot be amended retrospectively.

The articles of association can be
amended retrospectively.

A memorandum must contain six clauses.

The articles can be drafted as per
the choice of the company.

Yes, for all companies.

A public company limited by
shares can adopt Table A in place
of articles.

Compulsory filing at
the time of
Registration

Required

Not required at all.
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Basis for
Comparison

Alteration

Memorandum of Association

Articles of Association

Alteration can be done, after passing Special
Alteration can be done in the
Resolution (SR) in Annual General Meeting (AGM)
Articles by passing Special
and previous approval of Central Government (CG) Resolution (SR) at Annual General
or Company Law Board (CLB) is required.
Meeting (AGM)

Relation

Defines the relation between company and
outsider.

Regulates the relationship
between company and its
members and also between the
members inter se.

Absolutely void

Can be ratified by shareholders.

Acts done beyond
the scope

CAPITAL SOURCES OF COMPANY
There are following sources of company to obtain capital:

SHARES:
The capital of the company can be divided into different units with definite value called shares. Holders of these
shares are called shareholders or members of the company. There are two types of shares which a company may
issue (1) Preference Shares (2) Equality Shares.

(1) PREFERENCES SHARES
Shares which enjoy the preferential rights as to dividend and repayment of capital in the event of winding up of the
company over the equity shares are called preference shares. The holder of preference shares will get a fixed rate of
dividend
Preference shares may be:

(a) Cumulative Preference Share
If the company does no earn adequate profit in any year, dividends on preference shares may not be paid for that
year. But if the preference shares are cumulative such unpaid dividends on these shares go on accumulating and
become payable out of the profits of the company, in subsequent years. Only after such arrears have been paid off,
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any dividend can be paid to the holder of quality shares. Thus a cumulative preference shareholder is sure to receive
dividend on his shares for all the years our of the earnings of the company.

(b) Non-cumulative Preference Shares
The holders of non-cumulative preference shares no doubt will get a preferential right in getting a fixed dividend it is
distributed to quality shareholders. The fixed dividend is to be paid only out of the divisible profits but if in a
particular year there is no profit as to distribute it among the shareholders, the non-cumulative preference
shareholders, will not get any dividend for that year and they cannot claim it in the next year during which period
there might be profits. If it is not paid, it cannot be carried forward. These shares will be treated on the same footing
as other preference shareholders as regards payment of capital in concerned.

(c) Redeemable Preference Shares
Capital raised by issuing shares, is not to be repaid to the shareholders (except buy back of shares in certain
conditions) but capital raised through the issue of redeemable preference shares is to be paid back by the raised
thought the issue of redeemable preference shares is to be paid back to the company to such shareholders after the
expiry of a stipulated period, whether the company is wound up or not. As per section (80) 5a, a company after the
commencement of the Companies (Amendment) Act, 1988 cannot issue any preference shares which are
irredeemable or redeemable after the expiry of a period of 10 years from the date of its issue. It means a company
can issue redeemable preference share which are redeemable within 10 years from the date of their issue.

(d) Participating or Non-participating Preference Shares
The preference shares which are entitled to a share in the surplus profit of the company in addition to the fixed rate
of preference dividend are known as participating preference shares. After the payment of the dividend a part of
surplus is distributed as dividend among the quality shareholders at a particulate rate. The balance may be shared
both by equity shareholders at a particular rate. The balance may be shared both by equity and participating
preference shares. Thus participating preference shareholders obtain return on their capital in two forms (i) fixed
dividend (ii) share in excess of profits. Those preference shares which do not carry the right of share in excess profits
are known as non-participating preference shares.

(2) EQUITY SHARES
Equity shares will get dividend and repayment of capital after meeting the claims of preference shareholders. There
will be no fixed rate of dividend to be paid to the equity shareholders and this rate may vary form year to year. This
rate of dividend is determined by directors and in case of larger profits, it may even be more than the rate attached
to preference shares. Such shareholders may go without any dividend if no profit is made.

TERMS OF ISSUE OF SHARES:
Shares of a company may be issued in any of the following three ways.
•
•
•

At Par
At premium
At discount

When shares are issued and payable in installments then first installment is called as “application money”. Second
installment is called as “allotment money “. Third installment is called as “first call money” and last installment is
called as “Final call Money”.

Issue of Shares at par: When shares are issued at the face value means when the issue price is equal to the
face value then it is called as the issue of shares at par.

Issue of Shares at Premium: When shares are issued at a price higher than the face value then it is called as
the issue of shares at premium. The excess of issue price over the face value is the amount of premium. The
premium on issue of shares is treated as revenue profits.
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Issue of shares at discount: When the shares are issued at a price lower than the face value, they are said to
be issued at discount.
Any company could not offer the shares at discount when
It is a new company
It is a new class of shares even though of an old company
The discount on issue of shares is treated as a loss of capital nature.
Example:
Let the face value of a share is Rs. 100.
In this case, when share is issued at Rs. 100 then it is called that share is issued at par.
Let the share is issued at Rs. 120 then it is called that share is issued at a premium of Rs 20 (Rs 120 –Rs. 100)
Let the share is issued at Rs. 90 then it is called that share is issued at the discount of Rs 10 (Rs 100 –Rs. 90)

DEBENTURES
A trading company has an implied power to borrow money as an incidental part of its day to day business. In the
case of Joint Stock Company the memorandum of association may fix limits to the borrowing powers and in such
case borrowing in excess of he limit will be ultra virus to the company. A company therefore generally borrows
money by means of issuing documents or bonds which are know as debentures.
It may be regarded as written acknowledgment of a loan by the company conditioning for the promise of repayment
of interest and the principle after the specified time, if the loan is redeemable. A debenture must be distinguished
from share. While debenture creates a loan a share creates an ownership. A debenture holder is thus creditor and he
is entitled to a fixed rate of interest irrespective of profit while the shareholder is the owner who is entitled to
receive profits, if there are any.

CLASSES OF DEBENTURES
1. Naked debentures:
These are without any security i.e have no charge on any assets of the company. For practical purpose these are
merely promissory notes. In the event of liquidation of the company the holders are ranked as unsecured creditors.

2. Mortgage debentures:
These have certain specific rights against the assets of the company in other words the company pledges its assets to
the lenders.

3. Registered debenture:
These are recorded in the books of company and are payable only to those who are written against them as holders.
These can be transferred only by the proper transfer executed deeds.

4. Bearer debentures:
The names of the holder of debentures are not registered and they are payable to those who present them. They
can be transferred by means of redelivery by one person to another

5. Redeemable debentures:
These are repaid by the company after a specific number of years after giving the prescribed notice of redemption to
the debenture holder.
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6. Irredeemable debentures:
These are the debentures which are not paid during life of the company but on the liquidation of company the
debenture holder gets their amount back.

BY SAVING
Saving is income not spent, or deferred consumption. Methods of saving include putting money aside in, for
example, a deposit account, a pension account, an investment fund, or as cash.Saving also involves reducing
expenditures, such as recurring costs. In terms of personal finance, saving generally specifies low-risk preservation of
money, as in a deposit account, versus investment, wherein risk is a lot higher; in economics more broadly, it refers
to any income not used for immediate consumption.
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COMPARISON OF SHAREHOLDERS & DEBENTUREHOLDER
Shareholders:

Debenture holders:

1. They are owners of company.

1. They are creditors of company.

2. Dividend is paid only when company earns sufficient
profits.

2. Interest on debentures must be paid whether
there are profits or not.

3. They are unsecured.

3. They are generally secured and carry charges
on assets of company.

4. Except redeemable preference shares, share capital
is not repaid without legal formalities.
5. They are authorised to attend general meeting of
company.
6. There are some restrictions on issue of shares at
discount.
7. They are to be repaid after all other claims have
been satisfied.
8. They have control over the administration of
company.
9. Shares can be forfeited for non-payment of calls.
10. Shareholders are paid at last.

4. Debentures are repayable in accordance with
terms of issue.
5. Generally debenture holders have no right to
attend general meeting of company.
6. There are no restriction on issue of debentures
at discount.
7. They have priority of the refund of their loan
prior to shareholders.
8. They are not involved in the control of the
affairs of a company.
9.As per S. 122, the debentures can’t be forfeited
for non-payment of calls.
10. Debenture holders are paid off before
shareholders.

CAPITAL
In simple words, the term “capital” means the particular amount of money with which a business is started.
In company, share capital means the amount contributed by the shareholders.

DEFINITION
1. According to Alan Issacs
“Share capital is that part of the capital of a company that arises from the issue of shares”
2. L. B. Curzon says
"Share capital is the total amount which a company’s shareholders have contributed or are liable to contribute as
payment for their shares.”

KINDS OF SHARE CAPITAL
According to Companies Ordinance, 1984, the following are the kinds of share capital:
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1. Authorized Capital
This is maximum amount of capital with which a company is registered or authorized to issue. It is divided into
shares of small value.
For example, the authorized capital of the company Rs. 10, 00,000 divided into 1, 00,000 shares of Rs. 10 each

2. Issued Capital
It is a part of authorized capital which is offered to the general public for sale.
For example, a company has an authorized capital of Rs. 10, 00,000 dividend into 1, 00,000 shares of Rs. 10 each. It
offers 20,000 shares of Rs. 10 each to general public. So it means issued capital is Rs. 2, 00,000.

3. Un-Issued Capital
It is a part of authorized capital which is not offered to the general public for sale. For example, a company has an
authorized capital of Rs. 10, 00,000 divided into 1, 00,000 shares of Rs. 10 each. It offers 20,000 shares of Rs. 10 each
to general public. So it means un-issued capital is Rs. 8, 00,000 consisting of 80,000 shares of Rs. 10 each.

4. Subscribed Capital
That part of issued capital for which applications are sent by the public and which are accepted is called subscribed
capital. For example, out of 20,000 shares offered by the company, the general public takes up only 10,000 shares.
So subscribed capital, is Rs. 1, 00,000.

5. Called up Capital
A company may require payment of the par value either in installments or in lump sum. So amount of shares
demanded by company is known as “called up capital”. For example, out of 10,000 shares taken by public, company
requires a payment of 6 per share. So “called up” capital of the company is Rs. 60,000 (10,000 share @ Rs. 6).

6. Un-Called up Capital
A company may require payment of the par value either in installments or in lump sum. So amount of shares not
demanded by company is known as “un-called up capital”. For example, out of 10,000 shares taken by public, the
company requires a payment of 6 per share. So “un-called up” capital of the company is Rs. 40,000 (10,000 shares @
Rs.4).

7. Paid up Capital
It is that part of called up capital which is actually received by the company. If some shareholders could not pay all
the money of called up capital, such money is called as “calls in arrears” or “calls unpaid”.

8. Reserve Capital
The capital which is reserved for unexpected events or for future needs is called reserve capital. Company decides
not to call up some part of uncalled up capital until winding up. It is normally kept for the payment of debts at the
time of winding up.

9. Redeemable Capital
A company can obtain redeemable capital by issue of:
(a) Participation Term Certificates
(b) Musharika Certificate
(c) Term Finance Certificate.
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WHAT IS A “MEETING”
“A gathering of two or more persons by previous notice or by mutual arrangement for the discussion and transaction
of some business is called meeting.”
SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETINGS
AND COMPANY’S MEETING
“When the members of a company gather at a certain time and place to discuss the business and managing affairs it
is called meeting of the company.”

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETINGS
The meetings, which are called to discus the affairs of the company with shareholders, are called shareholders’
meetings. These meetings have following three kinds:

STATUTORY MEETING
According to section 157, this meeting is held only once in the life of a public company. It is the first meeting of the
members of a public limited company. Its main objective is to provide the shareholders with first hand information
about the exact position of company’s affairs.

1. By whom and when held
Section 77 of the Companies Ordinance, 1984, makes it compulsory for:
every public company limited by shares,
every public company limited by guarantee, and
every private company converted into public company
that statutory meeting must be held within a period of not less than 3 months and not more than 6 months from the
date at which the company is entitled to commence business.

2. Objects
Its main object is:
To provide exact and latest information about the affairs of the company,
To win the confidence of shareholders of the company, and
To discuss the statutory report.

3. Notice
At least 21 days before the meeting, a notice must be sent to each shareholder along with the statutory report, by
the secretary.

4. How the meeting is called
Under section 157(2) of Companies Ordinance, the directors should send a notice of statutory meeting, to all the
shareholders, at least 21 days before the meeting. Directors also send statutory report, duly certified by at least 3
directors – one of them should be the chief executive of the company.
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5. Privileges to the members
The members of the company in meeting have the liberty to discuss any matter relating to company’s affairs.

STATUTORY REPORT
The report prepared by the secretary, certified by at least 3 directors – one of them being the chief executive of the
company is called statutory report. The statutory report contains the following information:

1. Share Allotment
Total number of shares allotted and their consideration for allotment.

2. Summary of Cash received
Summary of cash received in respect of shares allotted.

3. Expenses
List of basic expenses of the company

4. Commission
Detail of commission for the sale of shares, if any.

5. Particulars of Contract
The particulars of contract and their modifications, if any,

6. Particulars of Directors
The names, addresses and occupations of the directors and other officers of the company

7. Underwriting Contract
The particulars of underwriting contract, if any.

8. List of Arrears
The arrears, if any, due on calls from director or managing agents

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
According to section 158 of Companies Ordinance, every company must hold an annual general meeting of its
shareholders, once in a year. The meeting provides an opportunity to evaluate and measure the efficiency of the
directors and other officers in carrying out the company’s affairs.

1. Notice
A notice of annual general meeting should be sent to the shareholders, at least 21 days before the date of the
meeting.

2. Place of Meeting
In case of listed company, annual general meeting should be held in town where the registered office of the
company is situated.

3. Role of shareholders
The shareholders can criticize the policies of the directors and other officers and can offer suggestions for their
improvement.

4. Occasion
The first meting of this nature must be held within 18 months from the date of incorporation. The gap between two
annual general meetings must not be more than 15 months.
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5. Objects
The main objective of this meeting is to check that ordinary business is being done according to the rules laid down
in articles of association of the company. The directors submit their report about the affairs of the company during
the proceeding year. This report is known as director’s report. Other objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

Election of Directors
Appointment of auditors
Declaration of dividend
Fixation of director’s, auditor’s and managing agent’s remuneration
Auditor’s report and balance sheet are presented in the meeting.

6. Winding up
According to section 305(b), a company may be wound up by the court if it does not hold the two consecutive
annual general meetings.

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING
All the general meetings other than annual general meeting and statutory meeting shall be called extraordinary
general meetings. There is no time limit for it. It may be held from time to time

1. Right to Call Meeting
(a) The directors of the company may call extraordinary general meeting for doing some urgent business.
(b) This meeting can also be called by the directors, on the request of shareholders, having not less than one tenth of
the voting power.
(c) In case the directors fail to call the extraordinary general meeting within 21 days, the shareholders themselves
may call the meeting. In such, case, meeting must be held within 3 months.

2. Notice
To call the extraordinary meeting, 21 days notice is served.

3. Procedure
The shareholders have to submit their demand to the secretary of the company. With the consultation of directors,
he will arrange to call the meeting. The company bares theexpenses of the meeting.

4. Objects
To issue the debentures
To alter the memorandum and articles
To alter the share capital of the company

DIRECTOR’S MEETINGS
The members of the company elect their representatives to run the business and management of the company.
These representatives are called the directors of the company and they are different in numbers in different
companies. All the business affairs are settled with mutual consultation of all directors. So, the meeting called for
directors to discuss the policies or to take the decisions is called directors’ meeting.

1. When is it held?
This meeting must be held at least once in three months and at least four times in a year.

2. Notice
Notice of every meeting must be sent to each director, otherwise the proceedings of the meeting may be declared
void.
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3. Objects
To allot shares
To invest company’s fund
To recommend dividend
To keep reserve out of profit
To make loans
To appoint officers or committee
To discuss the contracts of the company
To determine the date of next meeting.

What are resolutions?
A resolution is a legally binding decision made by limited company directors or shareholders. If a majority vote is
achieved in favour of the decision, a resolution is ‘passed’. Shareholders can pass ordinary resolutions or special
resolutions at general meetings, or they can pass written resolutions. All types of collective decisions of directors are
simply referred to as ‘resolutions’. These decisions can be made at board meetings or in writing.

Types of resolutions
There are 3 types of resolutions available to limited company shareholders:

ORDINARY RESOLUTIONS
Passed by a simple majority of shareholders’ votes. Used for all matters, unless the Companies Act, the articles of
association, and/or a shareholders’ agreement stipulates the need for a special resolution. The majority of ordinary
resolutions must be filed with Companies House.

SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
Passed by a 75% majority of shareholders’ votes at a general meeting. Used for extraordinary matters that cannot be
passed by an ordinary resolution.

WRITTEN RESOLUTIONS
Used when a general meeting is not required to pass an ordinary resolution or special resolution. Any written
ordinary resolution must be passed by a simple majority of shareholders’ votes; written special resolutions require a
75% majority vote. Shareholders must sign a written resolution to cast their votes.

WINDING UP OF COMPANY
A company is created by law and when the legal existence of company abolishes or comes
to an end it is called winding up of a company or liquidation of company.

MODES OF WINDING UP
A company can be wound up in the following three ways:
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COMPULSORY WINDING UP BY COURT
According to Section 305 of Companies Ordinance, a company may be wound up by court under the following
circumstances:

1. Special Resolution
If a special resolution has been passed by the company for winding up.

2. Statutory Meeting
If the company fails to submit statutory report to the Registrar for failure to hold statutory meeting within specified
time.

3. Commencement of Business
If a company fails to start its business within one year from the date of incorporation or postpones its business for
one year.

4. Reduction in Members
If the number of members fall below seven in case of public company and below two in case of private company.

5. Satisfaction of Court
If the court is not satisfied with the working, management and business affairs of the company.

6. Payment of Loans
If a company is unable to pay its debts.

7. Unlisted
If a company declares itself unlisted due to any reason.

VOLUNTARY WIDNIGN UP
A joint stock company may be wound up voluntarily in following two ways:

1. By Members
According to section 362 of Companies Ordinance, 1984, the members can wind up a company voluntarily under
following circumstances:

(i) Expiry of Period
A company may be wound up voluntarily by the members, after the expiry of period, by passing resolution in the
general meeting.

(ii) Statutory Declaration
If majority of directors makes a statutory declaration to registrar that the company will be able to pay its debts in full
within one year.
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(iii) Special or Ordinary Resolution
After submitting the statutory declaration to the registrar, the company, in general meeting passes an ordinary or
special resolution to wind up the company.

(iv) Appointment of Liquidators
In general meeting, the company appoints liquidators to wind up the company’s affairs. Within ten days after the
appointment must be sent to registrar.

(v) Final Meeting
After winding up the affairs of company, the liquidators call the general meeting of the shareholders. In this meeting,
the liquidators must submit the final accounts of company’s affairs to the members.

(vi) Dissolution
Within one week of general meeting, liquidators must file a copy of full accounts to the registrar. At the end of 3
months from the date of registration of return, the company shall be dissolved and its name will be struck off by the
Registrar of Joint Stock company.

2. By Creditors
The Members can wind up a company voluntarily under following circumstances:

(i) Statutory Declaration
In case of creditors voluntary winding up, it is not necessary for the company to make a statutory declaration
regarding its solvency.

(ii) Special Resolution
A general meeting of the company’s shareholders is called to pass an extra ordinary resolution for the dissolution of
the company because it cannot continue its business due to heavy liabilities.

(iii) Creditors’ Meeting
On the same or next day, a meeting of creditors must be called by the company. A notice of meeting must be sent to
each creditor.

(iv) Statement of Affairs
In the creditors’ meeting, the directors must submit a statement of affairs of the company, together with a list of
creditors of the company and estimated amount of their claims.

(v) Intimation to Registrar
The information regarding the notice of passed resolution must be sent to the registrar within ten days after the
date of creditors’ meeting.

(vi) Appointment of Liquidator
The creditors and shareholders nominate the persons to act as liquidators in their respective meetings and the
opinion of the creditors is preferred.

(vii) Inspection Committee
The creditors and shareholders, in their respective meetings can appoint the inspection committee consisting of five
persons in each case.

(viii) Liquidators’ Remuneration, Rights and Duties
The inspection committee fixes the remuneration, rights and duties of the liquidators.
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(ix) Final Meeting
In the final meeting, the liquidators place before them the full accounts of the company’s affairs and a copy of these
accounts is also sent to registrar within 7 days.

(x) Dissolution
The registrar registers the documents, sent by the company, after 3 months from the date of registration, the
company will be dissolved.

VOLUNTARY WINDING UP UNDER
THE SUPERVISION OF COURT
According to section 396 of Companies Ordinance, a voluntary winding up of a company can also be carried under
the strict registration of the court.

1. Resolution
At first, company has to pass special resolution for the voluntary winding up of the company.

2. Supervision Order
Following are the common grounds on which the court issues the supervision order:
1. The liquidator performs his duty in partial manner.
2. The winding up resolution is obtained by fraud.
3. The liquidator does not strictly observe the rules of winding up the company

3. Power of the Court
The court has the power to appoint an additional liquidator, or to remove any liquidator.

4. Dissolution
After the supervision order is made, the liquidator may exercise his powers in winding up of a company. On
completion of winding up, the court will make an order that the company is dissolved.
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Co-Operative Society
INTRODUCTION
Co-operative society is voluntary association of small producers or consumers for their mutual benefits. It is formed
for producing and supplying goods in accordance with the needs and requirements of the member who compose it.
The members form and carry on the business of co-operative societies themselves. They are the owners, workers
and mangers of the society. They have democratic control over its organization and management. It is formed for
the purpose of achieving economic, social and educative benefits. Profit making is not the man aim of such
organizations. Its aim is to eliminate the services of middlemen. It brings benefits for the welfare of the members
with the help of applying the principals of all for each and each for all into practice. Its success depends on how
much mutual co-operation in between the members has been developed.

DEFINITION
1. According to Herrik
“Cooperation is an action of persons voluntarily united for utilizing reciprocally their own forces, resources or both
under mutual management for their common profit or loss.”

2. According to Mr. Plunket
“The cooperation is self help made effective by organization.”

Diagram:

CHARACTERISTICS OF CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY:
The following are the main features of the Co-operative society:-

1. OBJECT:
Its main aim is to bring mutual benefit to the members who compose it. Money making is not the main aim of the
Co-operative Society. The Society looks after the welfare of the members. It aims producing and supplying goods to
meet requirement of the members.

2. CAPITAL:
It collects capital from the members. The members purchase shares in the cooperative society and provide
necessary capital to it. The cooperate society is divided into fix number of shares. To become a member of the
society one must purchase at least one share.
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3. MEMBERSHIP:
There must be at least 15 members in a cooperative society. But one cannot become a member of the society unless
he attains the age of maturity.

4. DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE:
The cooperate society is based on the principle of democracy. Every member enjoys rights. Everyone has got only
one vote. Policies of the society can be criticized by the members. So the members have a democratic control over
the affairs of the society.

6. TRANSFERABILITY OF SHARE:
The shares of the cooperative society can be transferred to the members of the society. They cannot be transferred
to nonmember.

7. DIVISION OF PROFIT:
Although it is not the main idea of the cooperative society to earn profit at any cost yet it often earns a handsome
profit. The profit of the society is distributed to the members on the paid up capital but the profits of the consumers
cooperative society are distributed in proportion to their total purchases during the trading period.

7. ENTITY:
The cooperative society has a separate artificial entity. Thus its entity is independent of the members.

TYPES OF COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES:
The main types of cooperative societies are given below:

1. Consumers cooperative societies:
Consumers' cooperatives are formed by the consum-ers to obtain their daily requirements at reasonable prices. Such
a society buys goods directly from manufacturers and wholesalers to eliminate the profits of middlemen.
These societies protect lower and middle class people from the exploitation of profit hungry businessmen. The
profits of the society are distributed among members in the ratio of purchases made by them during the year.
Consumer's cooperatives or cooperative stores are working mainly in urban areas in India. Super Bazar working
under the control of Government is an example of consumers' cooperative society.

2. Producers cooperatives:
Producers or industrial cooperatives are voluntary associations of small producers and artisans who join hands to
face competition and increase production. These societies are of two types.

(a) Industrial service cooperatives:
In this type, the producers work independently and sell their industrial output to the cooperative society. The society
undertakes to supply raw materials, tools and machinery to the members. The output of members is marketed by
the society.

(b) Manufacturing cooperatives:
In this type, producer members are treated as employees of the society and are paid wages for their work. The
society provides raw material and equipment to every member.
The members produce goods at a common place or in their houses. The society sells the output in the market and its
profits are distributed among the members.
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3. Marketing Cooperatives:
These are voluntary associations of independent producers who want to sell their output at remunerative prices. The
output of different members is pooled and sold through a centralised agency to eliminate middlemen. The sale
proceeds are distributed among the members in the ratio of their outputs.
As a central sales agency, the society may also perform important marketing functions such as processing, grading
and packaging the output, advertising and exporting products, warehousing and transportation, etc.
Marketing societies are set up generally by farmers, artisans and small producers who find it difficult to face
competition in the market and to perform necessary marketing functions individually. The National Agricul-tural
Cooperative Marketing Federation (NAFED) is an example of marketing cooperative in India.

4. Cooperative Farming Societies:
These are voluntary associations of small farmers who join together to obtain the economies of large scale farming.
In India farmers are economically weak and their land-holdings are small.
In their individual capacity, they are unable to use modern tools, seeds, fertilizers, etc. They pool their lands and do
farming collectively with the help of modern technology to maximum agricultural output.

5. Housing Cooperatives:
These societies are formed by low and middle income group people in urban areas to have a house of their own.
Housing cooperatives are of different types. Some societies acquire land and give the plots to the members for
constructing their own houses.
They also arrange loans from financial institutions and Government agencies. Other societies themselves construct
houses and allot them to the members who make payment in instalments.

6. Credit Cooperatives:
These societies are formed by poor people to provide financial help and to develop the habit of savings among
members. They help to protect members from exploitation of money lenders who charge exorbitant interest from
borrowers.
Credit cooperatives are found in both urban and rural areas. In rural areas, agricultural credit societies provide loans
to members mainly for agricultural activities. In urban areas, non-agricultural societies or urban banks offer credit
facilities to the members for household needs.
In India, several national federations of cooperative societies have been formed. National Cooperative Consumers
Federation, National Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories, National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing
Federation, National Cooperative Dairy Federation, National Cooperative Housing Federation, All India State
Cooperative Banks Federation is some examples.

ADVANTAGES OF COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
Following are the important advantages or merits of cooperative society:

1. Advantage for Farmers
Farmers can get fertilizers and seeds at low prices from such cooperative societies. Farmers can also self their
production at high rate or prices through cooperative societies.

2. Easy Formation
The formation of cooperative society is very easy. the formalities for registration are simple and formation expenses
are also normal. The registration of a society is not compulsory but Iit is desirable to have its registration.
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3. Equal Rights
All members of cooperative society enjoy equal right of vote and ownership. Each shareholder has only one vote in
the management of cooperative societies.

4. Equal Distribution of Wealth
The profit of middlemen is also distributed among the workers. These societies remove the unequal distribution of
wealth.

5. Economic Democracy
Cooperative society is a domestic form of organization. Every member is allowed to participate in the management
of the business. Each member has the right to cast vote. The decision of majority is honored.

6. Elimination of Middlemen
Cooperative society eliminates the profit of middlemen. These societies purchases goods directly from the producers
for members and provide them on wholesale rate to society members.

7. Financial Assistance
These societies also provide financial assistance to its members. In case of house building cooperatives housing
society provides loan for the purchase of inputs.

8. Friendly Relations
A cooperative society is a mean of developing friendly relations among the members. A society provides a platform
for the introduction of members with each other.

9. Improve the Standard of Living
Such societies provide the goods and services to the members of the society at low prices. Due to this, the
purchasing power of the people increases and their standard of living improves.

10. Increase in Employment
The cooperative societies also increase the employment opportunities for people. Thousands of people are engaged
in different types of cooperative societies.

11. Limited Liability
The liability of each member in cooperative society is limited to the share capital, which he invested. His remain safe.

12. Mutual Cooperation
It is worthwhile to mention here that cooperative society is very useful for creating the spirit of friendship and
brotherhood among the members. Cooperative society is the basic need of human being in modern era.

13. No Monopoly
A start of the society is the end of monopoly. The monopoly eliminates the competition and controls the market and
prices. The society tries to restore competition and to eliminate control over market and prices.

14. Open Membership
the membership of a cooperative society is open for all people living in the same area. It is a voluntary association of
persons of any caste, color and creed.

15. Protection of Mutual Interest
In cooperative societies its members take an advantage of mutual interest and cooperate with each other achieve
the common interest.
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16. Responsibility
A society is a training centre for the members to feel their responsibility. A cooperative society is an ideal place for
building up the moral character and development of personal qualities of the members.

17. Supply according to Demand
Such societies purchase the goods according to the demand of members. The question of surplus does not arise.

DISADVANTAGES OF COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
Following are the disadvantages of cooperative societies:

1. Lack of Capital
Generally the members of cooperative societies are related to poor group and they cannot provide the capital on
large scale. External financial resources are also limited. So, cooperative society faces the shortage of capital, which
is a handicap to their development.

2. Untrained Supervision
The government has sufficient control over the movement of these societies. These societies cannot prosper
because the staff appointed for supervision is mostly untrained.

3. Defective Organization
The organizations of cooperative societies are defective and these cannot operate efficiently to fulfill their
objectives.

4. Illiterate and Ignorant
In our country, the villagers are generally illiterate and ignorant. So, they are not familiar with the basic concept of
the cooperative societies.

5. Lack of Experience
The members of societies have less experience of business. Due to lack of capital, they cannot hire the services of
experts.

6. Lack of Discipline
Every member of the cooperative society considers himself as the owner of the business. Due to lack of discipline,
business suffers a loss.

7. Lack of Sincere Management
It is our common observation that the management of society remains in the hands of selfish and dishonest persons
or members who obtain undue advantage form their powers. So, business suffers a loss.

8. Lack of Profit Incentive
It is not a profit earning institution. Due to absence of profit incentive, the progress of cooperative society is very
poor.

9. Lack of Secrecy
There is no secrecy in the business of cooperative societies.

10. Lack of Knowledge
The members of cooperative society do not know the principles and rules of society. So, they create great problem
for society.
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11. Lack of Unity
In the absence of proper education and training, it is useless to think about unity. The lack of unity leads towards the
destruction of the business.

12. No use of New Technology
The cooperative societies cannot use the latest technology in production. As a result of this, demand and profit
remains low.

13. No Public Confidence
A cooperative society is not bound to publish annual financial statements for the information of general public. Due
to this public shows less confidence in them.

14. Delay in Decision
The main cause of failure of cooperative societies is delayed in decisions.

15. Government Control
The cooperative department of the provincial government supervises the work of allcooperative societies. The
business of a society is not free like other forms of business, so itcannot earn maximum profit.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COOPERATIVE SOCIETY AND JOINTSTOCK COMPANY
We can explain the difference between joint stock company and cooperative society as under these headings :
Points of Difference
LEGISLATION

Joint Stock Company
A joint stock company is controlled by the
company ordinance 1984.

Co-operative society
A cooperative society is controlled by the
co-operative society act 1912.

FORMATION

Joint stock company formation procedure is
difficult.

Cooperation society formation is easy.

NUMBER OF
MEMBERS

Public limited company is formed at least by
two members and private by seven members.

Co-operative society is formed at least by
ten members above than 18 years.

OBJECTIVE

Joint stock company basic objective to earn
maximum profit

Co-operative society main objective is to
improve the economic conditions of the
members.

LIABILITY

Joint stock company shareholders liability is
limited.

Cooperative society liability may b limited
or unlimited

RIGHT OF TRANSFER

Joint stock company shares can be transferred
freely.

Cooperative society shares can not be
transferred to the nonmembers.

ISSUANCE OF
DEBENTURES

Joint stock company may issue debentures to
borrow money.

Co-operative society can not issue
debentures.

GOVERNMENT
CONCESSIONS

Joint stock company does not avail certain
concessions given by the government

Co-operative society enjoys various
concessions.

MANAGEMENT

Joint stock company is managed by the Board of
directors.

In the cooperative society every member
has an equal right in the management.
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DISTRIBUTION OF
WEALTH

Joint stock company becomes the cause of
unequal distribution of wealth.

Co-operative society is very helpful is
removing the unequal distribution of
wealth

ROLE OF
MIDDLEMAN

In the joint stock company middleman plays
very effective role.

In the cooperative society middleman has
no role.

SALE OF SHARES

Public limited company shares can be sold
freely.

Cooperative society shares cannot be sold
freely

AUDIT OF ACCOUNT

Public limited company accounts Audit is
compulsory

Co-operative society audit is not
compulsory except co-operative farming.

PROFIT
DISTRIBUTION

Joint stock company profit is distributed among
the shareholders according to the paid up
capital.

Co-operative society profit is distributed
among the members according to their
purchase from the store.

WINDING UP
PROCEDURE

Joint stock company winding up and
registration procedure is complicated and long.

Cooperative society registration and
winding up is very simple.
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BUSINESS FINANCE
Finance is one of the most important aspects of business management and includes analysis related to the use and
acquisition of funds for the enterprise. In corporate finance, a company's capital structure is the total mix of
financing methods it uses to raise funds. Finance is a field that deals with the study of investments. It includes the
dynamics of assets and liabilities over time under conditions of different degrees of uncertainty and risk.
Business finance refers to money and credit employed in business. Finance is the basic of business. It is required to
purchase assets, goods, raw materials and for the other flow of economic activities. Business finance can be defined
as “The provision of money at the time when it is needed by a business”.
Meaning of Business Finance Business Finance is that business activity which is concerned with the acquisition and
conservation of capital funds in meeting financial needs and overall objectives of business enterprises.
It is necessary for a businessman to plan financial aspect in the early stage of starting any new business and it should
not be left to chance. From the starting and to any later expansion in the firm’s business, finance plays a very
important role in purchasing aspects and to meet the expenses if necessary for carrying on the business affairs. The
financial needs of business are assessed by the size and the nature of work. For a large business, financial needs are
high as compared to a small business. For example, the joint stock companies require large amount of funds whereas
sole proprietorship and the partnership business require small amount of funds. Finance can be obtained through
two major resources owners’ capital and borrowed money. The requirements of funds depend upon utilization that
is how much funds will be needed for circulating and fixed capital. The capital credit obtained from any financial
institution is known as borrowed money. Funds which are required to purchase any asset and to meet the expenses
from the initial stages to the extension of any business is known as finance.

Kinds of Finance
LONG TERM FINANCE
Long term finance is that part of capital which is required by a business enterprise to finance its blocked or fixed
assets such as land buildings, machinery and other appliances of permanent nature. In the established undertakings,
it is required for extending the scale production and for the renewal and replacement of the fixed assets, or for
taking the advantages of new discoveries. Thus, it is needed for considerable period of time, usually for 10 or more
years and hence it involves a high cost due to higher amount of interest.

SOURCES OF LONG TERM FINANCE:
The following are the various sources of obtaining long term finance.

1. SHARES:
The initial capital is obtained by a new concern by floating shares. Shares represent equal portion into which the
capital of a company is divided. Shares may be issued directly by the company or through the under writers. Selling
of shares is the most important method of securing fixed capital and the contributors are the general public.

2. BONDS AND DEBENTURES:
To raise sufficient capital and to draw the attraction of those people who don’t find interest in investment,
debentures are issued b y a company. Debenture is a promissory note for the repayment of money borrowed and
the payment of interest at fixed rates. The contributor is again the general public.

3. GOVERNMENT LOANS:
The state aid in the form of guarantee of dividend of new companies, taking of securities, plays a definite role in the
financing of industries. In our country, industrial-finance Corporation was established to give long term loans.
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4. FINANCING INSTITUTIONS:
In Pakistan there are the following institutions from which different industries can take their finance for long
periods:

A- PICIC:
This corporation aims at stimulating promotion of new industries, the expansion of the existing ones and the
furnishing of the technical know-how as to increase production.

B- IDBP:
This bank was setup to provide credit and other facilities for the development of industries. Other institutions are
NDFC, BEL, investment trusts, insurance companies and commercial banks.

5. PUBLIC DEPOSITS:
An enterprise can raise finance by the acceptance of deposits from the public directly for fixed terms and at fixed
rate of interest. This method is however, dangerous and has declined in importance in recent years.

6. PLOUGHING BANK OF EARNINGS:
This is very easy method of financing and is available to only Established enterprises.re-investment of a part of the
profits is an ideal means of financing, expansion and improvements.

MEDIUM TERM FINANCE
If the borrowing or lending is made for one to 10 years, it is called medium term or intermediate financing.Main
features of medium-term finance are as under:
• It is needed for purchasing new machinary or equipment.
• If the enterpreneur wants to introduce new product.
• For renovation work including repair, improvement, alteration and addition plant.

SOURCES OF MEDIUM TERM FINANCE
Following are the main sources of intermediate finance:

1.LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES:
Such companies have steady income of premium, so they grant medium term finance to industry.

2.PARTIAL PAYMENT METHOD:
Some manufacturers sell their goods on cash and instalment basis. Some portion of the price is paid at the time of
goods purchased and the balance is partialy paid or on instalment basis.

3.FINANCE FACILITY BY AGENT:
Sometimes managing agent also provides medium term finance to the concerned business due to their vast
contacts.

4.OTHER RESOURCES:
In some businesses directors,partners and officers may also provide loans.

5.FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS:
The financial institutes of a country grant medium term finance to the businessmen (e.g.) PICIC,IDBP etc in Pakistan.

6.TFC’s:
Term finance certificates are issued by the company in the favour of lending institutions. The mark up price is paid in
istalment.
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7.PTC’s:
Participation term certificates are issued by a company for meeting its medium term needs. The instrument is issued
to replace debenture financing.

SHORT TERM FINANCE
A common problem of every business is financing day –to –day operations. Normally business finances these items
out of the receipts from sales, but some times the firms financing is needed. It is required for pour hasting raw
materials, additional inventory etc. for meeting purposes’ .it is required for short period ,generally for one year .it is
needs because of the fact that the stock is to kept ready before it is actually consumed.

SOURCES OF SHORT TERM FINANCE
The main sources of obtaining short–term loans are as following:

1. Commercial Banks
Finances are acquired from banks by means of loans, discounts overdrafts etc. they provide short term finance in the
shape of discounting bills, granting loans and accepting bills on behalf of their customers.

2. Commercial Credit Houses
These institutions provide short term finance against mortgage of property or promissory notes.

3.Proprietor‘s Personals Funds
This is an important source of financing a small business. The proprietors themselves supply the capital of the
business from their own pockets. But in large scale undertakings, this source is insufficient.

4. Borrowings from Friends and Relatives
Sometimes business is also finance by taking loans from friends and relatives. Finance from this source is very limited
and uncertain.

5. Public Deposits
Some units accept deposits from the public from short period on attractive rates of interest and utilize the funds for
their currents financial requirements.

6. Indigenous Bankers
There are large number of money lenders i.e. Mahajan, Sahukar, Shroff in the country who provide considerable
sums for the business, though at a high rate of interest.

7. Land Mortgagment
The financial institutions give loans on short–terms to he business man or industrialists on the security of land and
bearable.

Foreign Exchange Banks
These banks also provide short term funds. They mainly provide finance to the foreign business undertaking of their
nationality.

9. Unsecured Loans
This type of financing includes:

A) Promissory Notes:
They are the legal instruments used in advancing banks loans. It is the major source of the short–term finance.
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b) Commercial Drafts:
A draft is an instruments made by one person ordering the second person to pay a sun of money to a specified
individual on sight or at a future date. Secured loans: There are times when short term financing may be
accompanied by collaterals, which gives the lender the right to seize certain property if the borrower does not replay
the loan.

10. Secured Loans
There are times when short term financing may be accompanied by collaterals, which gives the lender the right to
seize certain property if the borrower does not repay the load.

MODARABA:
“Modaraba is an agreement whereby one party provides capital and the other transacts the business. Overall profit
of the business is divided in agreed raito.”
In short, Modaraba means a business in which person participates with his money and another person with his skill.
Modaraba is a legal person. It can sue or sued in its name through the modaraba company. The person who manages
the business is known as Modarab and the person who participates with his money is named as Rab ul Mall.

KINDS OF MODARABA:
Multipurpose Modaraba:
If a Modaraba company is formed for more than one objectives, it is called multipurpose modaraba.

Specific Modaraba:
Specific modaraba is established for the specific purpose. After completion of task, it will be dissolved.

Features of Modaraba:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modaraba is an agreement whereby one person invests capital and the other puts in managerial efforts for
the business.
Modaraba must be registered under Modaraba companies ordinance 1980.
Modaraba activites are controlled according to Modaraba companies ordinance 1980.
The modaraba has right to receive atleast 10% share in modaraba business.
Modaraba certificates are transferable.
The profit will be shared in agreed ratio.
Modaraba will be dissolved by the death of any partner.

MUSHARIKA:
The word Musharika is dervied from the world shirkat. Shirkat means sharing. Musharika is a business organization
in which two or more parties contribute or invest capital and skill. The proift or loss is distributed among the persons
the agreed ratio. In Pakistan all the commercial banks have been permitted for investment on the basis of profit and
loss sharing accounts have been opened in every commercial bank of Pakistan.

Banker Musharika:
Banker Musharika may be treated as a temporary partnership agreement between a bank and a party for providing
working capital, with the condition that the profit will be shared in an agreed ratio, but the loss will shared in strictly
proportion of the actual funds invested by each party.
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Features of Musharika:
•
•
•
•

It is an agreement between and its client to participate in a business a s temporary partners. Partners
provide agreed amounts of funds to the bank for sharing profit or losses during specified period of time.
Whole business is run by the client but bank examines the feasibility and profit.
Profits are to be shared as agreed and the agreed ratio.
Losses must be shared strictly in the ratio of their respective investment. To adopt any other way of sharing
losses is not permitted.
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INSURANCE
Insurance is a contract, represented by a policy, in which an individual or entity receives financial protection or
reimbursement against losses from an insurance company. The company pools clients' risks to make payments more
affordable for the insured.
Or the act, system, or business of insuring property, life, one's person, etc., against loss or harm arising in specified
contingencies, as fire, accident, death, disablement, or the like, in consideration of a payment proportionate to the
risk involved.
Insurance policies are used to hedge against the risk of financial losses, both big and small, that may result from
damage to the insured or her property, or from liability for damage or injury caused to a third party.

Understanding Principles of Insurance
The main objective of every insurance contract is to give financial security and protection to the insured from any
future uncertainties. Insured must never ever try to misuse this safe financial cover.
Seeking profit opportunities by reporting false occurrences violates the terms and conditions of an insurance
contract. This breaks trust, results in breaching of a contract and invites legal penalties.
An insurer must always investigate any doubtable insurance claims. It is also a duty of the insurer to accept and
approve all genuine insurance claims made, as early as possible without any further delays and annoying hindrances.

Principles of Insurance
The seven main principles of insurance are :Principle of Uberrimae fidei (Utmost Good Faith),
Principle of Insurable Interest,
Principle of Indemnity,
Principle of Contribution,
Principle of Subrogation,
Principle of Loss Minimization, and
Principle of Causa Proxima (Nearest Cause).
Principle of Uberrimae fidei (Utmost Good Faith)

Principle of Uberrimae fidei (a Latin phrase), or in simple english words, the Principle of Utmost Good
Faith, is a very basic and first primary principle of insurance. According to this principle, the insurance contract must
be signed by both parties (i.e insurer and insured) in an absolute good faith or belief or trust.
The person getting insured must willingly disclose and surrender to the insurer his complete true information
regarding the subject matter of insurance. The insurer's liability gets void (i.e legally revoked or cancelled) if any
facts, about the subject matter of insurance are either omitted, hidden, falsified or presented in a wrong manner by
the insured.
The principle of Uberrimae fidei applies to all types of insurance contracts.

Principle of Insurable Interest
The principle of insurable interest states that the person getting insured must have insurable interest in the object
of insurance. A person has an insurable interest when the physical existence of the insured object gives him some
gain but its non-existence will give him a loss. In simple words, the insured person must suffer some financial loss by
the damage of the insured object.
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For example :- The owner of a taxicab has insurable interest in the taxicab because he is getting income from it. But,
if he sells it, he will not have an insurable interest left in that taxicab.
From above example, we can conclude that, ownership plays a very crucial role in evaluating insurable interest.
Every person has an insurable interest in his own life. A merchant has insurable interest in his business of trading.
Similarly, a creditor has insurable interest in his debtor.

Principle of Indemnity
Indemnity means security, protection and compensation given against damage, loss or injury.
According to the principle of indemnity, an insurance contract is signed only for getting protection against
unpredicted financial losses arising due to future uncertainties. Insurance contract is not made for making profit else
its sole purpose is to give compensation in case of any damage or loss.
In an insurance contract, the amount of compensations paid is in proportion to the incurred losses. The amount of
compensations is limited to the amount assured or the actual losses, whichever is less. The compensation must not
be less or more than the actual damage. Compensation is not paid if the specified loss does not happen due to a
particular reason during a specific time period. Thus, insurance is only for giving protection against losses and not for
making profit.
However, in case of life insurance, the principle of indemnity does not apply because the value of human life cannot
be measured in terms of money.

Principle of Contribution
Principle of Contribution is a corollary of the principle of indemnity. It applies to all contracts of indemnity, if the
insured has taken out more than one policy on the same subject matter. According to this principle, the insured can
claim the compensation only to the extent of actual loss either from all insurers or from any one insurer. If one
insurer pays full compensation then that insurer can claim proportionate claim from the other insurers.
For example :- Mr. John insures his property worth $ 100,000 with two insurers "AIG Ltd." for $ 90,000 and "MetLife
Ltd." for $ 60,000. John's actual property destroyed is worth $ 60,000, then Mr. John can claim the full loss of $
60,000 either from AIG Ltd. or MetLife Ltd., or he can claim $ 36,000 from AIG Ltd. and $ 24,000 from Metlife Ltd.
So, if the insured claims full amount of compensation from one insurer then he cannot claim the same compensation
from other insurer and make a profit. Secondly, if one insurance company pays the full compensation then it can
recover the proportionate contribution from the other insurance company.

Principle of Subrogation
Subrogation means substituting one creditor for another.
Principle of Subrogation is an extension and another corollary of the principle of indemnity. It also applies to all
contracts of indemnity.
According to the principle of subrogation, when the insured is compensated for the losses due to damage to his
insured property, then the ownership right of such property shifts to the insurer.
This principle is applicable only when the damaged property has any value after the event causing the damage. The
insurer can benefit out of subrogation rights only to the extent of the amount he has paid to the insured as
compensation.
For example :- Mr. John insures his house for $ 1 million. The house is totally destroyed by the negligence of his
neighbour Mr.Tom. The insurance company shall settle the claim of Mr. John for $ 1 million. At the same time, it can
file a law suit against Mr.Tom for $ 1.2 million, the market value of the house. If insurance company wins the case
and collects $ 1.2 million from Mr. Tom, then the insurance company will retain $ 1 million (which it has already paid
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to Mr. John) plus other expenses such as court fees. The balance amount, if any will be given to Mr. John, the
insured.

Principle of Loss Minimization
According to the Principle of Loss Minimization, insured must always try his level best to minimize the loss of his
insured property, in case of uncertain events like a fire outbreak or blast, etc. The insured must take all possible
measures and necessary steps to control and reduce the losses in such a scenario. The insured must not neglect and
behave irresponsibly during such events just because the property is insured. Hence it is a responsibility of the
insured to protect his insured property and avoid further losses.
For example :- Assume, Mr. John's house is set on fire due to an electric short-circuit. In this tragic scenario, Mr. John
must try his level best to stop fire by all possible means, like first calling nearest fire department office, asking
neighbours for emergency fire extinguishers, etc. He must not remain inactive and watch his house burning hoping,
"Why should I worry? I've insured my house."

Principle of Causa Proxima (Nearest Cause)
Principle of Causa Proxima (a Latin phrase), or in simple english words, the Principle of Proximate (i.e Nearest)
Cause, means when a loss is caused by more than one causes, the proximate or the nearest or the closest cause
should be taken into consideration to decide the liability of the insurer.
The principle states that to find out whether the insurer is liable for the loss or not, the proximate (closest) and not
the remote (farest) must be looked into.
For example :- A cargo ship's base was punctured due to rats and so sea water entered and cargo was damaged.
Here there are two causes for the damage of the cargo ship - (i) The cargo ship getting punctured beacuse of rats,
and (ii) The sea water entering ship through puncture. The risk of sea water is insured but the first cause is not. The
nearest cause of damage is sea water which is insured and therefore the insurer must pay the compensation.
However, in case of life insurance, the principle of Causa Proxima does not apply. Whatever may be the reason of
death (whether a natural death or an unnatural death) the insurer is liable to pay the amount of insurance.

Importance and Benefits of Insurance
1. Security and Safety: It gives a sense of security and safety to the businessman. It enables him to receive
compensation against actual loss. He can concentrate on his business with a secure feeling that in case of losses
arising from insurable risk, his losses will be compensated.

2. Distribution of risk: Risk in insurance is spread over a number of people rather being concentrated on a
single individual.

3. Normal expected profit: An insured trader can enjoy normal margin of profit all the time. He is protected
from unexpected losses because of insurance.

4. Easy to get loans: A trader can get bank loans easily if his stock or property is insured, as insurance provides
a sense of security to the lenders.

5. Advantages of Specialization: Businessmen can concentrate on their business activities without
spending more time on safeguarding their property. The insurance companies, on the other hand, can provide
specialized insurance services.
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6. Development of Social Sectors: Insurance funds are available for economic development particularly for
the development of social sectors. Especially for a developing country like India, insurance funds are an important
source for investing in infrastructure projects (roads, power, water supply, telecom etc).

7. Social cooperation: The burden of loss is shouldered by so many persons. Thus, insurance provides a form
of social cooperation.

BENEFITS OF INSURANCE
Insurance is important because both human life and business environment are characterized by risk and uncertainty.
Insurance plays a key role in mitigation of risks. The benefits of insurance are discussed below:

Benefits of Insurance to insured
1. Insurance provides security against risk and uncertainty.
2. It enables the insured to concentrate on his work without fear of loss due to risk and uncertainty.
3. It inculcates regular savings habit, as in the case of life insurance.
4. The insurance policy can be mortgaged and funds raised in case of financial requirements.
5. Insurance policies, especially pension plans provide for income security during old age.
6. The insured gets tax benefits for the amount of premium paid.
7. Insurance of goods may be a mandatory requirement in certain contracts.

Benefits of Insurance to society
1. Insurance is an important risk mitigation device.
2. Insurance companies provide the required funds for infrastructure development.
3. It provides a sense of security.
4. Insurance provides security to the insured during his life and to his dependents.
5. It provides employment opportunities. With the entry of private insurers employment opportunities have
increased greatly.
6. Insurance provides a sense of livelihood to those who might otherwise not have an income source — housewives,
retired people, students etc can work as agents and earn commission.
7. Insurance works on the principle of pooling of risks and distributes risks over many people.
8. Insurance is an invaluable aid to trade.

Benefits of Insurance to the Nation
1. Insurance provides funds to the government for providing basic facilities and to develop infrastructure.
2. It has enabled the country to get foreign exchange (49% FDI is permitted in the insurance sector in India).
3. Insurance relieves the government of the burden of supporting a family, in case of the untimely demise of the
breadwinner.
4. Insurance promotes trade and industry by providing risk cover.
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5. Insurance companies pay taxes out of profits earned. This is an important revenue source to the government.
6. Insurance companies are permitted to invest 5% of the funds in the capital market. LIC alone has invested around
Rs.28,000 crore in the Indian capital markets. Such investments develop the capital market.

KINDS OF INSURANCE:
Marine Insurance:
Marine insurance covers the loss or damage of ships, cargo, terminals, and any transport or cargo by which property
is transferred, acquired, or held between the points of origin and final destination. Marine insurance is concerned
with overseas trade. International trade involves transportation of goods from one country to another country by
ships. There are many dangers during the transhipment. The persons who are importing the goods will like to ensure
the safe arrival of their goods.
The shipping company wants the safety of the ship. So marine insurance insures the coverage of all types of risks
which occur during the transit. Marine insurance may be called a contract whereby the insurer undertakes to
indemnify the insured in a manner and to the extent thereby agreed upon against marine losses.

Marine insurance has two branches:
(i) Ocean Marine Insurance
(ii) Inland Marine Insurance.
Ocean marine insurance covers the perils of the sea whereas inland marine insurance is related to the inland risks on
the land. Marine insurance is one of the oldest forms of insurance. It has developed with the expansion of trade. It
was started during the middle ages in Italy and then in England. The sending of goods by sea involves many perils; so
it was necessary to get the goods insured. In modern times marine insurance business is well organised and is carried
on scientific lines.

TYPES OF MARINE INSURANCE
Cargo Insurance: Cargo insurance caters specifically to the cargo of the ship and also pertains to the
belongings of a ship’s voyagers.

Hull Insurance: Hull insurance mainly caters to the torso and hull of the vessel along with all the articles and
pieces of furniture in the ship. This type of marine insurance is mainly taken out by the owner of the ship in order to
avoid any loss to the ship in case of any mishaps occurring.

Liability Insurance: Liability insurance is that type of marine insurance where compensation is sought to be
provided to any liability occurring on account of a ship crashing or colliding and on account of any other induced
attacks.

Freight Insurance: Freight insurance offers and provides protection to merchant vessels’ corporations which
stand a chance of losing money in the form of freight in case the cargo is lost due to the ship meeting with an
accident. This type of marine insurance solves the problem of companies losing money because of a few
unprecedented events and accidents occurring.
In addition to these types of marine insurance, there are also various types of marine insurance policies which are
offered to the clients by insurance companies so as to provide the clients with flexibility while choosing a marine
insurance policy. The availability of a wide array of marine insurance policies gives a client a wide arena to choose
from, thus enabling him to get the best deal for his ship and cargo.
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Policies of Marine Insurance
The different types of marine insurance policies are detailed below:

Voyage Policy: A voyage policy is that kind of marine insurance policy which is valid for a particular voyage.
Time Policy: A marine insurance policy which is valid for a specified time period – generally valid for a year – is
classified as a time policy.

Mixed Policy: A marine insurance policy which offers a client the benefit of both time and voyage policy is
recognized as a mixed policy.
Open (or) Unvalued Policy: In this type of marine insurance policy, the value of the cargo and consignment is not put
down in the policy beforehand. Therefore reimbursement is done only after the loss to the cargo and consignment is
inspected and valued.

Valued Policy: A valued marine insurance policy is the opposite of an open marine insurance policy. In this type
of policy, the value of the cargo and consignment is ascertained and is mentioned in the policy document
beforehand thus making clear about the value of the reimbursements in case of any loss to the cargo and
consignment.

Port Risk Policy: This kind of marine insurance policy is taken out in order to ensure the safety of the ship
while it is stationed in a port.

Wager Policy: A wager policy is one where there are no fixed terms of reimbursements mentioned. If the
insurance company finds the damages worth the claim then the reimbursements are provided, else there is no
compensation offered. Also, it has to be noted that a wager policy is not a written insurance policy and as such is not
valid in a court of law.

Floating Policy: A marine insurance policy where only the amount of claim is specified and all other details are
omitted till the time the ship embarks on its journey, is known as floating policy. For clients who undertake frequent
trips of cargo transportation through waters, this is the most ideal and feasible marine insurance policy.
Marine Insurance is an area which involves a lot of thought, straightforward and complex dealings in order to
achieve the common ground of payment and receiving. But as much as complex the field is, it is nonetheless
interesting and intriguing because it caters to a lot of people and offers a wide range of services and policies to
facilitate easy and uncomplicated business transactions. Therefore, in the interest of the clients and the insurance
providers, it is beneficial and relevant to have the right kind of marine insurance. It resolves problems not just in the
short run, but also in the long run as well.
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Fire Insurance
Fire insurance means insurance against any loss caused by fire. Section 2(61 of the Insurance Act defines fire
insurance as follows: “Fire insurance business means the business of effecting, otherwise than incidentally to some
other class of business, contracts of insurance against loss by or incidental to fire or other occurrence customarily
included among the risks insured against in fire insurance policies.”
The term fire in a Fire Insurance Policy is interpreted in the literal and popular sense. There is fire when something
burns. In English cases it has been held that there is no fire unless there is ignition. Stanley v. Western Insurance Co.
Fire produces heat and light but either o them alone is not fire. Lighting is not fire. But if lighting ignites something,
the damage may be covered by a fire-policy. The same is the case with electricity.

Characteristics of Fire Insurance
1. Fire insurance is a contract of indemnity. The insurer is liable only to the extent of the actual loss suffered. If
there is no loss there is no liability even if there is a fire.
2. Fire insurance is a contract of good faith. The policy-holder and the insurer must disclose all the material
facts known to them.
3. Fire insurance policy is usually made for one year only. The policy can be renewed according to the terms of
the policy.
4. The contract of insurance is embodied in a policy called the fire policy. Such policies usually cover specific
properties for a specified period.
5. Insurable Interest: A fire policy is valid only if the policy-holder has an insurable interest in the property
covered. Such interest must exist at the time when the loss occurs. In English cases it has been held that the
following persons have insurable interest for the purposes of fire insurance- owner; tenants, bailees,
including carriers; mortgages and charge-holders.
6. In case of several policies for the same property, each insurer is entitled to contribution from the others.
After a loss occurs and payment is made, the insurer is subrogated to the rights and interests of the policyholder. An insurer can reinsure a part of the risk.
7. Fire policies cover losses caused proximately by fire. The term loss by fire is interpreted liberally. Example: A
women hid her jewellery under the coal in her fireplace. Later on she forgot about the jewellery and lit the
fire. The jewellery was damaged. Held, she could recover under the fire policy.
8. Nothing can be recovered under a fire policy if the fire is caused by a deliberate act of policy-holder. In such
cases the policy-holder is liable to criminal prosecution.
9. Fire policies generally contain a condition that the insurer will not be liable if the fire is caused by riot, civil
disturbances, war and explosions. In the absence of any specific expectation the insurer is liable for all losses
caused by fire, whatever may be the causes of the fire.
10. Assignment: According to English law a policy of fire insurance can be assigned only with the consent of the
insurer. In India such consent is not necessary and the policy can be assigned as a chose-in-action under the
Transfer of Property Act. The insurer is bound when notice is given to him. But the assignee cannot be
recovering damages unless he has an insurable interest in the property at the time when the loss occurs. A
stranger cannot sue on a fire policy.
11. Payment of Claims: Fire policies generally contain a clause providing that upon the occurrence of fire the
insurer shall be immediately notified so that the insurer can take steps to salvage the remainder of the
property and can also determine the extent of the loss. Insurance companies keep experts on their staff of
value the loss. If in a policy there is an international over valuation of the property by the policy-holder, the
policy may be avoided on the ground of fraud.

TYPES OF FIRE POLICIES
There may be various types of fire policies. The principal types are described below:
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Specific Policy
A specific policy is one under which the liability of the insurer is limited to a specified sum which is less than the
value of property.

Valued Policy
A valued policy is one under which the insurer agrees to pay a specific sum irrespective of the actual loss
suffered. A valued policy is not a contract of indemnity.

Average Policy
Where a property is insured for a sum which is less than its value, the policy may contain a clause that the
insurer shall not be liable to pay the full loss but only that proportion of the loss which the amount insured for,
bears to the full value of the property. Such a clause is called the average clause and policies containing an
average clause are called average policies. The phrase “subject to average” is equivalent to the insertion of an
average clause. “Lloyd’s Fire Policies are usually expressed to be “subject to average”.

Reinstatement or replacement Policy
In such policies the insurer undertakes to pay no the value of the property lost, but the cost of replacement of
the property destroyed or damaged. The insurer may retain an option to replace the property instead of paying
cash.

Floating Policy
When one policy covers property situated in different places it is called a floating policy. Floating policies are
always subject to an average clause.

Combined Policies
A single policy may cover losses due to a variety of cases, e.g. fire together with burglary, third party losses, etc.
A fire policy may include loss of profits, i.e. the insurer may undertake to indemnify the policy holder not only for
the loss caused by fire but also for the loss of profits for the period during which the establishment concerned is
kept closed owing to the fire.

LIFE INSURANCE
Life insurance (or life assurance, especially in the Commonwealth of Nations), is a contract between an insurance
policy holder and an insurer or assurer, where the insurer promises to pay a designated beneficiary a sum of money
(the benefit) in exchange for a premium, upon the death of an insured person (often the policy holder). Depending
on the contract, other events such as terminal illness or critical illness can also trigger payment. The policy holder
typically pays a premium, either regularly or as one lump sum. Other expenses (such as funeral expenses) can also be
included in the benefits

Advantages of Life Insurance
•
•

Life insurance provides an infusion of cash for dealing with the adverse financial consequences of the
insured's death.
Life insurance enjoys favorable tax treatment unlike any other financial instrument.
o Death benefits are generally income-tax-free to the beneficiary.
o Death benefits may be estate-tax free if the policy is owned properly.
o Cash values grow tax deferred during the insured's lifetime.
o Cash value withdrawals are treated on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis, therefore cash value
withdrawals up to the total premiums paid are generally income-tax free.
o Policy loans are income tax free.
o A life insurance policy may be exhanged for another life insurance policy (or for an annuity) without
incurring current taxation.
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Note: All of the above statements are generally true; however the tax benefits of life insurance have certain limitations which
under the wrong set of circumstances can cause the tax benefits mentioned to be lost. Please discuss with your insurance and
tax advisor.
•
•

Many life insurance policies are exceptionally flexible in terms of adjusting to the policyholder’s needs. The
death benefit may be decreased at any time and the premiums may be easily reduced, skipped or increased.
A cash value life insurance policy may be thought of as a tax-favored repository of easily accessible funds if
the need arises; yet, the assets backing these funds are generally held in longer-term investments, thereby
earning a higher return.
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SALES PROMOTION
Advertising:
Advertising means brinignigs the product into the notice of general public and motivating its sale. The word
advertisement is derived from Latin words.
“Advertising consists of all paid form of non-personal presentation for the promotion of ideas, goods and services to
influenceor inform the customer either to buyer to be inclinded favourably towards the actions and intuitions or
person featured”.
American Marketing Association
“Advertising includes all paid form of non personal presentation for the promotion of ideas, goods and services
an identified sponsor".

MERITS 0F ADVERTISING
Following are the advantagesof advertising to the producerand generalpublic.

1.3R's of Advertising
•
•
•

Retaining loyal customers.
Recruiting new customers.
Reducing lost customers.

2. ReducingPer Unit Cost
Advertising increases the sale and producerproduces at large scale which reduces per unit cost.

3.Employment Opportunities
Advertising agencieshire singers, writers and cartoonists which enhances employment opportunities.

4. Elemination of Middleman
The messageof producer spreads far and wide through It advertisaing and the retailer put direct message and the
Commission of middleman ia saved.

5. New Product
New products can only be introduced in the market through advertising.

6. Regular Demand
The advertising creates regular demand or maintains the demand of productin the market.

7. EntireLine of Production
A single advertisement promotes the sale if of goods which are produce by the company, so expense are to
minimum.

8. Consumer' s Benefit
Consumer watches the ad’s of different products and selects the best one for time.

9. Improving Quality
To compete with the effects of heavy advertisements by big enterprises,t he small producers try
to improve the quality of their product.
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10. GoodWill
The producers boasts of the quality prices and policies through advertisement will increses the repute of company.

11.Expense of Market
Advertisment helps in expanding the market of old product.

12. Media Income
Advertising is a source of income for newspapers,radios and televisions etc.

13. Promoting art & culture
Ads are seen all over the world which promote the art and culture of one nation in other countries.

14. Channel Members
Salesmen watch the ads of different products and get information about them without wasting much time.

15. Increasing Sales
Advertising increses the sale of the product.

16 Creating Market
Advertising creates market for the newly introduced products.

DE-MERITS OF ADVERTISING
Following are the unhealty influences of advertisment on economy, market and consumers.

1. Economic Wastage
Advertising is a causeo f wastage of the wealth of the nation, because alot of money is spent by the producers on
advertising.

2. Sovereignty of Consumer
Sovereignty of the consumer is destroyed through advertisement.

3. High Prices
The producer adds the expenses of advertisement into the price o f product and high prices of the product creates
inflation.

4. Monopoly
Heavy advertisement by big firms does not give any chance to small firms which keeps the control. of market in
few hands.

5. Misuse
Posters are pasted on the walls of buildings which are the wastage of paper and deterioration.

6. Wastage of Resources
The full utilization of resources is not possible because a new product spoils the product well before its lifetime.

7. Truth of Advertising
Advertising promotes misleading paths, unnatural pictures and mispresentation which puts bad effects on the
society.
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8. Inflation
Advertising creates artificial demand of the product which leads to inflation.

9. Promotion of Social Evils
Sometimes crime stories are used as advertising which promote social evils in the society.

10. Burden on Consumer
The advertising of different products puts burden on consumer. They use unfair means to buy them to remain in the
set of ultra modern.

TYPES OF ADVERTISING MEDIA
1. Newspapers
The producers advertise their products in the daily newspapers It is a strong media of advertising.

2. Magazines
Goods, vacancies,jobs are advertised in weekly magazines. The consumer is attracted to the colourful display.

3. Journals
The specific products such as machinary and merchandize are advertised in periodicals or journals for a specified
group of retailers.

4. Radio
The producers also advertise their products on radio in form of songs. Music attracts the consumers and Ad is
repeated as per demand.

5. Television
The advertisement through television is very strong. The colourful commercials attract the consumer.

6. Cinema
During the interval of local products or in the start of movie or drama or play, different Ads are displayed.

7. Neon Signs
Neon signs on the buildings and offices display the product and its features. They attract the attention of the
consumers towareds the product.

8.Hoarding
Big cards are installed on roads and paths with the pictures product and messaage of producers.

9. Posters
Different posters of products with the pictures of heroes are pasted on the walls of buildings.

10. Station Display
The salesmen of the producers demonstrate the product at railway stations and induce the people to buy.

11. Car Cards
The posters of producers are pasted on the back of cars and buses to attract the consumers.

KINDS OF CHANNEL OF DISTRIBUTION
Following are the important kinds of channel of distribution.
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1. Producer to Wholesaler to Retailer to Consumer
Under this channel, the producer sells the goods in large quantity to few wholesalers. The wholesalers sell the goods
to the retailers. Retailer sells the goods in the hands of consumer. For example various goods like sugar and cloth are
sold through this channel in Pakistan.

2. Producer to Retailer to Consumer
Sometimes producer adopts this channel and supplies the goods directly to the retailer without involving any
wholesaler. The profit of wholesaller is saved in this channel. Retailer profit also increases and control of producer
on supply of goods increases. Now the sales by producers to retailers have become very cornmon as the scale of
production has increased.

3. Producer to consumer
Some producers adopt the direct channel and they supply the goods directly to the consumers without any
middleman. Generally those goods which are produced on small scale are sold directly to the consumer. For
example, some agricultural and industrial goods are sold door to door to the consumers.

4. Producer through Agent to Wholesalers to Retailers to Consumers
According to this channel, producers contact with the agents and pay commission to them for selling the product.
The agent supplies the goods to the wholesaler who supplies to retailers. Retailer supplies the goods to consumers.

5.Producer through his own Retailshop to Consumer
In this channel if the producer is producing goods on large scale and reputation of his firm is good in market then he
establishes his own retail shops. Producer supplies the goods directly to these shops. Consumer is familiar with these
shops, so he purchases the goods from these shops at less prices as compared to market prices. Different products
like shoes, clothing are sold through this channel.

6. Producer through Agent to Retailer to Consumer:
Many producers often use agents to reach the large scale retailers who sell the goods to consumer.

SALESMANSHIP
(1)"Salesmanship means skill in selling goods".
(2) Prof. w'hitehead says, "Salesmanship is the art of so presenting an offer that the prospects appreciate the need
for it andt hat a mutually satisfactory sales follows".
(3) Salesmanship means an art of influencing the buyers to purchase specific commodity.

IMPORTANCE OF SALESMANSHIP
(1) Salesmanship helps to creates demand for the new products in the market.
(2) It increases the sale of commodities.
(3) Salesmanshipe stablishest he goodwill of the firm in the market.
(4) Salesmanshwipin st he buyer's confidence which helps in making regular and permanent customers.
(5) Salesman explains the merits of the commodity to consumer and buyers becomes ready to purchase the
commodity due to proper guidance
(6) Salesmanship develops close relationship between producer and consumer.
(7) It informs the producer regarding the choice of consumer.
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(8) Salesmanship creates the employment oppurtunites & helps in increasing the income and welfare of community.
(9) Due to salesmanship the amount spent on finding and convincing the customers remains minimum. The
increasing sales volume or large scale production reduces the per unit cost.
(10) Salesmanship also points out the defects of the commodity to the producer and guides them properly for the
improvement of the commodity.

QUALITIES OF A GOOD SALESMAN
A successful Salesman should have the following qualities.

1. Perfect Knowledge
A good salesman should have the perfect knowledge about, the quality, nature, price and usefulness of the
commodity which he presents in the market.

2. Knowledge of a Firm
A good salesman should have the knowledge of firm to presents product a better way.

3. Knowledge of the Customer
A good salesmanshould have the ability to understand the liking and is likings of the customers. Further he
shouldtreat the customer as a guest.

4. Cool-Minded
A saleman never loose his temper and he deals the customers with cool mind.

5. Convincing Style
When a saleman present his product for selling before the customer, he should adopt the convincing style.

6. Attractive Personality
A good saleman should be smart with pleasing manners. He must possess the ability of attracting others.

7. Social
A good saleman should'possess the quality of mixing freely with unknown persons. He should be sociable and
popular in order to win new friends.

8. Honest and intelligent
In order to establish the goodwill of firm, the salesman must be honest, intelligent and sincere. It is worthwhile to
mention that there is. no place for dishonest salesman in any business.

9. Politeness
A good saleman msut be very polite. He always use polite language for the object of winning buyer's confidence.

10. Sense of Humor
A saleman should be cheerful and he must posses the sense of humour to win the heart of the consumer.

11. Determination
The good salesman must have determination and persistence. He must not become discouraged. He should continue
his efforts regularly until he is successful in making sales.
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12. Health
A good health is a gift of the nature to the mankind. The salesman must have a good health. He should exercise
regularly. He must take rest for a number of hours. He will be able to maintain his health which will help him in
selling: goods and services for a long period of time with great courage and confidence.

13. Creativity
The creativity means alertness. An alert salesman is able to look for new approaches for solving the problems. There
should be a regular effort to find out new ideas to help and serve the buyers.

14. Initiative
The initative is quality of a salesman to start and complete the work independently. The salesman is free to do the
work alone with little or no supervision from others. A salesman having initiative and foresight can take prompt
jdecisions to compete with the changing business world.
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Middlemen
INTRODUCTION “ A business concern that is specialized in rendering services immediately involved in the purchase
or sale of the goods in the process of distribution is known as middle man.”
There term middle man included all those who operates between producer and consumers. They function in buying
and selling if the commodity. The wholesalers and retailers are middleman dealing in the ordinary function of buying
and selling. There are other such as brokers. Commission agents, dealers and merchants who assist the buyers ans
sellers in the market.

CLASSIFICATION OF MIDDLEMEN

Merchant Middlemen:
Merchant middleman buys and sells goods at a profit. They undertake ownership and possession of goods and deal
in their own names. They work for profit and bear the risks of trade.
Merchant middlemen include wholesalers and retailers. In other words, the home trade of a country consists of
wholesale trade and retail trade.

Agent Middlemen:
A middleman who negotiates purchases or sales on an agency basis.Or A person who acts on behalf of another
person, group, business, government, etc.; representative a person or thing that acts or has the power to act or A
person representing a business concern, esp. a travelling salesman.
The contract Act defines Agent,Principal and Agency as;

Agent:
A person who acts on behalf of another person, group, business, government, etc. The term ``agent'' is used
increasingly in the literature and means very different things to different people. We view agents as pieces of code
that undertake tasks on behalf of a user of the system. Agents might be classified based upon the sophistication of
the service provided.
Principal:
The person for whom such act is done or who is respresented is called the Principal.
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Agency:
The relationship existing between an agent and the principal is known as agency.

Rights of Agents
•
•
•
•

•

Right of Retainer: Agent has right to deduct the amount which is due to him by principal, from amount
payable to principal.
Right of stoppage in transit: In case where agent is personally liable, he has right to stop the goods in transit.
The good may be moving towards customer or principal.
Right to claim Remuneration: As per the terms of agency contract, agent has rights to claim remuneration.
Right of Indemnity: Principle of indemnity gets operated between principal and agent where principal is
implied indemnifier and agent is implied indemnity holder. So agent can make principal answerable for all
types of sufferings.
Right of lien: Agent can exercise right of lien but contract act has not specified whether it is general lien or
particular lien. Therefore the nature of agent’s lien depends upon mutual understanding.

Duties of Agents
Agent should follow the instructions given by the principal.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If agent comes across any complicated situation, he has to communicate that situation to principal and his
advice is to be obtained.
Agent should behave in his capacity as agent, he should not run the transaction in his own name.
Agent should not make secret profits by utilizing reputation of the principal.
Agent should safe guard property of principal particularly upon happening of events like death of principal,
insolvency of principal, etc.
Agent should maintain proper accounting records to enrol the transactions run by him. Agent has to remit
amounts to principal properly.
Agent has to remit amounts to principal properly.
Agent should not carry on delegation.

Types of agents
(a) General agent. This is an agent who has the principal’s unlimited authority to carry out contracts on behalf
of the principal without recourse to the principal on each and every point in a transaction.

(b) Agent of necessity. Here, the agency comes into being as a result of circumstances. There is no formal
appointment, express or otherwise. The agent steps into the agency with a view to minimise damages or loss to the
goods of principal.

(c) Del Credere agent. This agent undertakes to guarantee the goods or indemnify the principal for any losses
arising from the agency transaction. In return for this assurance, the agent receives an extra remuneration from the
principal.

(d) Factor. The basic feature of the agent is that the agent has possession of the goods before sale. In this case,
such an agent can sell in his/her own name and may even pledge the goods as security to raise money in the name
of the principal.

(e) Special Agent. This is an agent who has been appointed to carry out only a designated task. On completion
of the task, the agency terminates. Example, a polling agent.
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(f) Broker. This is an agent who does not have possession of the goods at the time of sale. The transaction
concluded by such an agent on behalf of the principal, nevertheless binds the principal.

Other Types of Agents
We believe that 5 levels may be a more appropriate classing for the kinds of tasks we have in mind.

Executive agents would be responsible for contributing planning level skills involving the entire group, or
subgroups-- for example, an agent that enforced Robert's rules of order on a meeting might operate at this level.

Collaborative agents would be responsible for independent action and direct contribution where the action
involved more than one individual--for example, an agent entrusted with setting up a meeting that included as many
of the important actors as possible would be of the is class.

Contributory agents would be responsible for direct contribution to action where the action involves only a
single individual--for example, an agent that reviewed comments and presented a classified list grouping comments
into ``substantive arguments'', ``references and examples'', and ``grammatical corrections'' would be of this class.

Communications agents would be responsible for managing communications-- for example, mailing
materials to a group, or coordinating responses to a ballot.

Service agents would be responsible for providing low level services to individuals or system components. The
nature of these tasks is such that they are universal and generally trusted--for example, logging and reporting
activity, managing directory information , etc.

Difference between a Factor and a Broker | Agents | Distribution Channels

Points of
Difference
1. Possession:

2. Dealings:

3. To Receive
Payment:
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Factor

Broker

A factor takes the possession of goods.

A broker does not take the possession
of goods.

A factor deals in his own name and needs
not disclose the name of the principal.

A broker deals on behalf of his
principal.

A factor has the right to receive payments.

A broker has no right to receive
payments.
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4. Liability:

A factor is always liable for his actions.

A broker is not personally liable.

5. Remuneration:

Remuneration given to factor is known as
‘Commission’.

Remuneration given to broker is
known as ‘Brokerage’.

6. Insurable
Interest:

A factor has insurable interest in goods he
deals in.

A broker has no insurable interest in
goods in which he deals.

7. To Receive
Commission:

A factor receives commission from seller
only.

8. Regularity:

A factor carries on the business of his
principal regularly.

A broker is appointed for a specific
dealing only.

9. To Sue:

A factor can sue or be sued for contracts.

A broker cannot sue or be sued for his
contracts.

10. Lien:

A factor has a right of lien on goods in his
possession for his unpaid charges.

A broker has no right of lien on goods
in his possession for his unpaid
charges.
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HOME TRADE
Trade:
Before going to telling about the Home trade, you should know that what is trade? Trade is the whole procedure of
transferring or distributing the goods produced by different persons or industries to their ultimate consumers. In
other words, the system or channel, which helps the exchange of goods, is called trade. Trade simply means selling
and buying of goods. A mediation of the exchange of goods between the producer and the consumer is called trade.

Trader:
A trader is a persons who buys goods from producers or other traders and sells these goods to the consumers or
other merchants. He serves like a bridge or as a link between procedure and consumer of goods.
The trader may be of following types;
a)
b)
c)
d)

Retail trader
Wholesale trader
Importer
Exporter.

Manufacturer:
A person or a group of persons who are engaged in production of goods. They are known as industrialists. They
converts the rawmaterial into semi finished or finished goods in order to earn profit by selling their products
through wholesellers and retailers in local and foriegn markets.

Consumers:
A person or group of persons or an institution purchasing a particular commodity to consume it is known as
consumer. His aim is to satisfy his desires and not resale or making profit out of it.

TYPES OF TRADE
There are two types of trade:
(a) Home trade
(b) Foreign Trade

(a) Home Trade
The purchase and sale of goods inside the country is called home trade. It is also known as ‘domestic’, ‘local’ or
‘internal trade’. Home trade has two types:
(i) Wholesale Trade
(ii) Retail Trade
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(i) Wholesale Trade
It involves selling of goods in large quantities to shopkeepers, in order to resale them to the consumers. A wholesaler
is like a bridge between the producers and retailers.

(ii) Retail Trade
Retailing means selling the goods in small quantities to the ultimate consumers. Retailer is a middleman, who
purchase goods from manufacturers or wholesalers and provide these goods to the consumers near their houses.

Characteristics of Home trade:
Following are the characteristcs of home trade;
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Trade within the boundaries of a particular country.
Its scope is only to the extent of local markets.
Local currency is used for receipts and payments.
Normally it involves the exchange of local goods, sometimes foriegn goods also dealt in.
All the traders face similar kinds of facilities, problems and business environment.

(b) Foreign Trade
Trade or exchange of goods and services between two or more independent countries for their mutual advantages is
called foreign trade. It is also called international trade. Foreign trade has two types:
(i) Import Trade
(ii) Export Trade
(iii) Entrepot Trade

(i) Import Trade
When goods or services are purchased from other country it is called import trade.

(ii) Export Trade
When goods or services are sold to any other country it is called export trade.

(iii) Entrepot Trade
In entrepot trade goods are imprted from various countries with a view to re-export them to other countries.

Characteristics of Foriegn Trade:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

It is conducted between two independent nations or countires.
A country can sell her goods in international market.
Foriegn currency is used for recieipts and payments.
It has a direct contribution in country’s economy and makes the balance of payment favourable.
A special permission from the governement and fulfillment of other legal provisions is necessory.

Advantages of Home Trade:
Creates more demand:
Home trade creates and increases the demand of the locally produced goods, this leads to increase in production.

No legal formalities:
There is no legal formalities and restrictions to conduct hpme trade.
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Nominal Taxes:
In domestic trade nominal taxes are charged by the government.

Sources of Emplyment:
With the increase in home trade, the problem of unemplyment can be solved. Because the people involve in this
trade are self employed.

Free Movement of Goods:
Within the country there is no restriction on the movement of goods, so home trade can be conducted easily.

Local currency:
In home trade, country’s own currency is used for receipts and payments.Hence, there is no problem of dealing with
foriegn exchange.

Ease of Transportation:
Goods are transfered from one place to another with in the boundires of a particular country, so local transport can
be easily availed for this purpose.

Low Expenditure:
In home trade, all the trade expenses are less, whereas, in foriegn trade there is a heavy expenditure.

Use of entire production:
Unnecessary wastage of products due to delayed distribution can be avoided. Proper domestic trade helps in
distributing their products, providing raw materails, machinary etc.

Availibilty of goods:
With the help of domestic trade various commodities can be made available in differnet areas of the country.

Better living Standard:
Livivng standards can be improved with the help of domestic trade. Because more tradeà more business volume à
more income + availibility of goods à higher the standards of living.

Increased Production:
With the expansions in market and the lower cost, goods are sold in large quantities, so the production of goods can
be increased.

Disadvantages of Home trade:
Following are the disadvanteages of home trade;

Drags:
Sometimes, with the help of domestic trade, draugs are spread throuhout the country which are dangerous and
hareful for human health.

Weapons:
Home trade, sometimes, facilities the availabilty of dangerous weapons which is against the peace and national
integrity.

Black marketing:
The trader may get involved in black marketing which means to have unnecessory stoarge of consumer goods with a
view to exploting the consumers by increasing the prices of that commodidtes. This activity is un-Islamic and against
the public interest.
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Monoploy:
If some individuals or groups have monopoly on production or disribution of particular commodites. It can become a
source of exploitation for consumers because it ultimately leeds towards increase in prices.

Problems in Home trade:
In Home trade the trader may sometimes faces the following problems;

Inferior means of transportation:
Cheap and quick means of transportation and communicaiotn contribute a lot in the development of domestic trade.
But their backwardness may prove an sample problem for home trade.

Govt’s Policy:
Sometimes govt makes such a policies e.g. heavy taxes are imposed on the traders, unfair price controlling and
unneccessory sales tax etc.which result in reduction of the trade volume.

Substandard Goods:
Generally the goods having better quality are exprted and substandard goods are sold in domestic trade.

Banned Goods:
Inter district movement of some commodidities is banned by the authorities therefore, goods cannot be transfered
easily to the areas having more demand.

Political Instability:
Rapid change in govt and political crises creates restlessensess in the public. Some specially affected areas remain
backward in trade and business.

Different Languages:
People livivng in diffent areas having different languages. A trader may face this problem in order to sell his goods.

Lack of infra structure:
Poor rail road condition and lack of infrastructure are the big hindrances in the way of domestic trade specially in
developing countires like in Pakistan.

Chain of Domestic Trade:
Chain of domestic trade indicates the flow of commodities: how these travel from production place to consumer’s
home. This chain includes a set of business entities like wholesaler’s, reatailers, agent etc. These are also known as
elements of Home trade.

Procedure and document of Home trade:
Enquiry letter:
First stage in domestic trade is to receive various informations for the following facts, so that, any future
misunderstanding can be avoided;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Availabiblity of goods
Quality of goods
Price and Discount
Packing of goods
Terms of sales
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f) Mode of Payment
g) Delivery and Transportation of goods.
For receiving the above information a letter is used which is named as enquiry letter.

Quotation:
The reply of inquiry letter by the seller is known as quotation.It includes all the required information and terms and
conditions regarding the sale of goods.
Generally it contains;
a)
b)
c)
d)

Price and discounts
Terms and conditions
Detail of delivery expenses
Time required for such delivery.

Tenders:
Sometimes buyer call traders. In response to this call any body who is interested to supply goods can be submit his
tender.This order is placed to that person who quotes the lowest price of goods to by supplied on the most
favourable terms.

Order letter:
After receiving quotation from the seller if terms and conditions are considered favourable, the buyer may place the
purchase order with the help of an order letter. A copy of order letter is also retained by the buyer.

Acknowledgement of order letter:
An acknowledgement of the order letter is then sent to the buyer stating that your order has been received with
thanks.

Cash or credit sales:
If the sale of goods is based on spot payment of cash it is known as net sales or cash sales.If payment is decided to be
made in future then it is known as credit sales.

Sales Agreement:
After receiving the order in proper form, an agreement of sale of goods in made which includes a document named
pro-forma invoice.

Pro-Forma Invoice:
It can be said “Rough invoice” because it shows the purchasers, how the invoice will be written out if he decides to
buy the goods.

Execution of order:
The seller adopts he following procedure for execution of the purchase order.
a) Order is recorded in the order book.
b) A copy of order is sent to the storekeeper.
c) Goods are sent for packing along with a copy of invoice.

Delivery of goods:
The seller makes arreangements to deliver the goods to the buyer.
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Delivey Note:
After despacting the goods a delivery note is sent to the buyer. This document is signed ny the buyer after receiving
the goods properly and returned to the supplier.

Advice Note:
It is used to inform the buyer regarding the despatch of goods. It serves the same purpose as the delivery note.

Debit Note:
If the buyer has paid an amount less than original invoice, a debit note is sent by the seller to rectify the difference. It
is also issued when an additional cost is to be charged in any regard.

Credit Note:
If an excessive amount was paid by the buyer and or there is deduction in claims made by the seller then a credit
note is issued to show and rectify the overcharged amount.

Cash Discount:
It is a concession or allowance granted to the buyer for early and prompt recovery of debts. This facility can be
availed if the payment is made before the pre-decided time period.

Invoice:
It is an important document of internal trade which include quantity, price and total value of the goods sold. It is
sent to the buyer. The payment is made according to the amount written in it. Original document is used for
accounts.
Following are the contents of an invoice:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Name and address of the sender.
Name and address of the buyer
Date
Serial number of invoice
Quality or band of goods
Volume, weight or quantity of goods
Rate and total value of the goods
Other expenses including e.g. transportation, packing etc
Terms of payment and discount
Signature of seller.

Statement of Accounts:
Statement shows the transactions which have been taken place since the date of the last statement of acccounts. It
enables the buyer and seller to compare the entries in their books and settle the accounts accordingly.

Payment:
After receiving the goods and statement of accounts the payments is made by the person from whom it is due. With
in the country payment can be made by the follwing methods;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Cash
Cheque
Bank Draft
Money order
Postal order
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Payment slip:
It is an acknowledgement which shows that the payment of certain amount has been made by a particular person on
a particular date. With the use of this receipt, future misunderstanding regarding the payments can be avoided.

End of deal:
After settlement of accounts and completion of all the formalities the “DEAL” of a local trade comes to an End.
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WHOLESALE TRADE
Generally speaking trade may be carried on either on retail or wholesales basis. When the goods are purchase in a
large quantity by a person to be sold in smaller quantities to retailers it is known as wholesale trade. It may be
defined as follow.
“ A wholesale transaction is one in which the purchaser dose no buy for his own private or personnel use but is
guided by a profit or business motive ib the making of purchase.”
Wholesale trade is a form of trade in which goods are purchased and stored in large quantities and sold, in batches
of a designated quantity, to resellers, professional users or groups, but not to final consumers
Wholesale trade is one component of business sales and inventories. Only those firms which sell to governments,
institutions and other businesses are considered part of wholesale trade.

Characteristic of Wholesaler
The main characteristics of wholesaler are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

xiii.
xiv.

He buys and sells goods in large quantities.
He deals only in a few types of products.
He acts as a middleman between the producers and retailers.
He usually makes cash purchases and sells goods on credit to the retailers.
He does not sell good to the consumers.
He operates in particular area determined by producers
Wholesalers purchase and assemble goods in large quantities.
They deal in one commodity or one line of products, ex. : Fans, food grains, electrical fittings, furniture etc.
They are financially healthy. This makes them to store the commodity in , large quantities and also keep
them for larger duration.
They provide credit facilities to the retailers.
Often, they advance funds to the producers for production of goods.
Their profit margin is very low. Their profit margin is the difference between the price at which they buy
from manufacturers and the price charged to the retailers. As they operate in large volumes, they charge a
very reasonable price.
Usually they appoint agents and brokers, through whom they deal with their customers.
Wholesalers advertise their commodities. The benefit of this goes to manufacturers and retailers.

Functions of a Wholesalers
The most important functions of a wholesaler in the marketing of goods are as under:-

Assembling
The wholesaler buys good from different manufacturer producing the same streak of goods. He assembles them in
his warehouse for the purpose of sale to the retailers.

Storage
A wholesaler stores the goods in his warehouse. He makes them available in appropriate and requisite quantities as
and when they are required by retailers.

Grading and Packing
A wholesaler sorts out the goods according to their quality, size, shape, content etc and then packs them carefully to
sell them to the retailers.
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Transportation
Wholesaler buys goods in bulk from the producers and transports them in his own godown. The wholesaler also
provides the facility of transportation to the retailer shop, which is one of the important functions of wholesale
trading.

Financing
This is an important function of wholesaler. A wholesaler usually buys goods on cash from the producers and sells on
credit to the retailer. In this way, he provides financing facilities to trade transactions.

Risk bearing
The wholesaler bears all the trade and financial risks of the business. Since he buys goods in bulk for making them
available to retailer in small quantities, he takes all the risk involved in marketing of goods. He not only assumes the
risk of loss arising from a unexpected fall in the prices of goods but also the risks of damage, deterioration in quality ,
spoilage etc in his warehouse.

Market Information
One of the most important functions of wholesaler is that it provides important market information to retailer and
manufacturer, which help the retailers about the demand of consumer and manufacturer, so that he produces the
goods according to the changes in the tastes and fashions of the consumer.

Dispersing and selling
The wholesaler keeps the goods in warehouse. He sells them to the retailers who are often scattered over a large
area. The retailers contact the wholesaler when goods are sold and this process continues over the years. The
wholesaler thus helps in the dispersion process of marketing.

Pricing:
A wholesaler anticipates demand and market conditions. He helps to determine the resale price of goods.

Service of Wholesalers:
Service of Wholesalers to Manufacturers
1. The wholesaler acts as an intermediary between the manufacturer and retailer. He is very close to the
manufacturer.
2. Wholesalers are aware of the trend in the market. They pass on the market information to the manufacturer. They
provide sales assistance to the manufacturer. Advertising and sales promotion activities are mostly undertaken by
wholesalers.
3. They store goods in their own godown and make them available to those who need them. They also transport
goods from their premises to the place of demand. Thus, they create time and place utility.
4. They stock goods when the demand rises. Thus, they keep prices stable.
5. Wholesalers are in direct contact with foreign buyers and help manufacturers export goods.
6. Wholesalers receive orders from retailers and place orders with the manufacturer for bulk purchase. Thus, the
manufacturer is relieved from the botheration of selling in small quantities.
7. Wholesalers provide financial assistance to the manufacturer.
8. By their huge purchase, wholesalers make the manufacturer to concentrate fully on production.
9. Wholesalers advise manufacturers regarding product features, packaging, and promotional aspects.
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Services of Wholesalers to Retailers
1. Wholesalers keep wide assortment of goods as stock. So, the retailer can purchase the product of his choice.
Moreover, the retailer need not hold huge stock of goods. So, his inventory is kept at minimum.
2. The wholesalers enjoy the economies of bulk purchase. Moreover, they purchase at lower prices and store goods
during the period of low demand. Wholesalers share a part of the benefits with the retailer.
3. The retailer may have limited resources and wholesalers extend credit facility to the retailer and thus come to
their rescue.
4. Wholesalers advise retailers on the matters of vital interest.
5. If a retailer buys from the manufacturer, there will be inordinate delay in getting the supplies. Wholesalers avoid
this problem by ensuring prompt delivery of goods out of the stock they maintain.
6. The wholesalers inform retailers about the new arrival of goods in the market.

(C) Services to Society
1. The wholesaler is instrumental in providing goods in accordance with tastes, fashions, demand and preferences of
consumers.
2.The wholesaler is very helpful in checking rapid fluctuations in prices by adjusting demand and supply conditions.
3.The wholesaler possesses ample quantity of goods in the stores, it minimises the probability of scarcity of goods in
the market.
4.The wholesaler brings to the knowledge of the user new products and their utility by resorting to large scale
advertisement of the product.
5. The wholesaler carries the function of marketing research which helps in improving the products and informing
new uses of the product to the consumer.

Kinds of wholesalers:
the ten major types of wholesalers is discussed below:

1. Merchant wholesalers. These wholesalers own (take title to) the products they sell. For example, a
wholesale lumber yard that buys plywood from the producer is a merchant wholesaler. It actually owns – takes title
to – the plywood for some period of time before selling to its customers. About four out of five wholesaling
establishments in the United States are merchant wholesalers – and they handle about 59 percent of wholesale
sales. Merchant wholesalers often specialize by certain types of products or customers and they service relatively
small geographic areas. And several wholesalers may be competing for the same customers. For example, about
3,000 specialized food wholesalers compete for the business of restaurants, hotels, and cafeterias across the United
States.

2. General merchandise wholesalers. These are service wholesalers who carry a wide variety of
nonperishable items such as hardware, electrical supplies, plumbing supplies, furniture, drugs, cosmetics, and
automobile equipment. These wholesalers originally developed to serve the early retailers – the general stores.
Now, with their broad line of convenience and shopping products, they serve hardware stores, drugstores, electric
appliance shops, and small department stores.

3. Single-line (or general-line) wholesalers. These are service wholesalers who carry a narrower line
of merchandise than general merchandise wholesalers. For example, they might carry only food, wearing apparel, or
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certain types of industrial tools or supplies. In consumer products, they serve the single- and limited-line stores. In
business products, they cover a wide geographic area and offer more specialized service.

4. Specialty wholesalers. These are service wholesalers who carry a very narrow range of products – and
offer more information and service than other service wholesalers. A consumer products specialty wholesaler might
carry only health foods or oriental foods instead of a full line of groceries. Or a specialty wholesaler might carry only
automotive items and sell exclusively to mass-merchandisers. Specialty wholesalers often know a great deal about
the final target markets in their channel. For example, Advanced Marketing is the leading wholesale supplier of
books to membership warehouse clubs. The company offers hardcover best sellers, popular paperbacks, basic
reference books, cookbooks, and travel books. Consumers in different geographic areas are interested in different
kinds of books and that affects what books will sell in a particular store.

5. Cash-and-carry wholesalers. These wholesalers operate like service wholesalers – except that the
customer must pay cash. Some retailers, such as small auto repair shops, are too small to be served profitably by a
service wholesaler. So service wholesalers set a minimum charge – or just refuse to grant credit to a small business
that may have trouble paying its bills. Or the wholesaler may set up a cash-and-carry department to supply the small
retailer for cash on the counter. The wholesaler can operate at lower cost because the retailers take over many
wholesaling functions. And using cash-and-carry outlets may enable the small retailer to stay in business. These
cash-and-carry operators are especially common in less-developed nations where very small retailers handle the
bulk of retail transactions.

6. Drop-shippers. These wholesalers own (take title to) the products they sell – but they do not actually
handle, stock, or deliver them. These wholesalers are mainly involved in selling. They get orders – from wholesalers,
retailers, or other business users – and pass these orders on to producers. Then the producer ships the order
directly to the customers. Because drop-shippers do not have to handle the products, their operating costs are
lower. Drop-shippers commonly sell products so bulky that additional handling would be expensive and possibly
damaging.

7. Truck wholesalers. These wholesalers specialize in delivering products that they stock in their own trucks.
By handling perishable products in general demand – tobacco, candy, potato chips, and salad dressings – truck
wholesalers may provide almost the same functions as full-service wholesalers. Their big advantage is that they
deliver perishable products that regular wholesalers prefer not to carry. Some truck wholesalers operate 24 hours a
day, every day – and deliver an order within hours. A 7-Eleven store that runs out of potato chips on a busy Friday
night doesn’t want to be out of stock all weekend!

8. Mail-order wholesalers. These wholesalers sell out of catalogs that may be distributed widely to smaller
industrial customers or retailers who might not be called on by other middlemen. These wholesalers operate in the
hardware, jewelry, sporting goods, and general merchandise lines. For example, Inmac uses a catalog to sell a
complete line of 3,000 different computer accessories and supplies. Inmac’s catalogs are printed in six languages
and distributed to business customers in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, the
Netherlands, and France. Many of these customers – especially those in smaller towns – don’t have a local
wholesaler.

9. Producers’ cooperatives. These wholesalers operate almost as full-service wholesalers – with the
"profits" going to the cooperative’s customer-members. Cooperatives develop in agricultural markets where there
are many small producers. Examples of such organizations are Sunkist (citrus fruits), Sunmaid Raisin Growers
Association, and Land O’ Lakes Creameries, Inc. Successful producers’ cooperatives emphasize sorting – to improve
the quality of farm products offered to the market. Some also brand these improved products – and then promote
the brands. For example, the California Almond Growers Exchange has captured most of the retail market with its
Blue Diamond brand.
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10. Rack jobbers. These wholesalers specialize in nonfood products sold through grocery stores and
supermarkets – and they often display them on their own wire racks. Most grocers don’t want to bother with
reordering and maintaining displays of nonfood items (housewares, hardware items, and books and magazines)
because they sell small quantities of so many different kinds of products. Rack jobbers are almost service
wholesalers – except that they usually are paid cash for what is sold or delivered.
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Retail Trade
Meaning and Definition:
The Retailer is a marchant who sells various goods directly to the ultimate consumers in small quantities or as they
require. The word ‘Retailer’ had been derived from the French word ‘Re-tailer’ which means ‘to-cut again’. Obviously
then, retailing means to cut in small portions from large lumps of goods. A retailer is last middlemen in the chain of
distribution of goods to consumers. He is a link between the wholesalers and the consumer.
The American Marketing Association defines retailing as “the activities involved in selling directly to the ultimate
consumer for personal and non-business use. It embraces direct-to-customer sales activities of the producer,
whether through his own stores or by house-to-house canvassing or by mail-order business. The retailer is an
intermediary in the marketing channels and is a specialist who maintains contact with the consumer and the
producer and is an important connecting link in the mechanism of marketing.

Characteristics of Retailers:
(i) A retailer is the link between a wholesaler and the ultimate consumer and he is the last intermediary in
distribution.
(ii) A retailer buys goods from wholesaler in bulk and resells them to consumers in small quantities.
(iii) A retailer maintains a personal contact with his customers.
(iv) A retailer makes sufficient shop display of his wares to attract customers.
(v) Retailers perform all the marketing functions which a wholesaler performs and in addition emphasises on
advertisement.
(vi) Retailers deal in a variety of merchandise and are often known as general merchants.
(vii) Usually retailers are classified into two major groups, viz., small scale retailers and large scale retailers.
(vii) Retailers aim at providing maximum satisfaction to their customers in limited area.
(viii) As retailer has direct link with the consumers, he introduces new goods to his customers.
(ix) Retailers display their goods in a manner that customers can select the goods for the best satisfaction of their
needs.
(x) Retailers open teir shops in or near the residenetial area so that the consumer can approach easily.

Functions performed by retailers:
(1) Buying and Assembling:
A retailer deals in different variety of goods which he purchases from different wholesalers for selling to the
consumers. He tries to locate best and economical source of the supply of goods.

(2) Warehousing or Storing:
After assembly of goods from different suppliers, the retailers preserve them in stores and supply these goods to the
consumers as and when required by them. The goods are kept as reserve stocks in order to ensure uninterrupted
supply to the consumers.
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(3) Selling:
The end objective of the retailer is to sell the goods to consumers. He undertakes various methods to sell goods to
the ultimate consumers.

(4) Credit Facilities:
He caters to the needs of the customers even by supplying them goods on credit. He bears the risk of bad debts on
account of non-payment of amount by the customers.

(5) Risk Bearing:
A retailer has to bear different type of risks in relation to goods. While in stores, goods are exposed to various risks
like deterioration in quality, spoilage and perishability etc. The products are confronted to natural risks viz; fire,
flood, earthquake and other natural calamities. Other type of risks like change in customer’s tastes also adversely
affects the sales.

(6) Grading and Packing:
The retailer grades the goods which are left ungraded by the manufacturers and the wholesalers. He packs the goods
in small packages and containers for the convenience of the customers.

(7) Collection and Supply of Market Information:
The retailers are in direct touch with the consumers. They gather invaluable information with regard to likes dislikes
tastes and demands of the consumers and pass on this information to the wholesalers and the producers which are
very helpful to them.

(8) Helps In Introducing New Products:
Without the services of retailers, new products cannot be introduced properly in the market. This is so because a
retailer has a direct link with the consumer. He can explain nicely about the utility and the characteristics of a new
product to the customer.

(9) Window Display and Advertising:
The retailer displays the products in show windows in order to attract the customers. This leads to immense publicity
for the product.

(10) Risk taking:
Risk is an essential element of business activities. Retailers also face risk of changing the demand, decreasing the
earnings etc.

(11) Storage:
Retailers provide proper storage to the goods which require protection for quailty and quantity.

(12) Delivery service:
Retailers also provide home delivery services to their customers. It is an additional function performed by particular
retailer.
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Services Performed By Retailers:
Retailers provide important services to both the wholesalers and the consumers.
These can be explained as under:

(I) Services To Wholesalers/ Manufacturers:
(a) They supply invaluable information with regard to tastes, preferences, fashions and demands of the customers to
the wholesalers who in turn transmit the same to the producers which is of immense utility to them.
(b) By taking over the function of retailing from the wholesalers and manufacturers, retailer’s relive them from
selling goods in small quantities to the consumers.
(c) Many retailers usually place orders in advance with the wholesalers which is very helpful in planning the
purchases of the wholesalers.
(d) Sometimes retailers make advance payments for the goods to be received from the wholesalers. In this manner,
they help in financing the wholesale trade.
(e) Without the services of the retailers a new product cannot be introduced in the market supplied to him by the
wholesalers.

(II) Services to Consumers:
(a) The retailers assemble variety to produces from the wholesaler and place them at the doorstep of the consumers
and provide them a convenience of choice.
(b) They provide credit facilities to the consumers thereby helping them in times of difficulty.
(c) They extend personalised service to the consumers and try to give them maximum satisfaction.
(d) They introduce new products to the consumers and also guide them as to their uses.
(e) They extend free home delivery and after sales service to the consumers.
(f) They allow cash discount to the consumers on the products sold.
(g) They buy and stock products best suited to the consumers.
(h) They give valuable advice regarding the use and maintenance of the products delivered by them.
(i) They cater to the needs of every type of consumer by keeping in view their paying capacity.
(j) They supply fresh products to the consumers.
(k) They usually take back the goods which do not suit to the consumers and replace them.

Pre-Requisites of Retail Trade:
The success of retail trade is based on a proper combination of the following factors:

(i) Locations:
The ultimate success of a retailer depends on the location of his shop. Proper selection of location is important for a
retailer to establish his business.

(ii) Price:
A proper pricing policy can give better results for a retailer if he can combine low prices with good quality to attract
consumers.
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(iii) Sales Promotion:
A retailer must arrange for proper sales promotion campaigns in order to familiarise the customers of that area with
his products.

(iv) Prudent Buying Principles:
Every retailer ought to be a shrewd purchaser; only then he can give his best to his customers. Careful buying earns
rich dividends in retail trade.

(v) Knowledge of Merchandise:
Modern business is so complex and the variety and quality of goods being so diverse, a retailer must have adequate
and latest knowledge of the wares he sells. It would not only enable him to answer customer queries satisfactorily
but also to handle the complications of his business. Thus adequate knowledge of merchandise is another prerequisite feature of retail trade.

(vi) Services:
A retailer should concentrate on his services. Courteous and prompt service on his part will help him in attracting
more and more customers and thereby flourish in his business. Most retailers go in for after sale service also, where
they cater to the needs of the customers after the latter has purchased a commodity from them. So efficient service
should be the motto of every retailer.

(vii) Efficient Management:
Better planning, organisation and control by a retailer can offer efficient retail operations. A retailer should have a
proper and adequate work-force to assist him in his business. He should always keep stocks ready for customers and
even offer specialised comments on the products he deals in. If a retailer plans his inventories and works in advance,
there is no doubt that he will achieve his targets and also attract more customers.

(viii) Display of Goods:
Since a retailer deals in a verity of products, he must display his goods in a proper and orderly manner. This will
enable him to get what is required by the customer quickly and also help in attracting customers. The retailer must
go in for tastefully decorated interiors and also have proper and attractive window-dressing and display.
The goods must be neatly and orderly stocked and the pattern of window display should be frequently changed for
the better, so as to attract the customers’ eye. A retailer must not forget that a well laid out window display will help
him to entice and attract customers from his rivals and competitors. Hence, proper care and attention ought to be
given for display of goods out as well as in the retailer’s shop or showroom.

Types of Retailers:
Retailers are mainly classified into Itinerant Retailers and Fixed Retailers. Itinerant retailers comparise of Hawkers,
Pedlars, Cheap jacks. Market traders and Street traders. The Fixed Retailers are further classified into Small-scale and
Large-scale retailers.
Small scale retailers constitute of second-hand goods dealers, street stall-holders. General shops, Special shops and
united stores. The Large-scale retailers constitute the Departmental stores. Mail-Order Houses, Co-operative Stores,
Multiple Shops, Chain Stores, Hire Purchase Shops, Super Markets and Fixed-price Shops.

SMALL SCALE RETAILING:
Itinerant Retailers:
Included under this heading are those retailers who do not possess any shop of their own and who move from place
to place to sell their wares.
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They are travelling or wandering sellers and include the following types:
(a) Hawkers
(b) Pedlars
(c) Cheap jacks
(d) Market traders
(e) Street traders
(f) One-price shops.

(a) Hawkers:
They are itinerant traders who move about in residential localities with their wares usually on bicycles or hand-carts.
They usually deal in consumer goods of a cheap nature. Their range of merchandise varies from vegetables, fruits to
toys, bangles, plastic utensils etc.

(b) Pedlars:
They carry their wares on their heads or on their back and move from one house to the other in the residential
localities of a city. They also deal in cheap goods and usually cater to the needs of the low- income gentry.

(c) Cheap Jack:
They do not stay long at one place of business but differ from pedlars and hawkers in the sense that while the latter
do not have shops of their own, cheap jacks do hire small ships in residential localities to display their wares. They
shift from locality to locality according to the prospects of getting business.

(d) Market traders:
They are a type of small-scale sole-proprietors who hold stalls at different places in different localities on fixed days
known as “market days” which may be once a week. They deal in a variety of cheap goods which are of consumers
interests and which are needed in every household daily.
Toys, cheap cosmetics, cheap readymade garments for kids, imitation jewellery, sewing and knitting material, etc.
are a few examples of the items which they usually stock. Market traders are temporary in nature, in the sense that
they do not permanently establish their stalls in particular place, rather they move from one market place to
another.

(e) Street Traders:
They are “pavement retailers” who display and sell their products from pavements/ footpaths. They are usually seen
in crowded cities and handle light goods.

(f) One-price Shop:
It is a typical retail trading where the distinctive feature is the sale at uniform price of low-priced articles of large
variety which are in continuous demand e.g., pens, toys, handkerchiefs, socks, etc.

Small Independent Retailers:
(i) Street stall-holders:
Such retailers operate on a small-scale from small shops erected in busy market places. They buy goods in bulk from
wholesalers and also from local sellers, and resell them to customers. Their field of operations is very small and
limited. They are usually sole traders and deal in goods needed by customers in their day-to-day use.
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(ii) Second-hand goods dealers:
They deal in used second-hand goods like books, garments (readymade), utensils etc. They get their supplies from
private or public auctions and even from private households. Such retailers usually cater to the needs of poor people
who cannot afford to buy new articles.

(iii) General shops:
Such retailers also known as General Merchants and deal in a variety of merchandise. They have established shops in
the market place and stock goods ranging from food products to daily house needed articles. They are managed by
owners and often employ counter-salesmen to assist them in their selling activities. They even sell on credit to
established and old customers and also provide free-home delivery facility.

(iv) Speciality Shops:
They are retailers who deal only in one line of goods, e.g., books, drugs, shoes, etc. They operate from established
shops by owners themselves, and since they deal in a particular line of product only, the retailers often possess
sufficient specialised knowledge about the product.

LARGE SCALE RETAILING:
Indepndent retail stores deal with goods in small scale as they have less capital. But this is the era of mass
production. Therefore, big retail stores are the need of hour.Large scale retailing brings down economies
advertisement and other overhead expenses. Now days, as the production of goods is done on large scale , the flow
of good in the market is huge and varied. The distribution is also to be done on large scale. The flow of good in
market is huge and varied. The distribution is also on large scale so as to reap the higher profits avoiding competition
from small organization. When retailers purchase goods on large scale they save much as they can get many
advantages from the wholesalers and manufacturers. Beside they can accumulate variety of commodities and thus
attract the buyers. The large scale retailers are discussed as follows;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Departmental stores
Chain stores
Consumer’s cooperative stores
Super markets
Hire purchase shops
Mail order business
Sky-shop
Internet shopping.

Departmental stores:
A departmental stores is a large scale retail-shop has numerous departments.Each department deals in a particular
kind of trade. All the departments are under a roof and control of a management. These stores have variety of
commodities and consumer’s can get their required items any deprtmental stores. It is located in a more thickly
polpulated area, because they require a large number of consumers can reach easily.These stores also provide
number of amenities like resturants, recreations etc. To tempt their customers. Sales of a departmental stores must
be huge tp meet the expenses of its organization. Such stores requires investment of huge capital and involves
considerable risk. The special features of this store is that they try to sell almost every considerable commodity of
commerce, almost from an apple to an airplane. The store is divided into number of departments , suitated into the
same roof, each department specializing in commodities of the nature. That is why it is known as the departmental
store. it is thus an combination of large number of specialized shops, under unitary control. An attempt is thus made
to supply to the customer all that he requires from this very place so that he may not require to visit any other shop.
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ADVANTAGES
The advantages of running a departmental stores are as follow;
1. The central side of departmental store gives it more advantages over a small scale retail store.
2. It provides efficient service to the customers like saving of time, car parking, telephone etc.
3. Such stores often create a demand for a commodity. A customer is sometimes induced to purchase other things
also when finds them nicely placed in various section of store.
4. The price in departmental stores are less than in retailers shops because of the economy of large scale buying.
5. One department advertises for the other department.

DISADVANTAGES
1. The elaborated service provided by the store tends to increase overhead expenses.
2. The location of such stores ia sway from population residential areas. It is difficult for the large scale retailers
enterprises ie departmental store to take away the share of profit of the small retailers because they are located in
central parts of the city and the people living in the suburbs and the other parts may not be served.

Chain Stores:
A chain store is one of a group of a retail stores of the same type.It is centrally owned having some degree of
uniformity of operation. In this type of retail business, retail units are expended by multilying shops. These shops are
scattered over various locations.Their central/ head office is situated in a place where goods are manufactured.If the
stores are engaged in manufacturing and selling, they are known as as manufacturer retail stores. But when they
purchase from others and sell them, they are known as middlemen multiple shops. In Pakistan Bata shoes, Shezan
Bakers are the examples.
“A multiple shop consists of a number of similar shops by a single business firm”.
(James Stephenson).
Sometimes the manufacturer himself wants to eliminate all the intermediateries and reach consumers directly. This
he does by opening multiple shops. Shops are opened in various parts of big cities and in all important cities in
province or country. These shops are mean to sell only those goods in which the producer or manufacturer is
interested. The range of commodities kept and sold is thus very narrow. The advantages accruing as a result of
specialization are those of economy in buying together with speedy and larger turn over at lower price eg BATA shoe
manufacturing company whose multiple shops are spread all over the big cities of Pakistan.

ADVANTAGES
The multiple shop system enjoys all the advantages which normally accrue to large scale enterprise namely ,
economies of buying in larger quantities, centralized and highly sufficient control and experts advertising of firm’s
special lines. In addition to these there are the following advantages particular to multiple shops;
1. Shortages of stock at any branch may be made up by transfer from one branch to another.
2. A speedy turnover of stock is attain and be accentuated by studying sales figures to discover which of the goods
are slow moving and then concentrating advertising effort on these items only.
3. As a result of speedy turnover, multiple shops are able to run their business at slightly lower cost than the other
types.
4. As sales are made on cash basis , there are no bad debts and no expense of maintaining a large clerical staff.
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5. The multiple stop benefits also from the fact that numerous branches can cater easily and efficiently for
customers at comparatively short distance from their residence. The total number of its customers is larger than that
of a single store or departmental store.
6. Each branch in itself is an advertisement for other branches and so long as the goods sold are of good quality in
relation to the price, there is no limit to the number of branches that an efficient concern my control

LIMITATION
Multiple shops suffer two limitation. Firstly they have to meet heavy expenses. Much of the difference between
their buying and selling prices is absorbed by high rents of big promises in busy streets, with rules proportionately
higher and by provision for writing off the initial cost of new shop fronts and new equipment and by the
maintenance of poorly paying branches in places where the trade is not enough. Secondly many managers and staff
do not, without constant supervision, take the same interest in their duties as the proprietors would be.

Consumers Cooperative stores:
Consumers cooperative societies are the associations of consumers, engaged in retail trade. These societies have
small capital supplied by the members, by purchasing the shares. These stores purchase goods directly from
manufucturere and distribute them on retail basis to its members and then sell to the outsiders. They work on no
profit basis and for the welfare of the members.

Super Markets:
It is also a large scale retail business organizations dealing mostly in food products. It is just like a departmental store
but there is no sales assistant. Other features are the same as departmental stores. Customers are provided trollies
in which they buyers keep purchases. After collecting all the goods, buyer goes with the trolly to exist where he has
to pay the prices of the prices of the articles he has purchased, in a cash.They are known as self-serve stores. It main
features is the absenece of salesman . Secondly, puchases work on the principle of buy and pay.

Hire-Purchase Shops:
In this system a purchaser enter into an agreement with the seller for paying the price of the goods purchased in
installements. The buyer takes up the possession of goods immediatly but he becomes the owner of the goods after
Hire-purchase system is suitable in case of those article life of which is more than the period of instalments. Price of
the article must be sufficently high. Article must be standard one. It must easily be distinguished and can be easily
removed if there is any default.

Mail Order Business:
In tihs type of retail trade, orders for supply are received from the customers through post, so it is known as
“Shopping by post”. Whereas if sellers sell goods through the post, it is known as “selling by post”. A mail order
business house is that type of retail institution which solicits patronage by catalogues sent by post containing
detailed description of merchandise offered for sale along with general publicity. Goods are sent by train or through
any suitable means. There is no personal contact between buyers and sellers and all the transactions are carried
through mail. A ‘mail order’ ,’ ‘post order’, or ‘letter order’ section is attached to most of the big departmental
stores.
In mail order business goods are sold and delivered through the post and not across the counter. From buyers point
of view, it may be describe as shopping by post. Payment is made by several methods, varying with the type of
stores and customers standing. If the customer has an account, the goods are charged against it. If he is unknown
the goods are supplied either on “ cash with order” basis or the goods are sent through the post office on cash on
delivery basis. In later case the VPP( value payable post) system is utilized.
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ADVANTAGES
1. Expenses and expensive shop, fronts etc. Are eliminated.
2. The sales in direct touch with the buyers and therefore it is generally to know the demands of customers more
easily.
3. Advertising may be more effectively carried out since the results may be checked up with fair accuracy.
4. The actual selling is reduced to routine the work being performed by low grade workers and hence cheaper
labour.
The sales appeal may be designed by experts and is not dependent upon the capacity of individual salesman. The
customer buys sitting at his home and therefore saves himself from botherations of different types.

DISADVANTAGES
1. The small retailer is still able to compete with mail order house in most lines and ho has “convincing appeal” in his
varied shook.
2. All retail shops have the advantage of enabling customer to see and examine goods but mail order business may
not provide the facility to their customer’s ordinal.
3. Heavy expenses on advertising increase the cost to the customer as compared with normal retailers.
4. Publicity through advertisement also include quality of goods; the wordings of advertisement often create
confusion and also sometimes mislead the customer.
5. The sales appeal is stereotyped and may not be easily altered.
6. It is not easy to find causes of failure to affect sales nor is it easy to get the orders.

Differences Between Wholesale and Retail
Basis for

Wholesale

Comparison
Wholesale is a business in which goods are sold
Meaning
Creates link
between
Price
Competition
Volume of
transaction
Capital
Requirement
Deals in
Area of
operation
Art of selling
Need for
advertisement
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Retail

in large quantities to the retailers, industries and
other businesses.
Manufacturer and Retailer

When the goods are sold to the final
consumer in small lots, then this type of
business is termed as retail.
Wholesaler and Customer

Lower
Less
Large

Comparatively higher
Very high
Small

Huge

Little

Limited products
Extended to various cities

Different products
Limited to a specific area

Not Required
No

Required
Yes
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Key Differences Between Wholesale and Retail
The points goiven below elaborates the fundamental differences between wholesale and retail trade:
1. Wholesale means the sale of goods in voluminous quantity, at a low price. The business of selling goods to end
consumers in small lots at a profit is known as Retail.
2.Wholesale creates a link between the manufacturer and retailer whereas Retail creates a link between retailer and
customer.
3.There are wide differences between wholesale and retail price of a particular commodity, i.e. the wholesale price
is always less than the retail one.
4.In wholesale business, there is no requirement of an art of selling the goods which are a must in case of retail
business.
5.The size of a wholesale business is larger than a retail business.
6.In the retail business, the retail shopkeeper can choose the goods freely which is not possible in wholesale
business because the goods are to be purchased in bulk.
7.In wholesale business, the capital requirement is higher than in retail business.
8.The location is of utmost important in retail, but in wholesale, the location does not matter at all.
9.While selling the goods in retail the appearance of the shop and the display of items should be good to attract
more and more customers. However, in wholesale, there is no such kind of need.
10.There is no requirement of advertising in wholesale but retail business requires advertising to grab the attention
of customers.

Conclusion
Whenever a product is produced, it does not come to us directly. There are so many hands, through which a product
passes, and finally, we get it from the retail shopkeeper. In wholesale, mild competition can be seen, but in retail,
there is a cut-throat competition, so it is very tough to retain and regain customers.
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Foreign Trade or International Trade
Introduction:
Foreign trade is exchange of capital, goods, and services across international borders or territories. In most
countries, it represents a significant share of gross domestic product (GDP). While international trade has been
present throughout much of history, its economic, social, and political importance has been on the rise in recent
centuries.
All countries need goods and services to satisfy wants of their people. Production of goods and services requires
resources. Every country has only limited resources. No country can produce all the goods and services that it
requires. It has to buy from other countries what it cannot produce or can produce less than its requirements.
Similarly, it sells to other countries the goods which it has in surplus quantities. India too, buys from and sells to
other countries various types of goods and services.
Generally no country is self-sufficient. It has to depend upon other countries for importing the goods which are
either non-available with it or are available in insufficient quantities. Similarly, it can export goods, which are in
excess quantity with it and are in high demand outside.
International trade means trade between the two or more countries. International trade involves different
currencies of different countries and is regulated by laws, rules and regulations of the concerned countries. Thus,
International trade is more complex.

Definitions:
According to Wasserman and Haltman, “International trade consists of transaction between residents of different
countries”.
According to Anatol Marad, “International trade is a trade between nations”.
According to Eugeworth, “International trade means trade between nations”.
In simple words we can say that Foreign trade is nothing but trade between the different countries of the world. It is
also called as International trade, External trade or Inter-Regional trade. It consists of imports, exports and entrepot.
Forign trade has following special features:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

It is conducted between two independent nations or countries.
A country can sell goods in international market.
Foriegn currency is used for receipts and payments.
It has a direct combination in country’s economy and makes the balance of payment favourable.
A special permission from government and fulfillment of other legal provisions are necessory.

CAUSES OR REASONS FOR FORIEGN TRADE:
The need for foreign trade arises from the following reasons:

1) Large Scale Production:
Economics of large scale can be applicable only when the goods are produced on a large scale. Large scale
production enables a producer to minimize the cost and maximize the profits.
For example, one industrial unit producing locomotive engines may be sufficient to cater to the needs of the Indian
Railways in India; however, it can specialize in the production of locomotives and export them to the neighing
countries.
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2) Degree of Self-Sufficiency:
No country of the world is self- sufficient. All the countries have to enter into International Trade to arrange for
goods which they cannot produce at all or produce at a very high cost. For example, Soviet Russia imports only 2 to 3
per cent of the total goods which the people of Russia consume. The United States of America imports 4 to 5 per
cent goods of its total requirements. In the underdeveloped countries the extent of imports is 50 to 60 per cent.

3) Geographic Factors:
Countries differ in factor endowment. Diversities in geographical conditions make a country more efficient in the
production of a particular commodity and another country in some other commodity. For example, because of
favourable natural conditions, India and Sri Lanka jointly produce about 87 per cent of the world’s tea production.
Mica in India, manganese in Soviet Russia, oil in the Arab countries, etc., are a few examples of the geographical
factors which encourage International Trade.

4) Occupational Distribution:
The size of population and its occupational distribution differs from country to country. India has specialization in the
production of food-grains and other agricultural products because of the characteristic features of its population.
Likewise, England is specialized in the manufacturing goods because of the abundance of capital resources and
scarcity of land. Therefore, countries employ their population in different occupations on the basis of specialization.

5) Means of Transportation:
Raw materials used in production are generally classified into two categories:
i) Materials like soil, sand, etc., and
ii) Localized like coal, iron-ore, mineral oil, etc. Localized materials are further sub-divided into:
a) Weight losing material like sugarcane, and
b) Materials not losing weights like steel, cloth, etc. Industries using raw materials losing weight and involving high
transportation cost will be located at places where the raw material is localized. At the International level, the
factors of production are not freely mobile, because they involve high cost of transportation.

6) Compensating the Production:
There is always a need for international trade because the countries have different capabilities and they specialize in
producing different things. To compensate for what they do not produce, they have to involve in trade with other
countries. For example, not all the countries have oil resources, the rest of the countries import oil from the oil
producers. Most of the oil producers on the other hand import finished goods because they do not produce enough.

KINDS OF FORIGN TRADE:

Foreign
trade
Export
trade

Import
trade

Entrepot
trade

Foreign Trade can be divided into following three groups :[POC NOTES ]
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1. Import Trade : Import trade refers to purchase of goods by one country from another country or inflow of
goods and services from foreign country to home country.

2. Export Trade : Export trade refers to the sale of goods by one country to another country or outflow of
goods from home country to foreign country.

3. Entrepot Trade : Entrepot trade is also known as Re-export. It refers to purchase of goods from one country
and then selling them to another country after some processing operations.
This kind of trade exists due to following reasons:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

When there is no direct connection with importing and exporting countries.
Difficulty in language.
It is difficult to sell goods in lesser quantity and increase incidential expenses.
Lack of confindence between importing and exporting countries.
Lack of banking facilities.

Need and Importance of Foreign Trade
Following points explain the need and importance of foreign trade to a nation.

1. Division of labour and specialisation
Foreign trade leads to division of labour and specialisation at the world level. Some countries have abundant natural
resources. They should export raw materials and import finished goods from countries which are advanced in skilled
manpower. This gives benefits to all the countries and thereby leading to division of labour and specialisation.

2. Optimum allocation and utilisation of resources
Due to specialisation, unproductive lines can be eliminated and wastage of resources avoided. In other words,
resources are channelised for the production of only those goods which would give highest returns. Thus there is
rational allocation and utilization of resources at the international level due to foreign trade.

3. Equality of prices
Prices can be stabilised by foreign trade. It helps to keep the demand and supply position stable, which in turn
stabilises the prices, making allowances for transport and other marketing expenses.

4. Availability of multiple choices
Foreign trade helps in providing a better choice to the consumers. It helps in making available new varieties to
consumers all over the world.

5. Ensures quality and standard goods
Foreign trade is highly competitive. To maintain and increase the demand for goods, the exporting countries have to
keep up the quality of goods. Thus quality and standardised goods are produced.

6. Raises standard of living of the people
Imports can facilitate standard of living of the people. This is because people can have a choice of new and better
varieties of goods and services. By consuming new and better varieties of goods, people can improve their standard
of living.

7. Generate employment opportunities
Foreign trade helps in generating employment opportunities, by increasing the mobility of labour and resources. It
generates direct employment in import sector and indirect employment in other sector of the economy. Such as
Industry, Service Sector (insurance, banking, transport, communication), etc.
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8. Facilitate economic development
Imports facilitate economic development of a nation. This is because with the import of capital goods and
technology, a country can generate growth in all sectors of the economy, i.e. agriculture, industry and service sector.

9. Assitance during natural calamities
During natural calamities such as earthquakes, floods, famines, etc., the affected countries face the problem of
shortage of essential goods. Foreign trade enables a country to import food grains and medicines from other
countries to help the affected people.

10. Maintains balance of payment position
Every country has to maintain its balance of payment position. Since, every country has to import, which results in
outflow of foreign exchange, it also deals in export for the inflow of foreign exchange.

11. Brings reputation and helps earn goodwill
A country which is involved in exports earns goodwill in the international market. For e.g. Japan has earned a lot of
goodwill in foreign markets due to its exports of quality electronic goods.

12. Promotes World Peace
Foreign trade brings countries closer. It facilitates transfer of technology and other assistance from developed
countries to developing countries. It brings different countries closer due to economic relations arising out of trade
agreements. Thus, foreign trade creates a friendly atmosphere for avoiding wars and conflicts. It promotes world
peace as such countries try to maintain friendly relations among themselves.

Disadvantages of Foreign Trade
1. Economic dependence:
Too much dependence on imports may undermine the economy of a country. Developed countries may
economically exploit the underdeveloped countries which have to depend for their economic development on the
former. There may be colonisation of weak nations.

2. Restricted growth of home industries:
Foreign trade may discourage the growth of domestic industries. Unrestricted imports and foreign competition
might pose a threat to the survival of infant and upcoming industries in the country. Dumping policy of developed
nations may cause harm to underdeveloped nations.

3. Misuse of natural resources:
Excessive exports may cause quick depletion of natural resources of a country. Foreign trade may promote lopsided
development if only those goods which have comparative cost advantage are produced in a country.

4. Political exploitation:
Foreign trade may create economic dependence which may threaten political independence. For example, the
Britishers came to India as traders and ultimately ruled the country for centuries.

5. Import of harmful goods:
Import of luxury goods, spurious drugs, etc, may cause harm to the well-being of people. Exports of essential
commodities may result in shortage of these goods at home and people suffer due to inflation.

6. Rivalry among nations:
Intense competition for exports may lead to rivalry among nations. It may hamper international cooperation. Foreign
trade creates rivalry amongst nations due to competition in foreign markets. Unhealthy competition may lead to
conflict of interest and eventually to wars between nations.
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7. Invasion of culture:
Foreign trade may lead to invasion of a country's culture. Young citizens of poor nations get accustomed to foreign
consumption pattern and lifestyles.

DIFFICULTIES IN FORIEGN TRADE:
International trade is characterised by the following special problems or difficulties.

1. Distance:
Due to long distance between different countries, it is difficult to establish quick and close trade contacts between
traders. Buyers and sellers rarely meet one another and personal contact is rarely possible.
There is a great time lag between placement of order and receipt of goods from foreign countries. Distance creates
higher costs of transportation and greater risks.

2. Different languages:
Different languages are spoken and written in different countries. Price lists and catalogues are prepared in foreign
languages. Advertisements and correspondence also are to be done in foreign languages.
A trader wishing to buy or sell goods abroad must know the foreign language or employ somebody who knows that
language.

3. Difficulty in transportation and communication:
Dispatch and receipt of goods takes a longer time and involves considerable expenses. During the war and natural
calamities, transpor¬tation of goods becomes even more difficult. Similarly, the costs of sending or receiving
informa¬tion are very high.

4. Risk in transit:
Foreign trade involves much greater risk than home trade. Goods have to be transported over long distances and
they are exposed to perils of the sea. Many of these risks can be covered through marine insurance but increases the
cost of goods.

5. Lack of information about foreign businessmen:
In the absence of direct and close relationship between buyers and sellers, special steps are necessary to verify the
creditworthiness of foreign buyers. It is difficult to obtain reliable information concerning the financial position and
business standing of the foreign traders. Therefore, credit risk is high.

6. Import and export restrictions:
Every country charges customs duties on imports to protect its home industries. Similarly, tariff rates are put on
exports of raw materials. Importers and exporters have to face tariff restrictions.
They are required to fulfil several customs formalities and rules. Foreign trade policy, procedures, rules and
regulations differ from country to country and keep on changing from time to time.

7. Documentation:
Both exporters and importers have to prepare several documents which involve expenditure of time and money.
8. Study of foreign markets:
Every foreign market has its own characteristics. It has require¬ments, customs, weights and measures, marketing
methods, etc., of its own. An extensive study of foreign markets is essential for success in foreign trade. It is very
difficult to collect accurate and up to date information about foreign markets.
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9. Problems in payments:
Every country has its own currency and the rate at which one currency can be exchanged for another (called
exchange rate) keeps on fluctuating change in exchange rate create additional risk.
Remittance of money for payments in foreign trade involves much time and expense. Due to wide time gap between
dispatch of goods and receipt of payment, there is greater risk of bad debts.

10. Frequent market changes:
It is difficult to anticipate changes in demand and supply conditions abroad. Prices in international markets may
change frequently. Such changes are due to entry of new competitors, changes in buyers' preferences, changes in
import duties and freight rates, fluctuations in exchange rates, etc.

11. Investment for longer period:
There is longer time gap between supply of goods and receipt of payment. Therefore, the exporter's capital remains
locked up over a longer period.

12. Intense competition:
Traders who want to sell goods abroad have to face severe competition from different countries. Considerable
market research is necessary to ensure suitability of product in foreign markets. Heavy expenditure on advertising
and sales promotion may be necessary.

DOCUMENTS USED IN FOREIGN TRADE TRANSACTIONS - SHIPPING
The Shipping Documents Used In Foreign Trade
Following is a list of various types of documents used in foreign trade transcations. The documents are related to
either export trade or import trade.

1. Indent
Indent is an order placed by the importers to the exports. It contains the essential information regarding the goods
to be imported i.e. quality, quantity, packing, packaging, mode of payment, insurance, price of good, etc.
When the price at which the goods are to be purchased by the importer is clearly stated in an order (Indent), with no
options to the exporter, then it called "Closed Indent".
If the prices are not mentioned by the importer and it is left to the discretion of the exporter, then it is known as
"Open Indent".
Indent can be sent by the importer directly to the exporter or it may be sent through the indent agencies.

2. Mate's Receipt
Mate's Receipt is a receipt issued by Captain / Master / Mate of the ship.
The Mate of the ship after receiving the goods on the board and after inspection of the goods issues this receipt.
The loading of the goods on the ship is possible only after presentation of 'shipping order'. Mate's receipt contains
details regarding name of ship, date on which the goods are loaded, description of goods, numbers and marks on the
packages, conditions of cargo, etc. This receipt is issued to the exporter who has to present the mate's receipt in the
office of shipping company by which he will get bill of lading. Mate Receipt may be clean or qualified. It is qualified if
there is some defect in the cargo loaded on the ship, in such case the captain makes adverse remark on the receipt.
In case of clean receipt, the cargo in good condition and the adverse remark is not mentioned. The bill of lading is
always prepared on the basis of mate's receipt. In short mate's receipt is an acknowledgement of the receipt of
goods on board of the ship.
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3. Bill of Lading
Bill of lading is one important shipping document necessary and useful in export-import trade transactions. It is a
document issued by the shipping company after the shipment of goods. In simple, Bill of lading is a contract between
the exporter or the shipper and the shipping company for the carriage of goods from the port of loading to the port
of destination.
Bill of lading is a document to title of goods and is transferable by endorsement and delivery. Hence, it is a seminegotiable instrument. The bill of lading is prepared on the basis of mate's receipt. The importer has to produce this
receipt for securing the deliver of goods.
The bill of lading contains following information :1.

Name and address of the exporter and the shipper.

2.

Name and address of shipping company.

3.

Name and address of importer or agent.

4.

Quantity, weight and value of goods sent.

5.

Place of loading and port of destination.

6.

Date of loading of goods on the ship.

7.

Mark description and number of packages.

8.

Port at which the goods are to be discharged.

9.

Freight paid or to be paid.

10.

Signature of the issuing authority with date.

11.

Any other relevant details.

IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS OF BILL OF LADING ARE AS FOLLOWS :1.

It is useful to the importer for obtaining delivery of goods from the shipping company and port authorities.

2.

It is a document of title to goods. A possessor of the bill of lading is entitled to take the delivery of goods.

3.

It is a semi negotiable document and it is transferable by endorsement and delivery.

4.

It is a legal document including the contract for carrying goods.

5.
It is a proof of the fact that the goods are handed over to the shipping company for transportation to the
port of destination.

4. Letter of Credit
Letter of Credit is an important document in international trade. It is for safety and security of the exporter as
regards payment for the goods to be exported.
Letter of Credit can be defined as "an undertaking by importer's bank stating that payment will be made to the
exporter if the required documents are presented to the bank".
Before executing an export order, the exporter of goods desires to have adequate proof regarding the credit
worthiness of the importer. It is issued by the bank (in the importer's country) in favour of the foreign supplier, it
contains a guarantee or an undertaking by one bank that the bill of exchange drawn on the importer will be
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honoured on presentation to the extent of the amount specified in the letter. Letter of Credit may also be issued on
the strength of the business of the importer with the bank.
The Letter of Credit also contains certain conditions such as date of bill, date for shipment, shipment by approved
vessels with approved flags packing, etc.
The advantages of the letter of credit to the exporters are many such as :1.

Exporter gets safety and security of payment for the goods exported.

2.

The exporter gets discounting facility from the bank.

3.
It enables the exporter to take more initiative in promoting exports and earns foreign exchange for his
country.

5. Certificate of Origin
Certificate of Origin is an important shipping document sent by the exporter alongwith the other document to the
importer. This document is showing or giving the information of the fact that the goods which are exported are
manufactured in a particular country i.e. the document certifies that certain goods are manufactured within a
specific country only. It is a proof about the origin of goods exported. This certificate is generally issued by the
"Chamber of Commerce" or "Export Promotion Council" or "Trade Association" or "Such Other recognised body" on
behalf of Government. It is issued to the exporter. It is very useful document to save custom/import duties. As a
general rule the rate of import duty is not same for imports from all countries. The goods imported from some other
countries are subject to less import duty. Thus, to get the benefit of saving import duty the importer can use the
Certificate of Origin, because the government of importing country grants concession in import duty to the importer
on the basis of certificate of origin.

6. Consular Invoice
Consular Invoice is an important document used in foreign trade. It is issued by the Trade consulate of the importing
country stationed in the exporters country. Consular is a government officer having office in other countries. This
document is also obtained by the exporter and is sent to the importer along with other shipping documents. This
invoice is also useful for importer at the time of payment of importy duty. For obtaining document from the consular
the exporter has to pay the prescribed fees. This document contains information about goods and the value of
goods.
Sometimes, the custom authorities desire to open the packages and scrutinize the goods for the purpose of
calculating custom duty. Due to which there is delay in clearing the goods from dock or port. To avoid this, one copy
is sent to the custom authorities of the importing country, second copy is retained by the consulate office for
reference and the third copy is given to the exporter which is forwarded by exporter to the importer with other
documents.

7. Bill of Entry
Bill of entry is a document required in case of import of goods. It is like shipping bill in case of exports. A Bill of Entry
is the document testifying the fact that goods of the stated value and description in specified quantity are entering
into the country from abroad. The customs office supplies this form which is prepared in triplicate. Three different
colours are used to prepare bill of entry. One copy is retained by custom department, other is retained by port trust
and the third is kept by the importer.
The bill of entry is divided into three classes :1.

Entry for duty free goods.

2.

Entry of goods which are meant for consumption at home.
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3.

Entry for goods to be re-exported.

In India, all these entries are on the same form.
The contents of Bill of Entry are :1.

Name and address of importer.

2.

Import License number of importer.

3.

Name and address of exporter.

4.

Name of port where goods are to be cleared.

5.

Value of goods.

6.

Description of goods.

7.

Rate and amount of import duty payable.

8.

Other relevant details.

8. Dock's Receipt
Dock authorities issue dock's receipt once the goods are stored in the sheds at the docks. The Clearing and
Forwarding agent clears the documents from the customs authorities. Then he approaches the Port Trust authorities
and obtains the Carting Order. The Carting Order is the permission to cart the goods inside the docks. The goods are
then brought inside the docks. The goods may be loaded immediately on the ship. Many-a-times immediate loading
on ship is not possible. The goods are then stored in sheds at the port or docks. The dock authorities then issues the
dock receipt as an acknowledgement for goods received in sheds.

9. Commercial Invoice
Commercial invoice is a basic export document. It contains all the information, which is required for preparation of
all other documents. It is the exporter's bill for goods which the importer has to pay.
Commercial invoice contains the following information :1.

Name and address of exporter and importer.

2.

Description of goods (weight, quality, quantity, rate, etc.)

3.

Value of goods after discount, if any.

4.

Net amount payable by the importer.

5.

Terms and Conditions of sale

Other details of shipment to be included are :1.

Name of ship on which goods are loaded.

2.

Letter of Credit Number.

3.

License number of exporter.

4.

Bill of lading number.

5.

Packaging Specifications.
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6.

Shipping terms and Conditions, etc.

10. Bills of exchange:
The exproter may get the payment by drawing bill of exchange on the importer. This bill is sent to the importer
through a bank of aon importing country. It is handed over to importer according to the instructions of exporter. If
the bill D/A ( Document after acceptance), they are handed over to importer after the acceptance of the bill. But in
case of D/P ( Documents against payment) they are handed over after getting the payment from importer.

IMPORTANT TERMS:
Trade Representatives:
Every country appoints trade representatives in foriegn countries to promote foriegn trade. They provide
commercial informations about the buisness of other countries and convey the commercial policy of their
country.These representatives also intrduce the trade delegations of the countries to businessmen of other
countries. They also prepare commercial development report of their country.

Trade agreements:
Trade agreements are made by differnet countires the development of their foriegn trade. These agreement may be
billeteral or multilateral. These agreements indicates the names of goods to be exported or imported and the terms
and conditions of foriegn trade.

Locol price:
They are the intial prioces of commodities and do include any other expenses. Buyers pays all the expenses
transport goods from the sellers factories or warehouses.

F.O.R (Free on Rail):
The prices include all the expenses from factory to railway including boarding but do not include railway frieght.

F.O.B ( Free on Board):
This includes all the charges, upto the placement goods on ship that is including railway frieght, cost of loading on
ship etc.

C&F ( Cost and frieght):
It includes price of goods, all charges to the port of destination and frieght of the ship.

C.I.F:
It includes all the expenses mentioned in C.F plus insurance charges.

Franco:
It is known as free price. It includes all the expenses upto the buyer’s godown. All expenses are included in it. It
means free delivery to importers.

Custom Duties:
Almots in all the countries government of the country imposs certain duties on its imports and exports. These duties
are known as custom duties. These duties are imposed for any of the follwonig reasons:
a) To raise revenue for the country when they are imposed to earn revenue, they are generally levied on
luxurious goods or non essentail goods.
b) To give protection to home produc against the foreign product these are levied to protect home industry
against the competition with foriegn industry. They are imposed by the governemnt to develop the industry
of its own country.
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c) To give the power of bargaining. This type of tariff is leived with the development of bilateral or multilateral
agreements. They are levied to foster the goods of certain countires. These are also known as preferential
duties.

Excise duties:
These duties are imposed on goods produced in the coutries for its own consumptions. This is a kind of earnings of
state. They are also imposed to discourage the consumption of certain goods. Thats why luxury goods are charged
with a higher excise duty tha essentail goods.

Balace of trade:
It is a difference between total exports and total imports of visible commodities of a country during a year. If the
total exports are more than total imports, it is knowns as Favourable Balance of trade and Unfavourable balance of
trade if Viseversa.

Balance of payment:
Balance of payments include the visible and invisible trade. Visible trade includes the commodities which are
exchanged in concrete shape wheras invisible trade refers to service that a nation does for the other. It includes
shipping, insurance, government services in other countires, educational expenses. Balance of payment is calculated
after finding out the balance of trade and giving allowances for other services rendered to other countries and taken
from other countries. If its receipts side is more than payments but if the case is reverse it is known as unfavourable
balance of payment.

Forwarding agents:
They work at ports for exprters livivng in up-country.They take delivery of goods from manufacturers at port and
arranage for frieght, under go custom formalities and get bill of lading etc. They render useful services to exporters.

Clearing agents:
These agents give all the facilities to importers. They are at imprting ports. They import goods from abraod and send
it to imprters living in up country.
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Comparison of Foriegn trade and Home Trade:
COMPARISON TABLE

The below given comparison chart shows some of the differences between Home trade and Foreign Trade
HOME TRADE

FOREIGN TRADE

Home trade refers to the trade within the borders
of the country.
Exchange of Currencies
There is no exchange of currencies takes place in
the Home trade because there is a same currency in
the country.
Restrictions on transfer of goods
Home trade usually doesn't have any restrictions
on movement inside the country.
Transportation costs
Home Trade generally has fewer transportation
costs and risks to transfer the goods.

Foreign Trade refers to the trade between two or more
countries.

Transport Systems
Home Trade depends upon the network and
internal transport systems like roads, railways, etc.
Benefit to Country
Home trade leads to economic development and
self-sufficiency of the country.
Approvals
The home trade involves fewer documentations
and approvals from the government to transfer the
goods.
Volume of Trade
The volume of the trade depends upon the
population of the country, demand for the product,
etc
Time Gap
Home trade usually have less time gap between the
goods dispatched and goods received and payment
received for the consignment.
Credit Problems
In the case of Home Trade, there are fewer credit
problems between the sellers and buyers in the
country.
Trading of Goods
Home trade only involves the trade of the goods
and services which are available in the country.
Flow of Currency
Home Trade helps in the flow of currency from one
place to another place in the country.

Foreign Trade involves the exchange of currencies
between the nations which are involved in the trade.

Foreign Trade is subjected to many restrictions on
transfer to certain goods to certain countries.
Foreign Trade involves very high transportation costs
and risky situations to transfer goods from one country
to another.
Foreign Trade depends upon the seaways and the
airways between the countries involved in the trade.
Foreign Trade leads to the economic interdependence
between the countries.
Foreign Trade involves more documentations and
approvals from government and it is a long process to
get approvals from government.
Foreign Trade has many restrictions imposed on free
entry of goods and many duties and taxes have to be
paid to trade goods between countries.

Foreign Trade involves wide time gap between the
goods dispatched from the home country and goods
received by the other country.
Foreign trade involves special steps to find out the
credit worthiness of the importer by the exporter of the
goods.
Foreign Trade facilitates countries to export the goods
which they have surplus and import goods which are
short in supply.
Foreign Trade helps in exchange of currencies between
two countries and helps increase of foreign exchange
reserves.

Advantage to People
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Home Trade helps in increase the employment and
specialization within the country.
Insurance
The goods of Home Trade don't carry a compulsion
to have the insurance for goods in transport.
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Import and Export Trade
Exports
In economics, an export is any good or commodity, transported from one country toanother country in a legitimate
fashion, typically for use in trade. Export goods or servicesare provided to foreign consumers by domestic producers.
It is also defined as:
Goods produced domestically and sold in some other country.
Export - sell or transfer abroad; "In Pakistan we export less than we import and have anegative trade balance"

Advantages of Exports
•
•
•
•

Support of Government.
High Profits.
Pride for the country.
Utilization of production capacity.

Procedure of Export
The procedure of export trade is as follows:

1. RECEIVING THE ORDER
The first stage in the export trade is the receipt of an order from a foreign merchant. the order directs the exporter
to forward certain goods. The order should give the necessary instructions, such as marks, number, mode of
forwarding, insurance, quantity, quality, size etc and also the prices which the importer is ready to pay for the
commodities.

2. EXPORT LICENSE
It is required to be taken by the exporter from the Chief Controller of exports and imports. Export license is a
permission from the government for the export of certain goods. The export license helps the government in
regulating and controlling the exports of a country.

3. WRITING TO THE IMPORTER FOR THE LETTER OF CREDIT
Before the exporter arranges for the shipment of goods, he asks the importer to open L/C in his favour with the
bank. L/C is a security given by the issuing banker that the exporter will be paid for the goods exported by him. It
authorizes the exporter to draw bills of exchange on the banker for receiving payment and the bank permits their
honour.

4. ASSEMBLING THE GOODS
When L/C has been opened, the exporter will proceed to collect the goods. He will send the order to his warehouse
for the goods for packing. If the goods are not in stock, he will purchase them from the local markets. The goods
must be according to the order and all conditions should be duty followed.

5.PACKING AND MARKING THE GOODS
Packing is an important part of the export procedure and should receive due attention. Any instruction given by the
importer bust be strictly observed. The measurements should be marked on the outside. In some cases gross
weights are also indicated on the package.
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6. APPOINTMENT OF A FORWARDING AGENT
The services of a forwarding agent can be taken for forwarding the goods. The forwarding agents are paid a certain
commission and they undertake all the custom formalities on behalf of the exporter.

7. OBTAINING SHIPPING ORDERS
Shipping order is received from a shipping company by an application. In the application, the full particulars of
commodities with the port of destination are given. The shipping company, carry the goods to the port of
destination at a certain shipping order.

8. CUSTOM FORMALITIES
In export trade the following custom formalities are undertaken:

A) SHIPPING BILL
The shipping bill is a form containing the detailed description of goods such as marks, numbers, quantity, quality,
country of destination and the name of the ship. It is available from the custom office and is filled up by the agent for
paying the export duty. This form enables the custom officials to calculate the amount of duty.

B) DOCK DUES FORM
It is available from the lending and shipping office. It is filled up by the exporter or his agent by the payment because
back authorities render some services regarding the export of the commodity.

9. LOADING THE GOODS AND GETTING MATE RECEIPT
After paying custom duty and dock charges, the exporter makes arrangement for loading them on the ship. The
packages as they are received on the ship are counted and their packing is carefully examined. The captain at the
ship then issues the receipt for the goods received and this receipt is called a mate receipt. A mate receipt is said to
be claim, when it contains low, adverse remarks, regarding the goods. It is said to be dirty when it contains certain
remarks regarding their defective packing.

10. BILL OF LADING
The exporter, after receiving the mate receipt presents it to the shipping company and obtains in exchange a
document called Bill of Lading. The Bill of Lading can be transferred freely and it performs three functions:
1. It is an official receipt of the goods, placed on board the ship.
2. It is a contract to carry goods to the port of destination.
3. Its holder is entitled to take delivery of goods by presenting it on the port of destination.

11. MARINE INSURANCE POLICY
Certain goods are required to be insured before they are dispatched to a foreign country. Goods are insured with a
marine insurance company and the policy is sent by the exporter to the importer.

12. CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
This is the certificate which shows the origin of the commodities being exported. That shows the origin of the
country in which they were manufactured. Due to special trade agreements between certain countries goods sent
from one country to another generally receives preferential treatment in respect of the import duties. Certificate of
origin is obtained by the exporter for being sent to the importer, so that he must be able to get advantage of
preference in import duty.

13. PREPARATION OF INVOICE
The exporter having shipped and having gone through all the formalities is now in a position to prepare the invoices.
the invoice contains a detailed description of the goods shipped and the charges incurred.
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14. RECEIVING PAYMENTS
The exporter generally receives payments by drawing a bill of exchange upon the bank where the importer has
opened a letter of credit. He also attaches with it the necessary documents such as Invoice, Bill of Lading, Marine
Insurance Policy, Certificate of Origin etc. When all these documents are sent with the Bill of Exchange, it is called
documentary of Bill Exchange.

Imports
International trade is exchange of capital, goods, and services across international borders or territories. In most
countries, it represents a significant share of gross domestic product (GDP).
It is also defined as:
Goods produced somewhere else and sold domestically. Such as Chemicals Technology (Machinery, Software &
Hardware, Expertise)
Import - commodities (goods or services) bought from a foreign country
Factors to be considered while importing
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of products to be imported
Procedures
Methodologies
Technical processes
Documents for imports.

Procedure of Import
Goods in Pakistan can be imported either by the importer himself or by the selling branches of the exporting
countries or by importing houses. The person firm or organization desirous of importing any product should ensure
whether the import of the product is allowed or not and if allowed then what benefits he could get.
The majority of the merchants in our country buy their goods through the importing houses and this trade is known
as indent business. There are foreign as well as Pakistani indent firms which sell the imports transactions. These
firms either work as middlemen between the merchants and foreign suppliers.
As regard import trade of Pakistan, since the introduction of bonus schemes the importers has started importing
goods usually without the help of these intending firms. The procedure of import trading is as follows;

1. OBTAIN THE IMPORT LICENSE:
The first stage is to obtain the license of the goods which importer wants to import. The license is issued by the chief
controller of import and export. Import license is the permit given by the government to import certain goods.

2. PLACING INDENT OR ORDER:
The importer will then send an order to the exporter in foreign country stating importer’s name, full particulars of
goods wants, such as the type of good , the quality, price, the mode of payment and shipping etc.

3. OPENING LETTER OF CREDIT (L/C):
After the order has been accepted by the exporter the importer has to arrange for the opening of letter of credit
through his local bankers. The L/C is then forward to the er through the banker.
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4. ADVICE OF SHIPMENT:
The importer has nothing to do until the arrival of goods at the port of the country. In the mean time the agent or
branch of exporter’s bank in importing country informs him of the arrival of the document leading to the delivery of
good so that he can arrange for necessary funds to pay off the bills of exchange.

5. APPOINTMENT OF A CLEARING AGENT:
The importer can himself undertake the custom formalities or can use the service eof clearing agent. If the importer
is unaware of custom formalities or has no time to attend the custom house for taking delivery of commodities, the
services of a clearing agent are taken. All the documents are handed over you the agent so that he may be able to
take delivery of the goods. The clearing agent is paid certain commission for his service.

6. PAYMENT OF THE BILL
In this stage the agent or the branch of the country of export will present the bills of exchange along with related
shipping documents to the importer. The importer will pay the bill. If the importer falls to pay the bill he may ask his
banker to pay the bill by granting him loans against the goods imported. In that case, the bank will ask the importer
to give the letter of hypothecation on the strength of which the bank will hold the goods.

7. CUSTOM FORMALITIES:
Before delivery of the goods, custom formalities are to be fulfilled. If the goods are duty free the importer has to
face no difficulty in taking the delivery of the goods. Delivery is allowed after the usual examination and the importer
collects or takes the goods to his godowns. On the other hand if goods are liable to duty, the importer has to pay the
duty and then take the delivery of the good.

8. FREIGHT CHARGES:
If the freight has not been paid by the exporter, the importer will have to pay the amount of freight at the office of
the shipping company. The shipping documents are then handed over to the shipping company to issue a ship
delivery order without which the goods cannot be released from the ship.

9. ENDORSEMENT FOR DELIVERY:
The first thing for taking delivery of the goods is the endorsement for delivery from the shipping company. It is done
by presenting the bill of the lading at the office of the shipping company.

10. TAKING DELIVERY OF GOODS:
After all the payments have been made the goods are handed over to the clearing agents or the importers. He will
examine the goods carefully and will inform the shipping company if the goods are found damaged. The damage is
charge from the insurance company after it is proved.

11. DISPATCHING GOODS:
If the goods are taken by the clearing agent he will arrange to dispatch them to importer. He also sends an invoice
note and a railway receipt if the goods are dispatched by the government.

12. CLOSING THE TRANSACTION:
If the importer is satisfied with the goods supplied then the transaction is closed. In case of a disputed or
discrepancy, the matter will be settled by means of corresponding between the parties.
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MODE OF PAYMENT IN EXTERNAL TRADE:
The following methods can be explained or adopted as a mode of payment in external trade;

Open Account:
In this method, the exporter debits the accounts of the importer whenever the exports goods to him. Importer
makes payment from time to time or send goods from his country to the exporters or exporting country. At the end
of a particular period, the accounts are settle down. There is less degree of risk in this method.This is only helpful
when both parties have confidence in each other.

Deffered Payment:
This method is possible if the transaction is of heavy amount. In this method, a part of the money is paid in advance
and a part on getting shipment and the remaining amount is paid in instalments in future. For this balance, a
gurantee is provided by the bank.

Foriegn Bank draft:
Payment by a foriegn bank draft is a simplest method of payments. It is a kind of bill of exchange drawn by a bank on
its foriegn branch asking him to pay a certain sum of money to the person named therein or his order. Importer pays
the required sum to the bank and take a bank draft and send the draft to payee. It is drwan in the currency of
exporter country.

Telegraphic transfer:
It is also known as cable transfer. It is an order for payment ,sent by telegram or cable. This is the quickest method of
transfering money from one country to another. In this system, the importer pays the money to a bank in his
country, in his country’s curreny and the bank sends a telegram to the bank of exporting country to pay money to
the specified exporter in his currency. Though it is costliest method of transfer yet it is safe.

Mail Tranfer:
In this method the bank of the importing country sends a letter to the banker of the exporting country to pay a
specific amount of money to the exporter. It is economics, but it is slower than T/T.

Foriegn Bill of exchange:
It is a method of payment and method of financing. These bi;;s can be in the currency of the country or in the
currenecy of the foriegn country, depending upon the agreement. It is drawn by the exporter on importer for
specific amount for months or days after sight. They may have some clauses like exchange clause , interest clause
bank charges clause.
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Chamber of Commerce
Chamber of commerce and industry is a voluntary non-trading association of persons who are directly or indirectly
connected with commerce and industry. Its purpose is to promote trade and business and protect the business
interest of its members. Thus, only the businessmen, industrialists, bankers and professional men like accountants,
auditors are entitled to be members of the Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber of Commerce is organized on
regional basis. The businessmen of a particular area form such organization e.g. Karachi Chamber of Commerce,
Lahore Chamber of Commerce, Peshawar Chamber of Commerce.
Chamber of Commerce may be formed under Companies Ordinance as a Joint Stock Company or under Trade Union
Act. Usually, the liability of the members is limited by guarantee. The members pay an annual fee to the Chamber of
Commerce. Generally Chamber of Commerce and Industry is governed by a board of directors and a president. The
board appoints a secretary who is responsible for discharging all the work of the organization. He formulates the
program, holds the meeting and manages the office.

Chambers in Pakistan:
At the time of birth of Pakistan, there were hardly any trade or industry worth of its name. There were two
chambers functioning in Pakistan at the time of partition, one at Karachi which was established as early as 1860 and
the other at Lahore founded in 1923. Now a large number of chambers have been established in various parts of the
cpuntry and are working effeciently at Karachi, Lahore , Hyderabad, Multan, Peshawar, Sialkot and Jhang.

Members of Chamber:
The membership of chamber can be divided into four classes;

Chamber members:
These are large industrial and commercial assoiciations. The chamber itself offers its membership to them. They
contribute heavy amount as membership fee.

Associate members:
The small and medium size industrial and commercial associations are named as associate members. They
themseleves apply for the membership and pay comparatively less fees.

Group members:
Small industrial and commercial groups which are licensed under Trading Organisations Ordinance 1961, can
become such members.

Town associations:
The town assoications which have been licensed under the Trading Organizations ordinance 1961, can be affiliated
with the chamber of commerece and industry.

Functions of Chamber of Commerce
1. It helps to develop trade and industry of a country and looks after and protects their interest.
2. It collects all sorts of information concerning commerce and industry and maintains numerous records which are
necessary in connection therein.
3. It issues reports and Journals at regular intervals full of information regarding commerce and industry for its own
members as well as for the general public.
4. Advisory services on labour practices and disputes are provided.
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5. It helps the members in recovering debts.
6. It provides trade reference information about financial status of its members.
7. It protects trademarks and patterns and thereby encourages the cause of national commerce and industry.
8. It acts as arbitrator in case there is any dispute between businessmen.
9. It helps the exporters and importers by furnishing information of various natures in connection with import and
export.
10. It issues export certificate and certificates of origin which are very common instruments in international
commerce.
11. It advances commercial and technical education in the country.
12. Nowadays, an active part is played by the Chamber in influencing economic policy of the government. It
examines the budget every year and suggests appropriated modification in the tax proposals.
13. It invites the attention of the government and public on matters affecting trade, commerce and industry of the
country.
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TRANSPORT
Transport refers to physical means by which human beings and commodities are transfered from one place to
another. It removes the hinderances in the movement of goods and persons.Agricultural development,industrial
development, social welfare and political integration of a country lagely depends upon the means of transporation.
Transport distributes the goods which centrally produced to various parts of the country largely depends upon the
means of transportation. Now-a-days, transport is considered to be symbol of civilization. Industry and trade are
fully dependent on the means of transporation of a country.

IMPORTANCE OF TRANSPORT:
For the economic, social and political development transport plays a vital role. Some of the advantages of transport
are as follows:

Widens the market:
Transport remove the geopgraphical barriers by making an unrestricted flow of goods.Transport takes the goods to
various corners of the world which are produced at a particular state. In the absence of transport, the manufacturers
would not produce more than the local markets demand.

Indsutrial development:
Big industries can be established with the help of transport as it supplies raw materails, mechinary, workers etc.
Transport also distributes production.

Promotes agriculture:
It encourages and supports growth of agriculture by providing modern machinary fertilizers,seeds, pestcides etc. And
thus ensures raw materails used in production and traded in.

Stabilies prices:
Transport moves the goods from those places where they are more than their demand to those places where they
are scarce. Thus transport equalizes demand and supply and avoids price fluctutations.

Exploitation of resources:
New sources of raw materials are opened up & resources exploited from various regions are used fully which could
not be reached easily without the help of transport.

Surplus Productions:
Surplus goods can be tranferred to the areas where they are scarce.. This avoids wastage of goods and stabilizes
price.

Increases mobility of Labour:
Workers can migrate to those regions where they can get higher wagers. The mobility of labour becmoes necessary
for the industrial development of a country.

Facilitates large scale of Production:
Transport helps the producer to assemble raw materails and workers from long distances.Thus producer can
manufacture goods in bulk.

Provides employment:
Directly, transport companies give employment to the general public. Transport also takes the unemployed persons
to various places of employment.
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Improves standard of living:
With the help of transport, bulk production id possible wihch reduces per unit cost. So the people can purchase the
commodities at cheaper price and travels easily, thus they can improve there standard of living.

National Integration:
Transport helps the villegers to go to big cities and know each other. People of different regions can also meet. This
way transport play a vital role in maintaining the national integrity.

TYPES OF TRANSPORT:
There are basically three means of transportation;
• Land transport
• Water transport
• Air transport
These means of transport send goods and persons from one place to another. The choice of the use of these means
of transporation is dependent on the nature and importance of goods and persons who are to be transported.

LAND TRANSPORT:
Land transport is further divided into three parts
•
•
•

Road transport
Rail transport
Rail- road coordination.

Road transport:
Road transport is very important and oldest form of transport and is used to carry goods and passengers from one
place to another. In our country where other means of transport are not available, road transport plays very
important role. Road transport invlolves use of trucks, tankers, buses, cars scooters, animals, etc.

MERITS OF ROAD TRANSPORT:
Following are some of the important merits of road transport:

Less capital Investment:
The construction of road requires less capital thean laying of railway tracks. The cost of the means of road transport
is also less than the cost of railway carriage.

Flexible:
Road transport is flexible. There is no rigidity in the timings and routes. According to individual requirements the
timings and routes can be adjusted.

Door-to –Door Services:
A manufacturer can load the commodities directly from his godown and the goods can be unloaded at the
destination. This will save time and cost as number of loading-unloading will be reduced.

Swift for short distance:
For short distance, road tranport is faster is railway transport because the number of stoppage is less and procedure
is easier.

Service to difficult areas:
In remote areas, hilly areas and forests only road transport can be used for the transporation of goods.
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Less risk of damage:
It is better to send perishable and fragile goods by roads transport, as there is lesser risk of damage. The goods can
not be loaded and unloaded again and again that reduces the chances of damage.

DEMERITS OF ROAD TRANSPORT:
Limited capacity:
Road transport is not suitable for carrying bulky goods. The capacity of trucks, buses is limited and small.

Low speed:
Road transport is slower than the railway transport. Trucks, buses etc cannot maintain high speed for long distance
as there may be traffic problem, rough roads etc.

Seasonal hurdle:
Bad weather is the greatest hurdle to road transport. In rainy season, in foggy weather and in flood affected areas,
land transport cannot work effectively.

Expensive:
Road transport is expensive in those circumstances when the goods are not availible for return journey. Generally in
these circumstances both way frieght is charged which is expensive.

More Risk:
There are more chances of accidents in road transport as compared to railway transport.

Provincial Restriction:
Some state governments put restrictions on the movement of trucks, buses etc, in certain areas.They allow the
road transport movement in these areas after charging heavy taxes.

RAIL TRANSPORT:
Railway transport plays a crucial role for the social and economic development of our country. For truth to tell
railway are the life-line of the national economy. This method of transportation is very popular and suitable for bulky
commodidtes. Railways are managed by the governemnt and the frieght rates and fares are also fixed by the
governement only. For long distance, this type of transport is cheaper.

Merits of Railway trasport:
Large capacity:
Railway transport is suitable for carrying bulky commodities as the railways have much larger capacity than motor
transport.

Travels Fast:
Railways do not have to stop again and again like road traffic and thus it can maintain high and stable speed for long
distance and travels fastly.

Economical:
To carry bulky goods , railway transport is cheaper than road transport.

Lesser Risk:
The chances of accidents and breakdowns are less in railway transports. Goods can sent to their desitnation safely in
this type of transport.
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No fear of bad weather:
Railways are not afftected by rains, fog etc. However in flood effected ares it cannot be operated.

Dependalbe:
Railways follow fixed routes and have rigid schedule. This type of transport is avaible through out the country except
hilly areas. Thus railways are more relaible.

Demerits of Railway transport:
Monopoly:
The railway transport is monitered by the government, thus government has monopoly on this transport. The
general public has to suffer a lot due to this monopoly.

Huge capital outlay:
Huge capital is required to construct the railway tracks and wagons. It is beyond the capacity of an individual.

Rigidity:
The routes and timings of railways transport are not flexible. These canot be adjusted according to the individual
needs.

No door-to-door service:
Goods have to be bought to and carried from the railway stations. The railways do not provide door-to-door service,
as ot is restricted on the railway tracks.

Delay:
There are number of formailities to be compeleted for sending the goods. Time is wasted in these formailities. Delay
is also caused by waiting for full wagon. On the other hand, loading and unloading of goods at the railway station is
also at the railway station is also a time-taking process.

Expensive:
The operating costs of railways are very high which make this transport expensive for short distance. The maintaince
cost of this transport is also high.

Rail-Road Coordination:
The railway transport and the road transport are complementary to eachother. The rail-road coordination palys an
important role in the transporation of goods and human beings from one place to another. With the coordination of
railways androadways, the shortcomings of railways as well as the shortcomings of roadways may be overcomed.
These two means of transporation should work in their own field and ooperate each other; competition between
them should be avoided.

WATER TRANSPORT:
Water transport is the cheapest means of transportation,Boats, steamers,ship etc. On rivers, canals and on oceams
are used in this type of transport.
It can be further divided into two parts;
•
•

Inland water transport
Ocean water transport.
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Inland water transport:
When goods and passengers are transported from one place to another place through rivers, canals etc. Within the
bounday of a country, it is called inland water transport.

Ocean water transport:
When goods and passengers are transported from one port to another port through seas, it is known as ocean water
transport. Ocean transport may be of two types;

A. Coastal shipping:
When goods and passengers are transported, by ship from one port to another port port in the same
country it is known as coastal shipping.

B. Overseas shipping:
When goods and passenger are transported by ship from one country to another country it is knowns as
overseas shipping. It has following types:
•
•
•

Liner
Tramp
Tankers

ADVANTAGES:
Natural waterways:
Rivers seas are the natural highways for watertransport. There is no need to invest huge capital for the construction
of highways, as the maintenance of waterways it is easy and inexpensive.

Cheapest means:
Water-transport is economical for long distance. Fuel consuption and operating costs of ship are not high .

Useful for bulky items:
This mean of transportation is very useful , the heavy and bulky commodities can easily be transported through
water transport.

DISADVANTAGES:
Slow speed:
The speed of this means of transportation is slow so it is not sutable for perishable goods for the goods requiring
quick delivery.

Huge capital Outlay:
Heavy capital investment is required to manufacture or to purchase ship.

Impact of bad weather:
River transport is affected by floods or rains. Similarly oceans transport is affected by fog, high winds and tides etc.

Limited scope:
This mode of transport is not available where there is no ocean, river or canals. It is restricted only between the
ports.
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AIR-TRANSPORT:
Air transport is the most advanced and modern means of transport. It is fastest mode of transport can cover long
and very long distances in the twinkling of an eye. The only draw-back if this type of transport is, that it is too costly.

ADVANTAGES:
Fastest:
The major advantage of air-transport is its speed. It can cover long distance in a few hours. This is most suitable for
perishable items.

Natural Highway:
There is no need to invest money for the construction of tracks. Air-crafts can go to any palce in the air without any
obstacles.

Shortest route:
Mountains, rivers, rough roads etc. Do not come in the way of air-transport, therefore it adopts the most direct and
shortest route.

Better service:
Air-transport has fixed and rigid schedule. It gives proper attention to the passengers and takes adequate care of its
cargo.

Sutable:
Air-transport is suitable to carry perishable goods as well as goods of high value. It is equally fruitful to carry
businessmens and high officals to save their precious time. During floods , earthquakes etc, air-transport proves to
be the only mode of transport which provides relief to the victims.

DISADVANTAGES:
Less Capacity:
The capacity of air-transport is limited and less in comparison to the capacity of ships and railways. Therefore it is
not suitable for bulky commodities.

Expensive:
The frieght charges of air-transport are the highest. Therefore, it is suitable only for the goods of high value.

Heavy Capital outlay:
To purchase or to construct aircraft is a costly deal and billions of rupees are required for the construction of
airports.

Uncertain:
Heavy rains, snow, fog etc are the barriers in the smooth flow of air- transport.

Specialised Staff:
Highly specialized staff are required for the operation of air-transport. Giving them high salary and adequate
training are the additional expenses of this transport.

Risk:
The air accident leaves very less degree of survivals. So it is a risky transportation.
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CHOICE OF A SUITABLE MODE OF TRANSPORT:
Following points should be kept in mind by a businessman while selecting a suitable mode of transport.

Availability of means of transport:
While selecting the mode of transportation, the businessman should confirm which mode of transport is availble in
this area.e.g. in hilly areas businessman has to depend on road transport.

Cost of service:
All modes are not goods for all purposes. For example, if a person wants to send coal, iron, or raw materails, he will
consider the railway transpsort. At the same time, for small distance he may choose road transpor, for bulky and
cheapest ,he may choose water transport and for perisable goods and goods of high value air transport will be the
best.

Effeciency and regulaity:
The most dependable and regular services are provided by railways. They are not greatly affected by bad weather
railways have fixed scedule. On the contrary, road transport, water transport and air transport are affected by bad
weather.

Flexiblity:
Road transport has maximum degree of flexablilty as it can carry passengers and goods to any place even in hilly
areas. More importantly it is the only mode which can give door- to door sercies. This of flexiability in water and air
transport is less and there is no flexability in railway transport.

Destination:
If the commodites are to sent to hilly areas, roads transport will be considered and if it is to be sent to island or
another country , water transport or air transport will be considered.

Conclusion:
From the above points it can be said that selecting the suitable mode of transport is very important. If the mode of
tranposrt is wrongly selected there will be destroyed in transit. Therefore every businessman should cosnider the
vaious elements before selecting the mode of transport.
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WAREHOUSING
Introduction:
The function of storage is performed through warehousing or storing the products properly. The place where the
goods are stored is known as a Warehouse. The tearm “ware” means “article” or merchandise collectively and
warehouse is a building or room for storing goods. In simple words we can say that warehouse is a godown where
we stock or stock our data for selling.It protects goods from deterioration and hel;ps in carrying over the surplus to
the time of consumption. Warehouses help businessmen to keep their surplus during slack season to sell them at the
time of need.

Definition:
“A broad range of physical distribution activities including stroage, assembling, bulk breaking and preparing
products for shipping”. (William J. Stanton).

IMPORTANCE OF WAREHOUSE:
Seasonal production:
Some products like agricultural goods are produced only in a particular season but they are required for consuption
throughout the year. Warehouseing or storage is necessary for such commodities, so that they can be made
available throughout the year to its consumers.

Seasonal Demand:
Some goods are produced throughout the year but these are required only in a particular season. E.g. umberalla,
raincoats, warm clothing etc. This type of commodity is produced throughout the year but is kept in store till the
arrival of the season.

Raw Materials:
For the development of large scale industry in modern era, it is necessary to store up the raw materials. This can
help continuly in the large scale production.

Processing:
Some goods require curing and processing before their final sales, like coffee, seeds fruits etc. Hence storing is
necessary for this type of product.

Effecient Marketing:
To market the goods effeciently, adequate storing facilities should be available.

Protection of Goods:
Sufficient space, proper location, adequate equipments of a warehouse give protection against cold, heat, moisture,
fire, theives etc to the goods stored therein.

Stability in Prices:
To create equilibrium in demand and supply, it is necessary to keep surplus stock and release stock at the time of
scarcity. This can help in maintaining the stability in prices.

More sales:
Warehouses assist in maintaining continous sales through regular supply of the goods. This aviods out of stock
conditions, thereby increasing the sales volume.
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Employment:
Warehousing is just like a big specialized industry which provides number of employment oppurtunities to the large
number of people.

Loan facility:
When goods are kept in a bounded or public warehouse, a receipt for the same is issued and against these receipts,
loan can be obtained from banks.

Re-export trade:
The goods imported for the purpose of re-export can be kept in bounded warehouses till these are re-exported can
be kept in bonded warehouses till these are re-exported. The warehouse keepers save the time and money of the
import agents. They collect and reship the goods without payment of import duty.

Revenue:
The warehousing provides income to the government. The warehouse-keeper may pay income tex to the
government on thier own business income. The custom and excise duties are also collected through them.

FUNCTIONS OF WAREHOUSING:
Proper storage:
The storage of goods is the basic work of warehousing. Warehouses perform their duties to bridge the gap between
demand and supply. The necessity of stoarge arises when the man is able to produce surplus goods. In fact storage
provides protection to the oweners against losses due to damage, leakage, and breakage of goods.

Judicious supply:
The production may be seasonal and its demand may be regular or demand may be seasonal and production of
goods may be gegular. In both cases the supply of stock must be regular. The problem of stoarge of goods doesnot
arise at all.

Stability in price:
A warehouse is to keep the surplus product at the time of need and relase the same at the time of deficenciy to have
an equilibruim between demand and supply of the product. This can help in maintaining the price level throughout
the market.

Sampling:
Before purchasing a purchaser can inpect the stock for supply in warehouse. Thus it helps purchaser to buy goods of
good qauilty. The warehouse-keeper take the representative samples for showing them to the prospective buyers.

Risk Bearing:
The goods lying in storage may be lost or damaged by natural or personal reasons. The owners of goods shiift their
risk on ware-house-keepers. The proper stoarge of gods and protect them from heat, sun and dust thereby saving
the goods from possible losses.

Reduce transport cost:
Transport company can charge full amount for one trip even the goods are in small lots. The warehouses help the
small trader to reduce their transport charges of shipment of goods because can be loaded fully. It also reduces the
cost of laoding and unloading.

Giving protection of goods:
Warehouses are designed to give proper protection to the goods stored therein. Different goods require different
type of protection e.g. from cold, heat, moisture, fire, theives etc.
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Processing and curing:
Some goods arekept in warehouses for processing oe curing purposes for briniging these things into the proper
useable form. The friuts are kept for ripening, coffee seeds and tobacco is kept in processing.

TYPES OF WAREHOUSES:
Following are the types of warehouses:
•
•
•

Private warehouses
Public warehouses
Bonded warehouses.

Private warehouses:
Private warehouses are owned by the privde individuals or business units to store their own goods. As these
warehouses cost much, they are founded less in number. They have less value and utility., as it is difficult for a
business unit to make proper use of them. Private warehouses are constructed for keeping goods by wholesellers.
They find it convenient to deliver goods directly from warehouses. It is generally constructed in rural or suburban
areas where there is no problem of space.

Public Warehouses:
Public warehouses store goods of general public in return of storing charges. These warehouses work according to
the prescribed laws to store goods of other people and fee or rent. They are badly needed in ports to keep available
at ease.It is the duty of the warehouse owner to keep the goods in his capacity as an agent. He should take care of
the goods as he take care of his own goods. On other hand he has lien on goods to the extent of his dues or storing
charges.

Importance:
•
•
•
•
•

When a manufacturer is unable to get sufficent storing space for his goods.
It is useful to seasonal producer who has no warehouse and cannot sell his goods at once and that he has to
wait for its demand.
If goods are produced with anticipated demand in future.
If due to any economic or natural reason there is unexpected slup in the market.
It helps the traders to get loan from banks against receipts.

Bonded Warehouses:
These warehouses are founded generally at port to give facilities of storing goods to importers. These are licenced
warehouses which accept imported goods for storage before payment of custom duties. In this type of warehouses,
importer can take a part of his imports by paying custom duty of the smaller part of his import s and sell them.Thus
he can pay the full duty from the sales. In case of re-exporting of goods, they are allowed to store in bonded
warehouses. It saves the double work of payment of duties and then takes refund on re-export. Hence it saves
transactions for huge amount.
In bonded warehouses, home manufactured goods which are subjected to excise duties, like patent medicines etc,
may be stored until they are required.These warehouses allows to perform some performances to make goods
suitable for sale. In all cases custom duities may be paid afterwards. The only thing the warehouse has to give a Bond
that the importer will not be allowed to take out the goods without the consent of the custom authorities.

Characteristics of an ideal warehouse:
Following are the essential characteristics of an ideal warehouse.
•

Proper space
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•
•
•
•
•

Proper location
Transport facility
Economy
Protection of goods
Security.

Proper space:
Proper space should be available in the store. Proper space does not allow a commodity to deteriorate its quality.
This can help in the availability of fresh and qualitative commidity.

Proper Location:
A warehouse should be so constructed and located that the goods can be received and shipped at a low cost. These
warehouses should be locatd near railway siding or on the harbour.

Transport facility:
Warehouse must be located in such a place with sufficent space so that trucks can easily visit it. This will decrease
the cost of loading and unloading the goods in warehouse.

Economy:
It is necessory that there should be least loss in keeping goods in a warehouse and the hire charges must be low. The
cost of protection should not be very high which is to be borne by customers in shape of hire.

Protection to goods:
Firstly, the warehouse should be watched throughout 24 hours a day. Secondly, goods must be well protected
against heat, moisture, cold , dryness etc., but it should not be very costly.

Security:
As warehouses receipts or warrents can work as a security for borrowing by bank, it is essential that warehouse must
give facility of hypothecation of stocks.
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THE OFFICE
As size of the office is either small or large, it becomes necessary to organize the works or activities in order to
achieve the specified objective effectively with minimum cost. Hence, the entire activities of the concern should be
divided into many operations or functions (called departments). A proper arrangement of an organization along with
office appliances will facilitate a speedy performance of office work. In this way, office organization is based on the
organized routine and procedures and continuous flow of work.
The efficiency of an office should be judged by the degree of promptness in supplying correct information. The
information dealt with by an office will be on accounts, orders, prices, complaints, personal matters, etc.
It will go to the credit of the manager, if his office gives out needed information at a moment's notice. George R.
Terry says, "The act of collecting, processing, storing and distributing information comprise functions of the office."

FUNCTIONS OF AN OFFICE:
The functions of a modern office can be divided into the following categories; and they are:
1. Basic or routine functions.
2. Administrative management functions or ancillary functions.
3. The function of office to the Public relation.

1. Basic or routine functions:
1. To receive or collect information:
The primary function of the office is to receive information from the various departments of the organization or from
outside through enquiries, reports, orders, circulars, complaints, messages etc. If the information received is not
complete, the office tries to collect information by sending out enquiries of clarifications.
There may be different types of meeting within or outside the organization and pieces of information will be helpful
to the management and therefore the office has to collect it.

2. To prepare records of information:
Information is usually received in the form of letters, enquiries, phone calls etc. and this information has to be
converted into other forms, which can easily be followed by the management. These are orders, quotations, pricelists, replies to enquiries and complaints, account books, etc., within the organization. All these records will be
retained for further reference.
According to the nature of the information, the record may be retained for many years or they may be safely kept
for a few years, after which they can be destroyed. The records of information prepared in the office must be
preserved safely, made available to the management within no time and must be easy to understand.
These records maintained by the office will be reference for further dealings. Moreover, every business has to keep
up- to-date books of accounts which are required to record all business transactions.
The books like cash-book, purchase book, sales-book, goods returns book, productive expense and other ledgers are
to be kept by every office. Besides the account-books, other books will have to be maintained by the office in order
to have a smooth function of the organization.

3. To process and arrange information:
The information received by the office may be lengthy and the same in its original form may not be much useful to
the management. Therefore, after collecting such information, it will be processed, categorized, arranged and
systematically kept for readymade information.
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Certain letters will have to be converted into charts, statements etc. by doing calculations or analysis over such
information. For instance, orders have been received every day and complied. The orders themselves will not serve
any purpose to the departmental head because the orders may be in the form of letters.
Therefore, it will be most useful to the Sales Manager, if these have been shown in a compact form, say sales week
wise. This can be done through charts, statements etc. Then the sales manager is at ease to understand the position
of the sales by looking at the statements or charts and come to a decision within no time.
Thus it is possible for all the departments or the management to understand the position easily and quickly and
come to certain conclusion. If the information is not properly analyzed or arranged, much time will have to be spent.
An efficient office supplies readymade information to departments or managers who take proper decisions on the
basis of such information supplied. Therefore, a good office is the foundation of a business organization.

4. To supply readymade information to the authorities:
An office is a machine which receives raw materials (scattered information) and produces various items through
processes (compiled and tillable). The office receives information through letters, phones, meetings, complaints,
business transactions, etc.
These pieces of information are further recorded in proper books processed and thus converted into charts, graphs,
statements, and diagrams etc. which show the complete picture of one type of dealings. The processed information
is ready made information and is easy to understand at a glance.
Usually, the office supplies information relating to estimates, statements of accounts, progress report, book debts,
sales, castings etc.
The information kept by the office must be complete and accurate and supplied to the authorities as and when
required, without wasting time. If the supply of information is also kept in such place where it is easily visible and
available at any time, it is a great advantage.

Administrative and Management Functions:
1. Management function:
The most important administrative functions of the manager include planning, organizing, staffing, directing,
communicating, controlling, co¬ordinating and motivating. The office manager must organize the office on modern
lines for the efficient and effective performance.

2. Development of office systems and procedures:
All the jobs in the office are interrelated and interdependent. As such an office must provide better services to
interrelated departments. For a smooth flow of work, development of office system and procedures is essential.

3. Form designing and control:
Forms are the basic tools for all types of office work. There are many operations which can be systematized with the
use of printed forms. Besides, the use of the forms saves time and energy at every operation. Information can be
collected, recorded or processed systematically and effectively with the help of office forms. Therefore, it is the task
of the management to design and to control the forms.

4. Selection and purchase of office appliances:
The office manager must purchase the appropriate machines, equipment or furniture for the office. Office work
requires adequate equipment, machines and furniture and they must be maintained properly for the efficient
working order. Appliances must be selected for full and proper uses.
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They must be suitable for the purpose. They must be simple in operation and maintenance. They must be flexible
and adaptable to different uses. The cost and benefit must be compared when the appliances are purchased.

5. Personnel functions:
The personnel function is performed by the personnel department. It is assisted by the office. It recruits and selects
the personnel. It places them in different jobs in the office. For the efficient performance of the basic functions of
the office, provision of adequate and trained staff is necessary. The staff must get reasonable salary. Staff must be
properly motivated to achieve the best performance.

6. Controlling office costs:
Office costs may be controlled by using machines in the office, using labour-saving devices and adopting improved
methods of management.

7. Maintenance of records:
This is a secondary function of an office. Copies of all the correspondence must be retained for further reference.
From a business firm, a number of letters go out daily and a number of replies are received, and if the copies of the
original letters against which the replies have been received, are not available, the decision cannot be taken wisely.
Therefore all the records must be maintained through proper filing system and preserved for number of years.
Certain documents need not be kept for more than a year while certain documents have to be kept for a number of
years.

8. Planning schemes and policies:
In the present stage, production is always in anticipation of demand. Therefore for a manufacturing concern, it has
become essential to plan the activities of the concern for the future period.
One cannot take a decision or plan unless one goes into the previous records and relevant statistical data, studies
the present market trends, and takes decisions on basis of all information of the past period.
When a proper plan has been chalked out, it will be adopted as a policy. Planning and policies will be good, when
they have been drawn out carefully with the help of the office, through collecting and processing information.

9. Safeguarding the assets:
The job of an office is not only extended from the receipt of information to the supply of processed information, but
also to take care of various assets. To keep the record of customers (debtors) and keep the management to be
informed of about the doubtful debts so that necessary steps may be taken to prevent the occurrence of bad debts.
Books of accounts of all types (personal, real and nominal) are to be kept regularly. Among them the most important
are fixed assets plant, machinery, fixtures, buildings and current assets goods, stationery, debtors, bills receivable,
cash in hand, cash at bank, etc.
All these are the properties of the concern and the office must arrange to protect and safeguard the assets against
destruction, damage, loss by theft, fire etc. The management must be informed of all types of misappropriation
matters so that its occurrence will be prevented in future through investigations.

10. Public relations:
Public relations signify the relations of a business organization with the general public, usually through the
distribution of information. Public relations guide business enterprise. Public relations are guided by public opinions.

The functions of Public Relations are:
(a) To inform managers of the current status and the changes in the opinions of public. The public can be divided
into two-internal and external. The internal public is key policy makers, supervisory personnel; employees and
shareholders. The external publics are customers, suppliers and the general public.
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(b) To suggest purposeful relations with the public and to warn unfavorable reactions.
(c) To communicate to the public the company's policies and actions. Public interest is an essential element for any
good public relations. Office is the eyes and ears of a business. It is the hand which makes friends for a company.

OFFICE ORGANIZATION:
Introduction to Office Organization
As size of the office is either small or large, it becomes necessary to organize the works or activities in order to
achieve the specified objective effectively with minimum cost. Hence, the entire activities of the concern should be
divided into many operations or functions (called departments). A proper arrangement of an organization along with
office appliances will facilitate a speedy performance of office work. In this way, office organization is based on the
organized routine and procedures and continuous flow of work.

Meaning of Office Organization
Office organization is a process of defining and grouping of office activities into main heads of functions, select
suitable personnel, assign jobs to them and delegate authority to them for performing the jobs, coordinate the
activities of different individuals and provide necessary facilities like forms, stationery, equipment, machines and
suitable working environment to enable the persons to perform their work efficiently.

Definition of Office Organization
Office organization is defined as a process of defining and grouping the office activities and establishing the authority
relationship among the employees who are working in an office so that they can be executed assigned activities
effectively and economically.

Characteristics of Office Organization
The characteristics of an office organization are listed below:
1. Fixing of responsibility on each office employee.
2. Assigning of work on the basis of competency of an office employee.
3. Avoiding the delay in doing the office work.
4. Completion of work as per the predetermined system and procedure.
5. Proper and adequate delegation of authority for doing work.
6. Providing adequate supervision for each work.
7. Exercise proper control over the office employees.
8. Proper supply of necessary forms and stationery for doing the work.
9. Effective utilization of available equipment and machines in an office.
10. Creating suitable working environment.

Steps involved in Office Organization
The following steps are involved in an office organization.
1. The first step is that an identification of office activities which are to be performed in order to achieve main
objectives of the business organization.
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2 Such identified activities are classified for facilitate the grouping of activities.
3. Then, all the identified activities are grouped on any one of the basis. The selection of basis is based on the nature
of business organization. If the activities are grouped on functional basis, the departments or divisions are created
on functional basis. For example, Production, Sales, Finance, Accounts, Personnel and the like.
4. The grouped activities are assigned to an individual or a group. Generally, production activities are assigned to
production manager and production department. In this way, other grouped activities are assigned to each
individual and a department. The responsibility is fixed at each level of all the departments.
5. Whenever, responsibility is fixed, there is a need of authority to perform the work. Hence, adequate authority is
delegated to every manager for their respective department.
6. A proper organization structure is created in order to facilitate effective coordination of grouped activities both
horizontally and vertically. Moreover, structural relationship is also clearly defined.

Objectives of office organization:
Main objectives of office organizaton are:

Fixation of responsibility:
With an adequate organizational set up responsibilities of the workers can be fixed e.g. in case of
negligence,misappropriation or fraudulent.

Secrecy:
Office organization helps in allocation of different duties among the suitable workers. The concerned persons knows
only about his duty and facts related to it.

Better performance:
Having proper structure of relationship and coordination the performance of an office and the wokers can be
improved.
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Organizational chart:
Following diagram shows the organizational structure of finance department;

Qualities of an Office worker:
The quailities of an office wokrer can be divided into three:
•
•
•

Personal qualities
Physical qualities
Educational qualities.

Personal Qualities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

He should be Hard working and can work even after the office hours.
An Honest worker is an asset to the office.
The worker should be faithful and reliable as he handles all the secret matters.
He should be polite while dealing with the visitors as well as his colleagues.
A well dressed worker receives more respect from the people.
Coordination among the workers is necessary to maximize the output.
Punctuality of the worker will make the offcie more efficent.
Intelligent worker can make quick and right decisions.
The worker must be obedient even when his boss is angry.
Responsible person is more suitable as an office workers.

Physical Qualities:
1. Good personaility is a God given quality out it can be improved through clean dress, style of walking, talking
etc. The worker should have an attractive personality.
2. Good health contributes a lot to make a person knowledgable and hardworking.
3. The worker should have complete body fitness in all respect.
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Educational Qualities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

He must be trained and well aware of an office techniques.
An adequates professional education is necessary to run the office.
Practical training will improve the effeciency of the worker as well as the office.
He should have adequate knowledge and experience of all the latest machines and devices used in the
offices.

Important Departments in an Office:
The office of a big business can be organized in the following department:

Purchase Department:
This department is responsible for purchasing goods and other items.

Sales Department:
This department is responsible for selling goods to the customers.

Advertising Department:
In a large busess, a separate department is responsible for advertising the products. It selects suitable media of
advertisement.

Cash Department:
This department deals cash receipts and payments including cheques, bank-draft, money orders etc. It is equally
responsible for proper recording of receipts and payments.

Accounting Department:
This department is mainly responsoble form maintaining complete and systematic records of all financial
transactions and preparation of financial statements at the end of the year or as when required.

Statistical Department:
This department is responsible for collecting statistical data relating to the important business activities.

Administrative Department:
This department is responsible for recruitment, promotions, demotion, increments, transfers, retirement, fixation of
pays, allowances of employees etc.

Correspondence Department:
This department is responsible for receiving inward mail and for dispatching outward mail. It keeps complete records
of all correspondances of the business in such a manner that it should be located easily as and when required.

OFFICE ROUTINES:
Every office has some established routines. Through these routines , office work is performed more effectively. A
Routine may be defined as the series of steps in the performance of work, each step in the series being performed in
the same order and in the same way every time. Each kind of work is done under an established routine in an office.
But there are some kinds of work which are not always done under the routine. It is because of the fact that such
works do not occur frequently.

PRINCIPLES FOR ESTABLISHING ROUTINES:
An efficent office must have a well defined and proprly laid-out procedure for its each job. The principles for
establishing office routine are as follows:
a. The system must be simple so that highly skilled labour is not required.
b. It must trigger into action to everyone who needs to play some role in it.
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c. The procedure should be used for mechanical aids and labour saving devices.
d. The principle of exceptions should be followed; which means only unusual items should be referred to
higher authority. The mass of routine matters will be handled by junior staff.
e. Too much of paper work should be minimized as it costs money. This ensures a smooth flow of work less
queries proper office control.

INFLOW OF PAPERS:
The job of receiving and opening the inwards mail should be entrusted to a trained man who should be able to sort
out the inward mail for various units of the organization. All these papers are entered in inward register, noting the
date of receipt, subject, sender’s name and address and should be handed over to the concerened employee for
necessary action and record.

OUTFLOW OF PAPERS:
This mailing section is responsible for maintaininig a system, either by post or despatch rider personally. In big
business organizations, a record of all outgoing mail is maintained. Mail from this section is sent to the post office or
twice a day according to the need. Stamping and despatching are done by the clerk of despatch unit. All outgoing
corresponding is issued by the office in charge or some authorised office. These papers are entered in outward
Register before despatch. This number is noted on the letter and the paper is sealed in a suitable envelop and
despatched. A copy of the outgoing paper is filed for record.

OFFICE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT:
There was a time when business used to be small and the total number of employees used to be quite a few. The
office appliances were regarded merely as luxury. With the expansion of business, there has been a great
development in the use of office appliances and labor saving devices, which have been introduced to save time and
manpower. These machines can do the job more speedily, accurately and at lower cost. In fact, they have become a
necessity for smooth and efficient working of the office. Labor saving devices can be classified into the following
three groups:
A. General Machines
B. Communication Machines
C. Accounting Machines

A. GENERAL MACHINES
1. TYPEWRITER
It is a common machine and is used in each and every office, as time and labor saving devices. Through this machine,
many letters and documents can be typed with speed and neatness. It can prepare more copies in no time. As the
industry advanced and requirements increased the improvement in typewriting machines have also been made.
Noiseless typewriters are used where typists work near executives and other clerks as noise is likely to cause
disturbance. Electric power is also used for operating typewriters. Electric machines require less human exercise and
can type more copies than the ordinary machines of typewriter. This is more liked by a typist as he gets less tired and
maintains his output better than he does by an ordinary machine. Electric typewriters are more expensive and
cannot be used in small offices.
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2. DICTATING MACHINES
There are a number of dictating machines but they are all based on same principles on which the gramophone
works. These machines record the dictation given by the office executive who can be transcribed by the audio typists
and thus, the presence of stenographer is not necessary. These machines however, usually consist of three machines
the actual dictating machine, the transcriber and the shaver. The first is used by the person for dictating. The second
on e is used by the typist an the third machine is used fo9r shaving of the dictated matter. This machine is most
useful for secretaries, partners, managers and others who rare subject to frequent interruption. With special
attachment, the dictating machine can be connected so as to record telephone, messages and by the use of
microphones, it can also be used for recording speeches.

3. DUPLICATORS
When 100 of copies are required the duplicating machines are used. Each class of machine has its advantages and in
selecting a machine for use in particular office, these advantages should be be Given consideration. A variety of
duplicators are in use nowadays and few of them are given below;

A) SPIRIT DUPLICATOR
These duplicators can reproduce typewriting, hand-writing or drawings in a variety of colors. A master copy is
prepared on a sheet or art paper by means of hectograph carbon paper. This is the only type of machine which can
reproduce in several colors in one run. According to the quality of paper and carbon paper used, 100 to 250 copies
can be made.

B) STENCIL DUPLICATOR
These duplicators can reproduce type writing .the stencil is out either on typewriting or by writing or drawing with a
special pen. Up to 4,000 copies can be obtained and stencils can be stored and re –used if carefully handled and
protected.

C) OFF SET LITHO DUPLICATOR
These duplicators can re-produce typewriting, hand writing and drawing. As in the case of stencil, different colors
can be reproduced on the finished copy. Up to 50,000 copies can be obtained from the machine.

D) TYPESET DUPLICATOR
These machines are in fact, small printing press of letter press type. It is a sloe method and it also requires some
skills to do job. Up to 500,000 copies may be printed.

4) ADDRESSING MACHINE
This machine is bit different from the duplicators .these machines are generally used for addressing the envelope to
the regular clients or for the preparations of labels. These machines are adaptable enough to take the wide variety of
other work in the office .These machine are operated by electric power.
In this machine, addresses are embossed on metal plates or are stenciled on specially prepared fiber material. These
plates are placed alphabetically or in any other manner. When the actual addressing work is t be done, these plate
are placed and passed through the machine, and the address are printed on the envelopes.

5) CASH HANDLING MACHINE
The work of the cash department can be helped considerably by machines for handling coins. There are machine for
sorting out coins of different denominations from a mixed heap of coins and appliances are also available for
counting them. There are also machines for giving change quickly. As no mental calculation is necessary, a great
saving of time is affected by such a machine where the number of transactions is very large.
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6) CASH CHECKING MACHINE
There are number of appliances which may be used to check automatically the receipts of cashiers. They are usually
known as cash registers. Some of them also have arrangement for adding up the receipts so that at any time the
machine shows the total cash that should be in be the cash drawer attached to the machine. Some are also so
constructed as to issue the receipts to customers while keeping the record for the office.

7) FRANKING AND STAMP FIXING MACHINE
Franking machine saves a good deal of time in scaling the letters and in getting ready for the mail. This machine
makes an impression on the envelopes showing in red ink the amount of the postage and the place of origin and
date of posting. No postal stamps need to be used. The machine have matters attached to them and they are locked
and sealed by the postal authorities to frank up the amount after which the machine gets automatically locked.
Some of these machines also have an automatic envelope scaling device. Some business houses have the stamps
affixing machine which are fed with postage stamps, and there are devices to cut the stamps off, to moisten and
affix them and to count them.

8) TIME RECORDING MACHINE
These machine records the time of arrival and departure of the employees of he office. These type of machine is
used in the office where payment are made on the basis of time spent on the job. This machine is like a clock and
when the employee enters the office he cuts card in the machine which prints the time. Similarly when he goes out,
further he cuts the card in the machine and departure time is printed on the card.

9) LETTER OPENER
This can be a handed-operated device, shaped like a knife or an automatic device which trims a narrow strip off one
edge of envelops.

10) SEALING MACHINE
It is used to put a wax-seals on letters or parcels. It saves –time, labour and works efficently.

11) DATE STAMP
It is used to put down the date. It records the correct date upon documents much more rapidly and clearly.

12) SCISSORS:
These are used to cut papers.

B) COMMUNICATION DEVICES
1) TELEPHONE
The use of telephone is so common and all its importance is so well known that it does not need further explanation.
It is maintained by high business houses internally and externally. Internal system enables the executives of same
organization to talk to each other on telephone whenever they need so. External systems enables them to talk
outside parties. Every city is linked by telephone system so that through trunk call any one may have talk anywhere
in the country with the required person.

2. RADIO-TELEPHONY
It is a system which link by telephone mobile vehicles in city or may be in an area. This system is in advance
countries. Under this system mobile units such as cars, vans, etc can control each other on radio-telephony through
the central station located in the city.

3. PUBLIC ADDRESSING SYSTEMS
In big factories, shops and offices this system is a useful means to give instructions to all of the employees or only
those particularly concerned with any special instruction. This system has an advantage of quick communication of
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message to the concerned persons but it has also the disadvantage of distributing all of the employees while
instructions are concerned with any particulars employee.

C. ACCOUNTING MACHINES
1. ADDING MACHINES
After typeWriter, adding machine in perhaps the most commonly used machine in office routine working. Adding
machine is basis for all further calculations. These machines are of two type: listing and non-listing. These machines
have following advantages:
1. Cross-casting is much further faster. Most clerks, unless they are very highly skilled, cannot add horizontally with
the same speed as they can add vertically.
2. Selected items can be added from different documents or from scattered positions in one document.
3. Less skill and concentration are required by the clerk.
4. With the aid of adding machines, junior clerks can add with speed and accuracy equal to or exceeding that of a
skilled clerk.

2. CALCULATING MACHINES
In a large business there is a lot of calculation work, in order to asses the position. In calculation various forms such
as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are involved. There is likelihood of accounting mistakes, and
takes more time in corrections. Keeping in view both the important factors time as well as accuracy nowadays the
calculation work is carried on through calculation machines. With the help of calculating machines addition,
subtraction, multiplication or division can easily be made with accuracy and without loss of time. Apart form this
with the help of said machine the problems of exchange, discount etc. can be solved with great accuracy. It does not
require any special training to operate the machine, the mistakes can only occur when the machine in question is not
properly handled or when out of order.

3. POSTING MACHINES
Posting means the transfer of amounts from original entries to the appropriate ledger accounts. Accuracy of entries
and easy to read are the most important requirements of this function. These machines play an important role in
maintaining the accuracy.

4. ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS:
The computers operate at the fastest speed which ever is thinkable by human mind, because these machines do not
depend on mechanical movements but on electronic pulses with duration of about one millionth of a second.
Computers are able to perform the following functions:1. Receive a programme of orders representing the routing to be carried out, store this and refer to it as may be
required.
2. Take in original information through one or more input channels and store it for reference as required by the
programme.
3. Perform any arithmetical calculation as and when required by the programme.
4. Store the result of any calculation for further reference and accumulate totals as required by the programme.
5. Select any information from the store, arrange it in any required sequence and discharge it through one or more
output channels to be printed punched into cards or paper tape, or recorded on.
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Apart from computer speed, the principal characteristic of electronic computers is their flexibility as would appear
from the following:1. They can be made to carry out any electrical operation only by feeding in the appropriate orders.
2. They can proceed from one kind of operation to another automatically.
3. They can automatically select alternative courses of action according to the nature of the date received or the
results of previous operation.
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COMMERICAL CORRESPONDANCE
Commercial or business correspondence refers to the letter entering into business transactions. Modern
businessman has to write a large number of letters. The larger the busniess, the greater is the volume of
correspondence. Commercial correspondence is the approach to commerce through the medium of letters. Its
function is to open up and maintain business relationship. In modern era commerce and industries are growing up
rapidly which necessitated commercial correspondence.

IMPORTANCE OF BUSINESS/COMMERCIALS LETTER
Letter is as an indispensable tool of communication in business. Business letters are used to sell the products, make
inquiry about customers or prices of goods, seek information and advice, maintain good public relation, increase
goodwill and perform a variety of other business functions. With the continuous growth of commerce and industry,
usefulness and importance of business letter are also increasing gradually. Some points highlighting the benefits or
importance of business letter are discussed below:

Exchanging business information:
Letters are the most economic and convenient means of exchanging information. With the help of letters,
executives can easily exchange information with customers, suppliers, investors, government offices; regulatory
authorities etc.

Establishing business relationship:
Business letter play important role in establishing and maintaining relationship with various parties. Business letters
reduce the distance between a business and its customers, suppliers, creditors and other public groups.

Creation of markets:
Circular letter a form of business letter, helps to create new markets for goods and services. This letter contains
information about utility, features and usefulness of the products and induces the customer to buy the products.

Substitute to personal visit:
Introduction of letters in business world relieves the business executives’ form visiting their clients, suppliers,
creditors and other public groups by traveling a long distance. For this reason, commercial letters are called
alternative technique to personal visit.

Saving cost and time:
Business letters relieve the busy executives from visiting personally their clients and other concerned parties.
Therefore, valuable time and costs can be saved.

Maintaining secrecy:
Business letters also help to maintain secrecy of information. Non one other than the sender and receiver can know
the message contained in the letter.

Increasing goodwill:
Business letters, like inquiry letter, circular letter, order acknowledgement letter, adjustment grant letter etc help to
increase good will of a business with the customers.

Formal agreement:
Business letter acts as formal agreement between buyer and seller. For example an order letter contains name of
items, price, and quantity, time of delivery and mode of payment. All these are regarded as the conditions of
agreement between buyer and seller.
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Settlement of transaction:
Commercial letters have paramount importance in setting business transaction. For example, by writing claim letter,
buyer can raise his claims to the seller by writing collection letters; seller can collect dues from the customers.

Use as reference:
Information exchanged through letters can be preserved permanently and used as reference when need arise.
Therefore, making business decisions becomes easier.

Legal acceptance:
Business letter is an acceptable document in the eye of law. It can be stored and produced as a documentary proof.

Assistance in local and international trade:
Bothe local and foreign trade essentially requires the help of various business letters. Through letters,
businessperson make inquiry about products and prices place orders for goods collect the dues make and settle
claims etc.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that successful operation of business activities establishing,
maintaining and developing business relationship and finally achieving business goal all require help of business
letters. In a sense, conducting business is impossible without business letters.

BUSINESS LETTERS
It refers to the letters entering into business transactions. Modern businessman has to write a large number of
letters. The larger the business the greater is the volume of correspondence.They play an important roles and
perform different functions. They are introductory letters aimed at to open and mature business relations.

CHARACTERISTICS OF BUSINESS LETTERS
A good business letter is the one which achieves the object for which is being written. Some of the essentials to
make a business letter effective are given below:

1. Clearness:
It must be so lucid that the subject is clear, even at rapid reading. As it is not possible for the busy business man to
give much time on reading. This can be achieved only when the writer understating the subject and has command on
language.

2. Accuracy of statement:
Whatever is written must be correct. There should not be any incorrect statement. Special care is to be taken in
writing amounts.

3. Completeness:
It should be complete in all respects so that no information is e.g. order for goods must give quality, price, mode of
carriage, methods of payment etc.

4. Courtesy:
All correspondent are o be treated ad gentlemen. It does not mean humility. What is required is honest , frank and
straight, forward statement of facts worded in polite and courteous language. Special care is to be taken when
drafting dunning letters of complaint.

5. Brevity or conciseness:
The letter should be as short as possible in view clearness, completeness and courtesy. Brevity should not be at the
expense of completeness. There is no place for flowery language in business letter.
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6. Sourcefullness:
The letter must be effective convincing and impressive. These are the days of competition and many times it
depends on a letter that business is created and goods sold.

7. Neatness and display:
The letter must be clearly written or typed, properly folded and put into proper size envelope.

8. Originality:
Age long phrases are not to be copies but the writer should try to be original so that he is able to assert his
individuality. American writers and businessmen has been first to discard old and ancient ways. A letter is written in
original fashion will soon attract the attention among thousands in stereotyped manner.

9. Unity:
Clearness of letter depends to great extent on its unity or oneness. One thought should naturally follow another and
each sentences must show proper arrangement.

10.love and affection:
A good business letter should be written in such a way that it show love and sincerity for the reader.

11.simple language:
A good business letter contains a simple language. If the sentence and words are simple, then common man will
easily follow the meanings of the letter. Try to make small sentence and use simple words.

12.Attractive:
The appearance of the business letter should be attractive. It must look pleasent to the reader.Superior quality of
paper and neatness of typing creates creates a good compression.

MECHANICAL PARTS OF BUSINESS LETTER:
A business letter consist of following parts:

1. HEADING
It is sort of advertisement and that is why they are set up in a very attractive ,manner. The heading is printed at the
top pf a letter paper. It should be compact and well arranged. It should consist of printed names and address of
individual firms company or corporation sending the letter. The telephone number, telegraphic address, codes used,
date and reference number are also given with the letter head.

2. INSIDE ADDRESS
It is the name and address of the party which is being address. It should be exactly the same as the outside address
on the envelope. The name of the person or the firm used is an inside address must have proper courtesy titles. The
common prefix for a man is Mr. if a person hold a degree or a title it must be added to his name such as Dr. Khan., if
a person holds a university degree, it will precedes his designation as Mr. Raus-UL- Hasan M.Com, M.A, S.E.S.

3. SALUTATION
This is the compliment or greeting preceding the body of the letter. It would always be in harmony with the personal
relations of the writer except in care of official letters which invariably have Sir for situation. The most common
forms of salutation in a commercial letter are Dear Sir when addressing one gentle man, Dear Sirs for a firm or
company.
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4. THE BODY OF THE LETTER
The entire letter is to be divided into suitable paragraph which ius not only the question of appearance but giving the
reader breathing times. Each paragraph should contain one topic. The correspondent should commence a new
paragraph whenever he switches on a new topic. The introductory paragraph should be very carefully written. In
subsequent paragraphs the discussion should continue dealing with the main subject matter of the letter. The last
paragraph should be written in good spirit.

5. COMPLEMENTARY CLOSE
It consist of words of respects like “ Yours faithfully” , yours sincerely etc.

6. SIGNATURE
The writer of the letter has to put down his signature in ink just below the complimentary close. A letter without
signature is unauthentic.

7. DIRECTORS AND STENOGRAPHER’S INITIAL
These initials are usually placed in the lower left hand corner of the letter. These are put down with a view to hold
the persons responsible. The usual method of writing is thus;
AS/HK
The letters AS indicates the initials of the person and HK of the typist.

8. POST SCRIPTS OR PS:
If due to some after thoughts the writer wants to add something after the completion of the letter he puts down PS
and after that writes down what ever he wants. PS should also be signed by the writer.

9. ENCLOSURES:
If the letter is sent along with the documents, it should be indicated by writing about the enclosures on the left hand
at the bottom corner of the letter paper.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE BUSINESS LETTER
(1) Heading
(2) Inside Address (Place and Date)
(3) Salutation
(4) Body of the Letter
First Para -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Second Para ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Third Para -------------------------------------------------------------------------------(5) Complimentary Close
(6) Signature
(7) Enclosures
(8) Stenographer's Initials
(9) Post Script
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUSINESS LETTER
Just like other types of letters, the category of business letters can encompass several different purposes. They can
be exchanged between customers and businesses, clients and businesses or businesses with other businesses.
Sometimes a business letter may include all of these audiences in one, although this is quite rare to see.

Making An Inquiry
Make an inquiry when you are requesting more information about a product or service.
This type of business letter tends to include specific information such as product type, as well as asking for further
details in the form of brochures, catalogs, telephone contact, etc. Making inquiries can also help you keep up on
your competition. Use this letter template to ensure you receive a prompt reply.

Sales Letters
Sales Letters are used to introduce new products to new customers and past clients. It's important to outline an
important problem that needs to be solved and provide the solution in sales letters. This example letter provides an
outline, as well as important phrases to use when sending out a wide variety of sales letters. Sales letters can be
improved through the use of personalization in some means in order to ensure attention.

Replying to an Inquiry
Replying to inquiries are one of the most important business letters that you write. Successfully replying to an
inquiry can help you complete a sale or lead to new sales. Customers who make inquiries are interested in specific
information and are excellent business prospects. Learn how to thank the customers, provide as much information
as possible, as well as make a call to action for a positive outcome.

Account Terms and Conditions
When a new customer opens an account it is essential to inform them of account terms and conditions. If you run a
small business, it is common to provide these terms and conditions in the form of a letter. This guide provides a clear
example on which you can base your own business letters providing account terms and conditions.

Letters of Acknowledgment
For legal purposes, letters of acknowledgment are often requested. These letters are also referred to as letters of
receipt and tend to be rather formal and short. These two examples letters will provide you with a template to use in
your own work and can be easily adapted for a number of purposes.

Placing an Order
As a business person, you will often place an order - especially if you have a large supply chain for your product. This
example business letter provides an outline to make sure your order placement is clear so that you receive exactly
what you order.

Making a Claim
Unfortunately, from time to time it is necessary to make a claim against unsatisfactory work. This example business
letter provides a strong example of a claim letter and includes important phrases to express your dissatisfaction and
future expectations when making a claim.

Adjusting a Claim
Even the best business may make a mistake from time to time. In this case, you may be called upon to adjust a claim.
This type of business letter provides an example to send to unsatisfied customers making sure that you address their
specific concerns, as well as retain them as future customers.

Cover Letters
Cover letters are extremely important when applying for a new position. Cover letters should include a short
introduction, highlight the most important information in your resume and elicit a positive response from your
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prospective employer. These two examples of cover letters are part of a larger section on the site providing all the
information you will need on taking an interview in English during your job search.

Job Letters
Application for a situation or vacancy should be brief and to the point. It should be a straight forward statement of
qualifactions. The purpose of a job letter is to secure an interview and the final goal is to get employement.
Applications are commonly invited for posts that fall vacant in a business or Government office through
advertisements. The letters applying for a post should at the very outset refer to the advertisement responded to
and should make an offer. It should be attractive and impressive. All the qualifications should be clearly and correctly
mentioned so that the advertiser can get accurate idea of the merits of the applicant.

VARIOUS TYPES OF LETTER
Wanted accurate typist preferably knowing shorthand at salary of Rs.250/- per month. Hand written application with
testimonial to be addressed to CIBA (Pakistan) Ltd., P.O.Box no. 63.-“Dwan dated 27th December, 1974”.
The manager,
CIBA (PAK) Ltd.,
P.O.Box No. 163,
Karachi.
Sir,
In response to your advertisement in dawn of 27th December, 1974, I wish to apply for the post of typist advertised
by you.I passed the intermediate commerce examination in 1969 from the board of secondary education, Lahore
getting distinction in the steno-typing and was placed in the second division.
I was employed by M/s. Ali Automobiles, Ltd., Lahore in1970 as a steno-typist which company I have been serving
since then. I easily type 50 words per minute quite easily neatly and accurately and my speed in shorthand is 120
words per minute. I am drawing Rs. 175/- per month and my relation with my present employers are quite happy.
But they are unable to offer me attractive prospects that are why I am applying for the post.I am young man of 25
years of age and posses a robust health. I have active and sober habits.I enclose two copies of testimonial. I am also
pleased to refer you my present employers.
I shall be glad to come for interview when convenient to you.
You’re respectfully,
Mohammad Ali.

Encl :2
Habib Vila,
Lawrence road,
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Lahore,
January 1,1973.
Statement of qualification and experience
NAME.............................................. Mohammad Ali
AGE AND HEALTH..................................25 years and posses a robust health
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION.....................Passed high school examination from government model school, Lahore
in 1968, with commerce and typewriting as optional course, passed intermediate examination of Punjab board in
second in the year 1070 with shorthand and typewriting as optional object.
EXPERIENCE..............................Since 1970 I am working as a stenographer with m/s Ali automobiles Ltd. Lahore.
PRESENT SALARY AND REASON FOR LEAVING JOB .................... Drawing a salary of Rs.2700/- per month and have
very good relations with employers. Leaving the service for better future prospects.
REFERENCE .................................. Reference may be made to M/S ALI automobiles Ltd.Lahore.

APPOINTMENTS
CIBA (PAKISTAN) LTD .chemists and druggists
I.I Chundrigar road,
Karachi.
25th January ,1975.
MR.Mohammad Ali
Habib Vila
Lawrence road,
Lahore.
Dear sir,
We have your application of 1s t January,1975 for the post of stenographer. We are glad to
inform you that we have decided to appoint you as stenographer in our firm on a salary of Rs.350/- per month.
Please let us know by return post when we may except you to join us.
Your's Faithfully,
CIBA Pak Ltd.

PAKISTAN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
5, New Queens Road,
Karachi
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January
Hassan ahmed Chemicals,
Purani anarkali’
Lahore.
Dear sir,
Having some prospects of concluding substantial business with the firm mentioned on the slip attached below, who
have given us your reference, we write this letter. As the firm in question had no previous business dealings with us ,
we are not aware of their financial status ,business conduct and the reputation of the persons controlling the firm.
We shall be pleased to learn if you deem them worthy of a credit upto Rs.10,000.
We thank you in advance for any information with which you can favour us as to the solidity of the firm and we
assure that the information supplied b you will be kept strictly confidential and we would be glade to place ourselves
at your service in similar matters.

Yours faithfully ,
Pakistan chemical industries.

REPLY
Dear sirs,
Today we received your enquiry about the standing and financial position of messes. Noorani &Co, of your city. We
are glad to say that we can give you nothing but favorable reply as we have dealt with the team to last five years and
have never experienced any difficulty in recovering our dues . they have considerable amount of capital and have
never known to have sufficient losses . We shall have a no hesitation in according them the credit mentioned by you
.however this is without obligation on your part and hope this information will serve your purposes .

Yours faithfully
Ahmed Chemicals

ORDER LETTER
EASTERN CARPET HOUSE CARPETS &DARI MERCHANTS
|M.A |Jinnah Road,
Lahore.
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20th January,1975
Modern Carpet and Dari house ,
Carpets & |Dari Merchants ,
M.A Jinnah Road ,
Karachi.

Dear sirs,
We thank you for quotations dated January 4,1975 and shall be glad if you will send us by good train as early as
possible the following :- Carpet as per sample No .213_ _ 20’X15’_ _ _4 pieces Carpet as per sample No .312_ _
20’X20’_ _ _3 pieces Please send us the Railway Receipt properly endorsed in our favor and drawn up our bankers
Habib Bank Ltd . Abdullah Hoaroon Road Branch for the invoice value after deducting 2% cash discount . We trust
this will receive your immediate attention as we are much short of stock at present and have large outstanding
orders .
Yours faithfully
Eastern Carpet House

DIAMOND SILK HOUSE
Silk Merchants
Cloth Market , M.A Jinnah Road ,
Karachi.
The Chief commercial Manager,
Pakistan Western Railway ,
Lahore.
Dear sirs,
We took delivery this morning of ten bales of cloth consigned to us by Massrs. lyallpur, silk mills Ltd,lyallpur ,as per
R/P No.42072 dated January 5,0976.two of the bales bore distinct evidence of having been tempered with in transit .
we noted down this fact on the Railway Receipt while surrendering it to the |Railway authorities at Karachi. We find
that hundred yards of printed silk has been removed from both the bales . our
estimate of damage is Rs . 1,000/_ .we are enclosing a copy of the invoice and the certificates given by the Staten
|Master ,Karachi ,in whose presence we opened the bales .
We request you to please accept our claim promptly.
Your faithfully | Diamond silk House.

MOHD . RAIZ MOHD SHAFI
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EXPOTETERS &IMPOrTERS
32, I .J chundrigar Road, Karachi.
Messrs .Ramzan Bros.,
5,M.A Jinnah Road ,
Lahore.
Dear sirs,
We have to bring to your notice a change in the constitution of our firm . Mr.fazal raza, our valued partner has been
serving from ill health for the last 12 months an d he find him selves unable to take up the responsibilities of an
active business carrier. He has , therefore decided to retrieve from business from the 1st march 1975. we are really
very sorry to lose his valuable partnership but consideration of health do not permit us to force him to continue
shouldering the responsibility. We are , how ever , glad to inform you that we have arrange to take Mr. Muhammad
Shafi who is the man of wide experience and fixed well for a business like yours. Further more his inclusion into
business will enable us too continue the present policy of business to cause a large increase also.In order to settle all
matters in connection with the old account we have reconciled accounts on the 20th instant and shall be glad if you
will please forward us a cheque of Rs. 59/- only for the amount due on you.
Hoping to receive your immediate attention.

Yours faithfully
Mohd. Shafi.
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Filing System
Introduction
A system of arranging o r preserving documents received and copies of letters issued in a proper way is known as
filing system. Such a preservation of all the letters and documents enables the businessman to have ready reference
as and when needed. Business concerned, big or small, carry correspondence wit a number of customers or clients.
Such correspondence forms a permanents record of what has happened between the businessman and the
customer. Reference of the previous correspondence is to be made for carrying any business activity and also
forming new policies to make a business a successful one. There fore a copy of incoming and outgoing letters is to be
preserved and arranged in a systematic way so that they may be easily available with out any lose of time. This
whole process is known as Filling.

Definition
“Filing refers to systematic preservation of papers in a well organized manner that in case of their need they can
easily be made available or traced”.
“Filing is a process of classifying and arranging records so that they can be obtained without delay”.

ESSENTIALS/CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD FILING SYSTEM
For an efficient filling system it is necessary to have the following qualities:

1. Simplicity
The filling system should be quite easy and simple so that every one in the office and use it with out any technical
knowledge. It would be so simple that even an inexperienced employee can use it.

2.Safety
The preservation of the letters is the foremost object of filling system. The letter should be kept in a lock or other
device to prevent unauthorized persons to approach the correspondence

3. Elasticity
With the development of business some times it becomes necessary to alter the filling system. Therefore it is
essential that filling system should be elastic

4.Minimum space
The space occupied by a filling system should be as small as possible

5.Cheapness and Economy
To avoid any financial pressure the system of filling should be cheap and economical in proportion to the size of
business.

6.Rapidity of Reference
Filling of letters should be easy in order to trace the required letter with out any loss of time

7.Suitability
Again the system of filling must suit the requirements of the business in connection with which it is used.The
requirements of each business house vary according to the nature and extent of its business and the actual system
of filling best suited to it varies accordingly.

8.Rapidity of Filling
The system should be such that the papers could be filled rapidly with out any loss o time
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9.Accessibility
The records should be kept in a place and in a manner easily accessible to all. otherwise there is bound to be a waste
of time in making references.

10.Secrecy
A good filing system must possess the element of secrecy about the affairs of business.

11.Checking
A filing system must be a kind in which checking of documents can be made easily.

12.Comprehensive
The filing system must be comprehensive and should include all the good qualities of different methods of filing.

OBJECTS OF FILING
The primery objective of filing is the preservation of letters and papers for future reference in a systematic manner.
Future reference of letters or their availability becomes necessary in several cases as discussed below:
a) In the event of dispute and before the court of law the submission of past letters, or documents to support
one’s point or to refute other’s becomes necessary.
b) Some papers like agreement or contract deed need to be preserved for certain number of years or for
certain period.
c) Sometimes customers repeat their past order and ask the supplier to refer to their previous order and to reexecute it. In such case reference to past letter becomes necessary.
d) In case, if a customer asks quotation and doesnot place an order, the inquiry should be followed and letters
have to be written to him one after the other with a view to elicit an order from him.
e) Past records yield very useful business information. For example, letters of previous years may disclose
whether some customers have stopped making purchases or purchases have slowed down. This information
may help the business enterprise to revise its sales efforts.

TYPES OF FILING
There are two types of filing:
•
•

Central filing
Departmental Filing

CENTRAL FILING:
Following are the main characteristics of central filing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Development of specialist filing staff.
All files are controlled in one room.
More supervison and control over files is posssible.
It ensures that all correspondence about the same subject are filed together.
A uniform system of filing can be established throughout the organization.
Central filing is less expensive.
Under central filing system, proper action can be taken in time against concerened files.

DEPARTMENTAL FILING:
There are following characteristics of departmental filing:
1. Files are quickly made available as they are not too many.
2. As every department keeps its files within the department, so that they are readily available.
3. The filing system is not so large and therefore easier to handle.
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4. It doesnot need a specialist staff for filing and this reduces cost of labour.
5. It is more suitable for condifential documents as they are not open to every member of the filing
department.
6. Under this filing system, short names and abbreviation are used for documentation.:

VARIOUS SYSTEMS/METHODS OF FILLING LETTERS
I. Wire Filling
2. Pigeon Hole Filling System
3. Flat or Horizontal Filling System
4. Vertical or Upright Filling System

I. Wire Filling
In this system of filling a hard and thick steel wire is used. The wire is fixed on a small round wooden base and has a
sharp point. in this thick wire all the letters are pushed and the wire is hung. it is usually used in small business
houses.

II.Pigeon Hole Filling System
This system requires a wooden almirah containing 24 compartments like pigeon holes. There is usually a shutter in
the front of the almirah to protect the letters. each compartment is labeled with one letter of alphabet. the last
compartment bears the label of X,Y and Z. this is very old system of filling letters.

III. Flat or Horizontal Filling System
In this system in an iron almirah, the card board files are flatly, or horizontally kept in a number of holes duly alpha
bated . this is a very popular and scientific system of filling letters. this system is a great advancement over pigeon
hole system. It is known as flat filling system because of the fact that the letters filled under it are kept in a flat
position files are specially designed for use in this system and their different makes are available in the market. The
available files can be grouped into the following classes:

1.The Cardboard File
It is a primitive form of filling. under this system either the cardboard covers or drawers of specially made cabinets
are used, as files .the letters are put upon the cardboard and fastened with the help of a clip.

2.The Box File
This is also not in much use. Here wooden boxes are used as files .the letters are kept flat inside the box in an
alphabetic or numerical order. It is used in very small business houses .

3.The Arch Files
This is the most popular form of flat files. A businessman generally keeps a number of flat files according to the
volume of correspondence and the system and the system of classification he adopts. If the volume is small , one file
may be sufficient ,but if it is large one file may be used for containing the correspondence of a single individual and
there will be as many files as correspondents . the letters are arranged date wise. these files may be kept just like
books or hung on the walls, or they may be kept in shape of drawers fitted in a cabinet.

4.The Shannon Files
The Shannon file is the best known system of flat filling .this form consists of a filling cabinet containing many
compartments in accordance with the requirements of the business .each drawers contains index sheets below
which the letters are filled.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF A HORIZONTAL FILLING SYSTEM
Whatever the make of the flat files, they possess the following special features which should be carefully noted
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1. The files keep the letters in a flat position and contain a device for fastening the letter s
2. Each file consist of alphabetical index cards which are made of loose stiff sheets .
3. The letter are placed date wise, with the latest letter date on the top.
4 All the letters contained in the file are carefully fattened together.
5 The file may be hang on the wall , or kept in the shape of the drawer in a cabinet or made to stand like a book.
6 When a file is full , the letter are removed to be transferred in binding cases.

ADVANTAGES OF HORIZONTAL FILLING SYSTEM:
1 The letter filed cannot get out of order or cannot be misplaced or lost as they are fixed on the arches.
2 If at any time , the letter of a particular correspondent is to be removed , it can be done without disturbing the
order of other letters.
3 A file drawer may be dropped accidently, but there is no fear of mixing the letters.

DISADVANTAGES OF A HORIZONTAL FILLING SYSTEM :
1 Since the letters are fastened together , inconvenience is felt filling or taking out a letter.
2 The relative slowness is getting access to the letters as they have to be re-shuffled and turned forward and
backward to find the required letter is inconvenient.
3 It is absolutely necessary to punch the papers , which makes the system time consuming.
4 Trouble is involved in re –organizing the cabinet to maintain an increasing volume of correspondence.

IV. VERTICAL OR UPRIGHT FILLING SYSTEM
A still further advancement the art of filling letters is the vertical filling system . It is the most leading method of
filling suited to a large concern having innumerable correspondence . The system is called vertical because the
letters are kept in a vertical position . It requires a cabinet with deep drawers , folders and guide cards . In this
system the letters remain unfastened.

WORKING OF THE VERTICAL SYSTEM:
The following are the things which are needed for the proper maintenance of the vertical filling system.

1.Filling Cabinet:
This cabinet contains drawers which are made of wood or steel . The requirement of drawer depends upon the
volume of correspondence and nature of the business. Cabinets with locks also provide safety.

2. Folder:
A folder is made of strong paper and is folded in the middle so that the letters can be easily arranged in it. They are
usually placed date wise. On the projection edge of the folder is written the correspondent’s name, subject etc.

3. Guide Cards:
Small groups are made in each drawer by sheets having in a tab. These tabs are marked alphabetically,
geographically or numerically. The folder are kept behind them according to the mark on the tab.

4. Arrangement Of The Folders In The Drawers:
The folders containing the correspondence are arranged in the drawers either alphabetically, geographically or
numerically. The most common is the numerical arrangement , but sometimes alphabetical arrangement is also
preferred thus they may be arranged in the following order:[POC NOTES ]
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A. Numerical Arrangement:
Each folder is giving a certain number which is put down on the raised portion of its back. If a folder holds the letter
of the single correspondents then all the papers will also carry the same number as that of the folder. If a folder
contains documents related to more than one correspondents then the decimal system will be applied e.g if the
folder carries a no. 53 then the correspondents will be numbered as 53-1, 53-2 etc. folders are bearing numbers like
10, 20, 50 and so on inserted in the proper places so that they indicate the position of the various folder of different
numbers.

B. Alphabetical Arrangement:
In this folder contains the name of the correspondents on the raised back portion and not the number. Each guide
card indicate the initial letters of the correspondents e.g. the letters to and from Mubarak Ali, Mahmud Ahmed etc
will be placed together and their position will be indicate by the guide card bearing the letter ‘M’. The folders are
arranged one after the another according to the first vowel occurring in the correspondents name. t he advantage of
this system is that it does not need a separate index but it posses the disadvantage of causing conclusion between
the customers bearing same names.

C. Geographical Arrangement:
This is merely a variation of either the alphabetical or numerical systems adopted geographically to meet the
requirements of a particular business. One may allot each drawer for correspondence in each province, and guide
cards may be put indicating each town. Traders having flourishing foreign trade and big merchants usually adopt this
arrangements.

D. Subject Arrangement:
Where the subjects are of more importance than the name of correspondents it is useful to file all papers behind
alphabetically arranged subjects guides using tabbed folders for sub- divisions of the subject or individual
correspondents.

5. Absent Or Out Guides: These are cards with ruled columns. When a folder is removed for reference the
filing clerk puts an out guide in its place and enters in the ruled columns the particulars of the folder removed.

ADVANTAGES OF THE VERTICAL FILING SYSTEM:
1. Speed Of Location: Speed of location is possible as the system combines admirably with the visible system
of indexing. They can be traced out quickly without must effort.

2. Convenience And Cheapness: The vertical filing system has the advantages of handling a large volume of
correspondence more conveniently and cheaply.

3. Easy Removal Of Documents: Access to the folders and to the documents is simple and that is why the
removal of documents is easy.

4. Flexibility: This system is more adaptable in increasing the correspondence.
5. Time Saver: The papers need not be punched under this system, therefore it is a time in this respect.
6. No Fear Of Mixing: Since the correspondence of one individual is quite separate from others, therefore
there is no fear of mixing up of the correspondence.

DISADVANTAGES OF VERTICAL FILING SYSTEM:
1. Danger Of Losing: Since the letter are left lose in the vertical system therefore, there is danger of losing
them.

2. Insecurity: This system has no security and in case a letter is dropped, it upsets the whole order.
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3. Large Space: This system requires a large space as compared to the flat files.

INDEXING
Introduction:
Index is simply a list arranged alphabetically showing the required reference. An index to file may be set out in the
form of a bound or loose leaf book whereas a separate page or group of pages is allotted to every letter of the
alphabet, the field no. being entered against each name. Thus indexing is a system through which the location of the
records may be found easily. It may be placed near to the records or may be kept apart from the records or the
records themselves may be so arranged as to be self indexing eg . 1 index of a book (apart from the records) and 2.
Telephone directory (self- indexing).

INDEXING EQUIPMENT
Vertical Card Index:
There are number of card in it and each card deals with one item of the index. On the top edge of the card, reference
heading is written. On the remaining part of the card, the location of the item is written, where the self- indexing
system is in use, the remaining part of the card contains the record itself. These cards are arranged vertically in a
drawer or tray in such a way that they can be used very conveniently for reference to make the function or finding
the reference more easily, tabbed guide cards may be inserted at required intervals.

Strip Index:
It is consisted of frame into which strips of shout paper or card can be fitted in any required order and subsequently
withdrawn and rearranged whenever changes are to be made. Each strip is devoted on one item of not more than
two or three lines. Frames can be made up in various forms to suit different purposes; they can be fixed to the wall
made up in book form or where a large number is necessary arranged on a rotary stand which is easily turned to give
reference to any desired portion of the index.

Visible Card Index:
This is an index which offers the ready visibility of the strip index and also the additional record space provided by
the vertical card index. It consists of series of cards, arranged so as to overlap leaving a strip of each card exposed.
This exposed edge is used for the reference heading, the remaining part of the card is readily available for record
purpose. The trays in which these cards are kept are fitted with devices which enable the cards to be held in position
and yet permit individual cards to be written upon withdrawn replaced or rearranged as may bar required. The trays
of cards are usually kept in cabinet but as in the case of the strip index frames can be arranged in book form when
they make an easily portable record.

Visible Books:
Overlapping visible index records can also be kept in book form. A viable book consist of a loose leaf binder in which
paper pages are arranged in a similar formation the cards in visible card index.

Wheel Index:
This is a form of vertical card index in which the cards are arranged about the circumference of wheel set in a cabinet
or desk. Thousand of such cards can be attached to one wheel and as many as six wheels set up within the reach of
one clerk seated at his desk.
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Stagged Card Index:
This is an arrangement of the vertical card index which has been developed to give easier reference to headings.
Cards are arranged in groups and overlapped so that the reference headings on the cutaway concern of a whole
group can be seen at once. This system of indexing is sometimes applied to ledger cards to facilitate the extraction of
accounts for posting.

Slotte Card:
The cards are punched with holes along one or more edge, each hole represents a classification or figure in code
number. Written information is recorded by hand or typewriting in the centre of the card. The information in term of
which it is required to deselected or sort can be recorded along the edge of card by cutting the appropriate holes
into slots. Once they have been prepared the card may be filed in trays in any order. To select the card for a
particular classification batch of several hundred cards is removed from the tray and a long needle is passed through
the holes representing the class required. When the needle is lifted the cards which have been slotted at these holes
fall out so separate themselves from the remainder.

Alphapetical Index:
An index of this type is provided usually in every letter book or ledger.

The Vowel Index:
According to this method, each letter of the alphabate is split up into six divisions as the first vowel, after the intial
letter of the word indexed is: a, e,i,o,u or y. This ,instead of one division for letter M then word Ma, Me, Mo,Mi, or
My.

Geographical Or Subject Index:
Some organizations may find it more useful to arrange their correspondence on the basis of places from where the
letter have been recorded. Letters may be arranged on subject-wise.
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